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(ABSTRACT) 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the career 

development process was the same for hearing-impaired and 

normally-hearing adolescents. Subjects included 71 deaf and 318 

nonhandicapped adolescents and their parents. A literature-based causal 

model of career maturity (Model 1) was developed that was designed to 

explain career maturity in terms of background variables, family 

characteristics, and individual characteristics. The inclusion of these 

variables was based on family systems theory, social learning theory, and 

the empirical literature on the career maturity of nonhandicapped 

adolescents. 

The regression of career maturity on the eight predictor variables 

in Model 1 explained about 20% of the variance in career maturity for the 

hearing group, and 28% for the deaf. Family cohesion was the strongest 

predictor of career maturity for both groups. 

Despite several similar patterns of influence among the variables, a 

number of relationships among t~e variables differed for the two groups. 

Furthermore, differences were noted between the groups in terms of the 



total effects for some of the eight predictor variables such as age and 

achievement. 

A second model was developed to describe the career development of 

the deaf. Model 2 included all of the variables in Model 1 as well as 

five additional variables specific to the experiences of the deaf. Model 

2 explained 31% of the variance in the career maturity of the deaf 

subjects. The increase in variance explained was not great enough to be 

considered significant. The degree of the subject's hearing loss and the 

degree of mother-child communication were influential in describing the 

career development process for the deaf in Model 2. 

The results suggest that there are similarities and differences in 

the development of career maturity for deaf and hearing adolescents. The 

process is more reliant upon background characteristics, such as age, for 

the hearing. For the deaf, family variables intervene to influence career 

maturity to a greater extent than for the hearing. For both groups, 

higher family cohesion scores were associated with greater career 

maturity. The inclusion of deaf-specific variables contributed to the 

explanatory power of the basic model, although not to a significant 

degree. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

It is work that binds a person to reality, according to Freudian 

philosophy. Super (1957) has postulated that the choice of a career is 

an expression of self. And yet, with all of the self-actualizing 

potential associated with work, an undemanding job for which one is 

overtrained, overqualified, and underpaid can be a monumental source of 

dissatisfaction with life in general (Warr and Wall, 1975). The ability 

to make satisfying career decisions, termed "career maturity", can, 

therefore, have major implications for general psychological well-being. 

Because adolescence is the period when most individuals are learning to 

plan for their entry into the world of work, career immature adolescents 

are at high risk for underemployment and life dissatisfaction as adults. 

Still, it is unknown precisely how the environment and individual 

potential interact to stimulate the development of career maturity. A 

hearing impairment, with its associated communication deficiency and 

isolation from the world of work, is the kind of condition that can stifle 

a child's growth towards career maturity. 

A study of the career maturity of deaf adolescents (Lerman and 

Guilfoyle, 1970) revealed that, on average, these youngsters were 

inferior to their hearing siblings on a variety of career-related 

variables including parental socioeconomic status, level of vocational 

preference, commitment to preference, reality of preference, knowledge 

of general occupational information, and awareness of the social aspects 

of work. 
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Lower career maturity during adolescence can have profound, long-range 

implications. As adults, deaf workers tend to take jobs that are mostly 

in unskilled and semi-skilled occupations that offer little potential for 

upward mobility (Lacey, 1975; Lerman, 1976). Deaf workers are 

underrepresented in clerical, service, and professional occupational 

clusters, resulting in lower incomes for the deaf (Lacey, 1975). The 

underemployment of the deaf is seen as a "major occupational problem" by 

Lacey (1975, p. 305). The state of the art in career development theory 

building and research offers little to help the counselor guide deaf 

clients towards more successful, fulfilling career goals. 

To date, little empirical research has been conducted on the career 

maturity of the hearing-impaired that goes beyond comparisons of mean 

differences in career maturity scores between deaf and hearing samples. 

There is still little empirical evidence to help determine which of the 

factors hypothesized by Super and others to influence career maturity 

actually have a significant impact on the career maturity of the 

hearing-impaired; it is unknown whether the factors that influence career 

maturity in hearing adolescents function in the same ways to influence 

the career maturity of the hearing-impaired. No empirical studies have 

been found that shed light on the manner in which these variables 

influence career development, either directly or indirectly, for either 

group. 
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THE PROBLEM 

Hearing-impaired adults are, as a group, not living up to their 

occupational potential but instead tend to be underemployed or in dead-end 

jobs. It is during the formative years and adolescence that career 

attitudes develop and career planning and exploration begin (Super & 

Overstreet, 1960). Deaf adolescents tend to do less planning and 

exploring than do their hearing peers. Career development theories aid 

career counselors in helping their clients plan for, explore, and navigate 

through the world of work. Counselors have difficulty helping their 

hearing-impaired clients because the career development theories and 

research, on which counselors base their practice, do not necessarily 

relate to the circumstances of "special" groups such as women, blacks, 

or the deaf (Navin & Myers, 1983; Phillippe & Auvenshine, 1985; Phillips, 

Strohmer, Berthaume & O'Leary, 1983). 

To date, there has been sufficient research to establish the fact that 

the hearing-impaired are inferior to their hearing peers in terms of 

career maturity. No empirical work has been done, however, to determine 

whether the process of becoming career mature differs for 

hearing-impaired and normally-hearing adolescents; that is, whether the 

pattern of influence among the antecedent factors that affect career 

maturity is the same for both groups. 

Career immature adolescents are likely to become underemployed adults. 

It has already been shown that the deaf are at high risk for eventual 

underemployment. Still, there is no clear picture in the empirical 

literature that illustrates which factors account for that high risk. 
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To design effective preventative programs, or to design remedial 

interventions, we must have a better understanding of the forces that 

influence career maturity. Furthermore, little is known about 

between-group differences in the effects of these factors. This is the 

problem to which the current research was addressed. 

THE PURPOSE 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether a model of the 

development of career maturity, drawn from the literature associated with 

normal adolescents, describes the process of career maturity for 

hearing-impaired adolescents equally well. Several steps were taken to 

achieve this purpose. The first step was to conduct a comprehensive 

literature search for factors shown to influence the career development 

of nonhandicapped individuals and to develop a causal model (Model 1) that 

reflects the direct and indirect relationships among these variables. 

The second step involved testing this model to determine its ability to 

explain career maturity in nonhandicapped adolescents, and developing a 

hierarchy of these variables according to the relative magnitude of their 

total effects on career maturity. Next, LISREL (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1986) 

was used to determine whether Model 1 is equally useful for both 

hearing-impaired and nonhandicapped adolescents, and whether the patterns 

of influence, both direct and indirect, among the background, family, and 

personality variables are equivalent for the two groups. 

Finally, a second model (Model 2) was developed. Model 2 includes 

all the variables in Model 1 plus variables that are specific to the 
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experience of hearing-impaired adolescents. This second model was tested 

using data from the hearing-impaired sample. The result~ from Model 2 were 

then compared to the results from Model 1 for the handicapped group. 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The following questions were investigated by this research. 

1. Will a causal model of career maturity, built to explain the 

development of career maturity for nonhandicapped adolescents, fit 

the data from a nonhandicapped sample? 

2. Will the aforementioned model fit the data from a sample of 

hearing-impaired adolescents equally well? 

3. What are the relative magnitudes of influences from background, 

environmental and psychological variables on career maturity for each 

group? 

• When ranked according to magnitude of total effect, are the 

orderings of variables in the model for the nonhandicapped the 

same for both the hearing-impaired and nonhandicapped groups? 

For example, is the family a stronger agent of influence on career 

maturity for hearing-impaired youth than for their hearing 

counterparts? 

• In what ways, if any, do the patterns of influence differ for the 

two groups and how might these differences be explained? 
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4. Can a greater amount of the variation in the career maturity of 

hearing-impaired adolescents be explained by the addition to the 

model of factors unique to their experience? 

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 

1. A model of career maturity, built from a consideration of the 

literature concerned with nonhandicapped adolescents, will not fit 

data from a hearing-impaired sample of adolescents as well as it fits 

data from a hearing sample. 

2. a. The strengths of the relationships among the variables in the first 

model will differ for hearing and hearing-impaired adolescents. 

b. The total effects of each of the variables on career maturity will 

differ for the two groups. For example: 

• Family cohesion will have a greater total effect on the career 

maturity of the hearing-impaired than for the hearing sample. 

• Parental expectations will have a greater total effect on the 

career maturity for the hearing-impaired than for the hearing 

sample. 

3. The second model will explain more of the variance in the career 

maturity of the hearing-impaired sample than will the first model. 
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LIMITATIONS 

This study has limitations regarding the sample, the measurements, 

and the design. The sample selection process that was used resulted in 

the underrepresentation of nonwhites and inner city youth. Due to an 

emphasis on "time-on-task" in many school systems, there is little 

representation in the hearing sample of students who do not schedule study 

halls and students who enroll in vocational classes away from their home 

schools. The sample is composed solely of volunteers. 

The hearing-impaired subjects were selected on the basis of their 

academic abilities such that their scores on the tests administered would 

reflect the constructs that the tests were designed to measure rather than 

serving as proxies for reading tests. The reading requirement eliminated 

at least 40% of otherwise eligible deaf adolescents. The stipulation of 

a minimum reading level aided the internal validity of the study; the 

sample of hearing-impaired subjects had achievement scores above the 

average for their norm group, as did the hearing sample, making the two 

groups more comparable than is typical in the population on an important 

factor. The reading level requirement limits the generalizability of 

results from the hearing-impaired to those who are relatively higher 

achievers. 

There are limitations centering around the measurements used in the 

research. The Cultural Participation Scale (Super, 1967) was modified 

for use in the study but was not specifically validated in its revised 

form. The modifications were, however, minimal and severe validity 

problems were not expected. The four items used to estimate socioeconomic 
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status were not designed in a way that could produce as accurate a 

representation of a family's socioeconomic status as other sets of items 

might have provided. 

Despite these limitations, this study yielded a number of 

substantively significant findings related to the modeling of career 

maturity for both the deaf and the nonhandicapped. Important strengths 

of the design of this study were the use of multiple sources of data, 

i.e., child, parent and school, and the fact that parents themselves were 

asked to report their expectations for their children rather than using 

the speculations of the subjects as is frequently done (Hesser, 1981; Khan 

& Alvi, (1983). Furthermore, the broad theoretical framework on which 

this study this based, (including family systems theory and social 

learning theory), allows for a more wholistic perspective. 

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

The chapters that follow contain terms related to family systems 

theory, career development, causal modeling, hearing-impairment, and 

locus of control. This section is intended to serve as a convenient 

source of definitions for many of these technical terms: 

Achievement: This composite variable was computed using growth scale 

scores for reading and math on the SRA or Stanford achievement 

test, whichever was available for each student. These scores 

were converted to z-scores using the norm group 

(nonhandicapped) mean and standard deviation, and then 
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standardized with a mean of 100 and s.d. of 15. The 

standardized scores for reading and math were then averaged for 

each subject. 

Career Development: In this dissertation, refers to the process of 

becoming career mature. Note: In the literature, the term is 

used to describe a variety of different processes and 

activities. 

Career Maturity: The ability to meet the age-appropriate tasks in life 

that deal with vocational matters. Operationally defined as 

the subject's score on the Attitude scale of the Career 

Development Inventory. 

Causal model: A model reflecting the hypothesized causal sequence among 

several variables based upon theory or logical inference. 

Coalition: An overly intense bonding and loyalty between two family 

members often to the exclusion of others. 

Deaf: In this document, refers to individuals with hearing losses 

pronounced enough to have resulted in special educational 

identification by the schools. 

Disengaged: Describes a family at the low end of the cohesion scale: 

family members have little to do with each other; outside 
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interests and people are more important than family members; 

considered dysfunctional. Indicated by a score between 10 and 

31 on the Cohesion scale of the FACES III. (See Table 12 for 

other FACES III score ranges. ) 

Endogenous: A variable that has causes that are identified within the 

model, i.e. have arrows extending towards them from other 

variable(s) in the model. 

Enmeshed: Describes an intensely cohesive family: there are likely to be 

rigid boundaries between the family and people outside of the 

family; coalitions between parent and child are likely; tends 

to inhibit the growth and individuation of family members; 

generally considered to be dysfunctional. Indicated by a score 

of between 44 and 50 on the Cohesion scale of the FACES III. 

Exogenous: A variable that is caused by forces outside of the model, i.e., 

has no arrows extending towards it from variab1e(s) within the 

model. 

Locus of control: The perceived primary cause of events that occur in 

one's life, whether within the self in the form of actions and 

beliefs (an internal locus of control), or in the social, 

spiritual and natural world outside of the self (external locus 

of control); the extent to which an individual believes he or 
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she can control the outcomes in his or her life as reflected 

in the subject's score on the Different Situations Inventory. 

Fully Identified: Refers to a causal model for which there are just as 

many known sample estimates as there are estimated parameters 

in the model; has a single solution. Also referred to as 

'just-identified' or 'exactly identified.' 

Hearing-Impaired: (See "Deaf") 

Mainstreaming: The extent to which a handicapped student is educated 

alongside nonhandicapped peers. In this study, a dichotomous 

variable indicating education in a residential or in a public 

school setting. 

Path analysis: "A method for studying direct and indirect effects of 

variables hypothesized as causes of variables treated as 

effects" (Pedhazur, 1982, p. 580). 

Planfulness: An orientation to the need to make educational and vocational 

choices. Operationally defined as the score on the Career 

Planning subscale of the Attitude scale of the Career 

Development Inventory. 
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Predetermined Variables: Variables within a causal model that are assumed 

to effect other variables in the model; could be either 

exogenous or endogenous. 

Prelingually deafened: Onset of deafness before the development of 

language skills, i.e. before the age of 2 years. 

Recursive: A model in which the causal flow is unidirectional, that is, 

when all of the paths point in a single direction, i.e., from 

left to right; no variable is at once a cause and an effect of 

any other variable. 

Triangulation: A process whereby two family members, such as husband and 

wife, become overly focused on something or someone, resulting 

in the reduction of tension in the dyad. 

Underemployment: Being employed in a position for which one is 

overqualified, that does not make use of skills and training 

already acquired or of potential. 
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

INTRODUCTION 

Since World War II, much attention has been paid to developing and 

studying theories of career development. The literature is, however, 

overflowing with concepts and constructs which overlap grammatically, 

syntactically, semantically and in every other way. The terms 'career 

development,' 'vocational development,' 'career maturity,' 'vocational 

maturity,' and 'career behavior,' to name a few, seem to be used 

interchangeably. Any and all of these terms have been used in the context 

of both outcome and process variables. It appears as though the majority 

of theoretical and empirical work done so far in the field of career 

development has been in the explanation and prediction of occupational 

choice: an outcome variable. 

As operationally defined by the use of Super's Career Development 

Inventory (Super, Thompson, Lindeman, Jordaan & Myers, 1981), the term 

career maturity encompasses attitudes towards career exploration and 

career planning, decision making, and knowledge about the world of work. 

The focus of this study is on those process factors that lead an 

adolescent, handicapped or not, to make rational, informed decisions 

about his or her career. In this research, the term 'career development' 

refers to the process of gaining 'career maturity' defined as the ability 

to meet the tasks in life that deal with vocational matters (Super, 1957). 
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The purpose of this chapter is to build the rationale for the causal 

models of career maturity that were tested. The underlying concepts stem 

from several sources: Super's studies of career development and his 

conceptualization of career maturity; an understanding of the different 

life experiences of the hearing-impaired; family systems theory and the 

construct of family cohesion; locus of control, an idea stemming from 

social learning theory; and from the empirical research related to 

background variables relating to career maturity. 

CAREER MATURITY 

Overview and Definitions 

There has long been an interest in breaking the code that determines 

what a person will become when he or she grows up and how the decisions 

along the way are made. This is the essence of the career development 

research movement. Three aspects of career development have been 

addressed in the literature: occupational choice; the modeling of the 

construct of career maturity; and factors associated with the development 

of career maturity. Occupational choice, the first of these aspects, has 

been the subject of the career development theories of many notable 

writers in the field such as Ginzberg, Ginsberg, Axelrad, and Herma 

(1951); Roe (1957); Super (1953, 1963); and Holland (1959, 1966, 1973). 

Originally called 'vocational maturity' by Super, career maturity is 

defined by most investigators as the ability of an individual to make 

sound career decisions. A second focus of career development research 
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has been the modeling of the concept of career maturity. This branch of 

inquiry is primarily concerned with defining the construct of career 

maturity by describing the various components of career maturity. The 

conclusions from research in this area have been operationalized in 

instruments designed to measure career maturity. Super and his 

colleagues, and Crites are the principal contributors in this area. The 

Career Development Inventory (CD!) (Super, et al., 1981) was developed 

after several years of empirical research, most notably the Career Pattern 

Studies (1957, 1960). The CD! subscales measure those components Super 

concluded to be the essence of career maturity: career planning, career 

exploration, decision making, and world of work information. These four 

components are grouped under the more general headings of career attitudes 

and career knowledge. 

Crites, in his Career Maturity Inventory, emphasizes different 

components of the construct although he also has two major categories: 

attitudes and competence. The Attitude scale is comprised of items 

designed to measure decisiveness, involvement, independence, orientation, 

and compromise. The Competence scale is subdivided into scales measuring 

self-appraisal, occupational information, goal selection, planning, and 

problem solving. 

A third focus of career research is concerned with the process factors 

that encourage the development of career maturity. This is based, of 

course, on the assumption that it is known what career maturity is and 

how it can be measured. The principal methodology in this area has been 

empirical, examining those background, educational, and personality 

variables that influence the development of career maturity. This is the 
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aspect of career development with which this study is concerned. As 

summarized by McHugh (1975), Super suggests that the career pattern of 

an individual is influenced by his parents' socioeconomic level, his own 

mental ability and personality characteristics, and by the opportunities 

to which he is exposed. The research to date has not been organized to 

form a model of how the variables that have been shown to help explain 

the development of career maturity interact. 

Theories of career Development/Maturity 

Career development theories have been developed that emphasize a 

variety of personal and environmental characteristics. Ginzberg et al. 

(1951) postulated that career development occurs most intensively during 

adolescence and that this development progresses through a series of 

predictable stages. The process of career development, in this theory, 

is a function of an individual's efforts to collect data about himself 

and the world of work and then, using that information, make decisions 

about his or her personal niche in that world. Roe (1957) emphasized the 

importance of early childhood experiences, particularly parent-child 

interactions, in determining the type of work towards which a person would 

ultimately gravitate. Super (1953, 1963) broadened the concept of career 

development to include the entire life span. He postulated that people 

are most satisfied in occupations that help them 'implement' their 

self-concepts. Holland (1959; 1966; 1973) emphasizes the match between 

an individual's personal orientation to the world, or personality, and 

the work environment. 
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Osipow (1975) argues that the concepts of developmental stages, 

self-concept implementation, occupational environments and personality 

types may not function the same for all groups. Lerman (1976), however, 

states that the same basic principles for guiding career development 

toward mature vocational functioning may be universal. 

career Development Theories and the Handicapped 

Osipow (1975) and others (Conte, 1983; Overs, 1975; Phillips et al., 

1983) reviewed these career development theories in light of the needs 

and characteristics of the handicapped and other special groups and found 

the theories to be inadequate. Conte (1983) criticizes authors who: 

have been primarily superficial in that their discussions 

do not attempt to integrate observations concerning the vocational 

development of disabled persons into their previously stated 

theories. Such attempts at trying to "make the data fit their 

theory" rather than developing a "theory that fits the data" . 

are obviously limited in their utilitarian value. (p.326) 

Existing theories of career development have been deemed inadequate 

primarily because the life experiences of special groups of people, 

including women, are likely to differ appreciably from those individuals 

around whom the theories were initially developed, namely white, 

middle-class males of average or greater abilities. Even though ten years 

old, this criticism has begun to be taken seriously only recently, with 

some work directed towards the career development of women. Perun and 

Bielby (1981) discussed the past tendency to ignore the different context 
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in which women develop and concluded that the traditional vocational 

development theories do not describe females adequately. Even less study 

has been done of the vocational development of the handicapped whose life 

experiences are likely to deviate from the white, middle-class, 

nonhandicapped males in yet other ways (Overs, 1975). 

Osipow (1976) has suggested several possible reasons for the failure 

of researchers and theorists to actively apply career development 

concepts to the handicapped. These include the following assumptions 

allegedly made by some vocational and rehabilitation practitioners: 

1. that the construct of career development does not apply to the 

handicapped; 

2. the disability itself is more important than the individual's other 

characteristics in determining career behavior; 

3. the career options of the handicapped are severely limited; 

4. that the handicapped person's career development is retarded by the 

disability; and 

5. that the career development of the handicapped is unsystematic and 

due primarily to chance. 

Osipow (1975) believes that membership in one or more 'special,' or 

'non-standard,' groups ought to be considered in any theory of career 
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development but states further that there has not been enough research 

to know the relative importance of such grouping variables. Although 

these grouping factors need to be considered when attempting to explain 

career development, it is unclear which variables are most important. 

He writes: 

Since individuals usually belong to several groups, which group 

would seem to be the most important in determining occupational 

behavior? Is it more important to be a woman, a member of a racial 

minority, or a member of a certain occupational class? ... How can 

the proper weight of simultaneous membership in several groups to 

vocational development be ascertained? Are some memberships so 

important they cancel the effects of others? (p. 15) 

As Brolin (1976) suggests, environmental factors will probably be more 

important in determining vocational outcomes for the handicapped than 

inherent or genetic traits. Conte (1983) has written that "a 

comprehensive theory .... for disabled persons should provide a mechanism 

for describing the influences of previous personal, social and vocational 

factors on subsequent vocational development if it is to adequately 

describe vocational behavior" (p. 326). 

Frameworks for Research 

Osipow suggests that the first step in studying the career development 

of special groups is to examine and weed out those variables that 

influence uniquely the career development of members of these groups. 

These factors, and their antecedents, should then be arranged 
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hierarchically in order of magnitude of contribution. With an 

understanding of how various factors influence the career development of 

various groups, a determination can be made whether there is such a thing 

as a "typical" group and whether separate theories are needed for certain 

atypical groups. Conte (1983) echoes Osipow's sentiment and states that 

"a greater understanding of the differences in life experiences 

encountered by many disabled persons is necessary if vocational 

practitioners are to be successful in helping persons who are disabled 

to fulfill their vocational aspirations'' (p. 327). Degree of hearing 

loss, and other characteristics and experiences unique to the deaf, may 

need to be incorporated into the existing collection of career 

development-related variables generally included in career development 

studies with deaf populations. 

Measurement of Career Maturity 

In attempting to explain the development of career maturity it must 

be assumed that the outcome variable, e.g., career attitudes, can be 

measured reliably and validly. Several writers have been critical of the 

rather dismal reliabilities of most career maturity measures (Hanna & 

Neely, 1978; Moore & McLean, 1977; Prediger, 1979; Westbrook, Cutts, 

Madison & Arcia, 1980; Zytowski, 1978). As Westbrook (1983) states in 

his review of career development measures, the majority of measures are 

unable to demonstrate internal reliabilities above the .60's and. 70's 

making the demonstration of validity rather difficult. The Career 

Planning scale of the Career Development Inventory appears to be one of 
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the more reliable instruments on the market with internal consistency 

coefficients of .84 or better. 

Westbrook (1983) believes that a measure of career attitudes must be 

both highly reliable and uncorrelated with reading to be considered 

acceptable, since there is no reason to believe that one's attitudes 

towards career decision making should be related to reading ability. This 

is a particularly salient point in the assessment of hearing-impaired 

adolescents because their measured reading levels tend to be at the third

or fourth-grade level. According to Westbrook's (1983) review of the 

literature, career maturity measures in the cognitive domain (e.g. CDI -

World of Work Knowledge) tend to correlate moderately with scores from 

standardized achievement tests (median .I= . 64). Career maturity measures 

in the affective domain, however, such as measures of attitude, tend to 

be uncorrelated with achievement scores (.I= -.10 to .08). Westbrook 

concluded that only the following scales have reliabilities of at least 

.80 and, at the same time, correlate less than. 10 with reading: the 

Career Development Inventory (Career Planning and Career Exploration 

scales) and the Involvement scale of the Assessment of Career Development 

(ACD). 

The Career Development Inventory has been subjected to factor analyses 

and three distinct components emerge consistently. The first two factors 

appear to be attitudinal and the third cognitive. These factors coincide 

with the theory of the test's authors and with the original subscales of 

the instrument. Punch and Sheridan (1985) describe their results: 

The first factor - Career Planning - covers such aspects as 

specificity of planning and information, definiteness of plans, and 
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concern with choice. The second factor - Career Exploration -

assesses the resources available for use and considers the quality 

of their potential and the use made of them. The third factor -

Information and Career Decision Making - assesses the knowledge of 

decision-making principles and possession of information about the 

world of work and the career development process. (p. 196) 

Studies of career Maturity with Deaf Populations 

The single most comprehensive study of career development in deaf 

adolescents has been the Career Pattern Study of Lerman and Guilfoyle 

(1970) which was a replication of a portion of Super and Overstreet's 

(1960) Career Pattern Study. They sampled 185 males and 155 females 

between the ages of 12 and 20, who were deafened before the age of 2 years. 

Lerman and Guilfoyle used the Vocational Information and Planning Index 

(VIP), (the precursor to the Career Development Inventory), as the 

criterion variable. Three factors emerged from an analysis of the VIP: 

the first involving general vocational information; the second factor 

concerning more specific job-related information; and the third 

reflecting an awareness of the social environment at work. 

The independent variables clustered in five factors: intelligence, 

middle-class environment, language competence, cultural stimulation (or 

"participation" as Super and Overstreet prefer it be called), and 

adolescent'independence. Language competence, a combination of reading 

and math achievement, and other variables contributed the most to the VIP 

total score followed by cultural stimulation, adolescent independence, 
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intelligence, and middle-class environment. One conclusion drawn by the 

researchers was: 

... that since vocational maturity is essentially an index of an 

adolescent's fund of vocational information, the contributions of 

language competence and cultural stimulation can best be understood 

in terms of source of information (a culturally stimulating 

environment must necessarily be "vocationally stimulating" as well) 

and the ability to process information (i.e., language competence). 

(Lerman & Guilfoyle, 1970, p.63) 

On the basis of the results from both Lerman and Guilfoyle (1970) and 

Super and Overstreet (1960), both cultural participation and language 

abilities, estimated by achievement scores, were introduced into the 

causal models t~sted in this research. 

To facilitate an understanding of the difficulties associated with 

developing a career when one is deaf, the following section is devoted 

to a description of the hearing-impaired population. Special emphasis 

is placed on those characteristics that relate to the development of 

career awareness and attitudes in the deaf. 

PERSONS WITH HEARING IMPAIRMENTS 

Definitions and Characteristics 

At least 12,000 children born with hearing impairments during the 

rubella epidemic of the 1960's are now between 15 and 25 years of age and 

entering the rehabilitation process (Austin, 1984). Karchmer, Malone and 
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Wolk (1979), of the Gallaudet Research Institute, estimated that as many 

as 67,500 students were enrolled in special education programs for the 

hearing-impaired in 1979. In 1985-1986 there were approximately 1,200 

students in grades K through 12 in public school programs for the deaf 

in the Commonwealth of Virginia. 

Hearing impairments are described by their degree of severity as 

measured in decibel loss in the better ear. Any loss of 27 decibels or 

less is considered within normal limits; 27-40 dB is considered a mild 

loss; 41-55 is considered moderate; 56-70 moderately severe; 71-90 

severe; and 91 decibels or greater is considered a profound hearing loss. 

Nearly one quarter of students in programs for the hearing-impaired have 

impairments that are classified as severe, and another 44% have profound 

hearing loss (Karchmer, Malone & Wolk, 1979). The rest have losses that 

are less difficult to accommodate in a regular classroom. 

Although the degree of hearing loss obviously influences the extent 

to which one is able to interact with the hearing world, the relationship 

between degree of hearing loss and adjustment is not necessarily linear. 

Cowen's (1965) research suggests that the physical condition is less 

important than the individual's perceived "state of marginality" in 

explaining adjustment. In observing that profoundly deaf adolescents 

tend to make better school adjustments than the hard-of-hearing, Cowen 

considered the possibility that difficulties arise when an individual 

feels he or she is straddling between two worlds, those of the deaf and 

of the hearing, but belonging fully to neither. 

Of those students with severe and profound losses in Virginia, an 

equal number are educated in residential and regular day programs 
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(Virginia Council on Deafness, 1980). A nationwide estimate of the 

education of hearing-impaired students of all severities suggests that 

about 35% are in residential programs, 17% in day schools, 26.5% in 

part-time special education, and 21.5% full time in local public schools 

(Karchmer, Malone & Walk, 1979). According to a 1979 survey of 

hearing-impaired children in Virginia (Virginia Council on Deafness, 

1980), students in residential programs tend to be somewhat older~ come 

from less wealthy families, are more often deaf from birth (80% versus 

60% in regular schools), and are more frequently from rural environments 

whereas those in regular settings tend to be from suburban homes. 

Lacey (1975) describes some of the consequences associated with 

placement in a residential setting: 

At the very least, a youngster is now placed in a social and 

educational milieu of only deaf youngsters which removes him 

farther from an integrated environment of deaf and hearing persons. 

The evolution and maintenance of this restricted life space has 

these outcomes: 1) fewer exposures to the work lives of parents and 

significant adults; 2) reduced opportunities for investigation and 

imitation of appropriate work roles; 3) a high degree of security 

in a safe and predictable environment; and 4) limited access to and 

familiarity with the customs, laws and institutions of the l~rger, 

host community. (p. 300) 

Although McHugh (1975) agrees that students are more isolated from 

the world of work in residential schools, he suggests that staff in 

residential schools, who are more likely to communicate well in sign 

language and who may have more information about careers for the deaf, 
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are more prepared to communicate with deaf students about the outside 

world than are the staff in regular schools. By incorporating a measure 

of the extent of mainstreaming into a causal model, the results of the 

present study may help address the issue of which type of school 

experience is more beneficial for which type of children in terms of their 

career development. 

Language Competence and Cultural Participation 

Deafness has been referred to as an "invisible" handicap. Whether 

readily visible to the naive observer or not, it is a devastating 

condition. As summarized by Bolton (1976): 

The inability to hear the spoken word prevents the normal 

acquisition of the predominant mode of human communication 

language. Thus, deafness as a handicapping condition is manifested 

as severe linguistic retardation and impaired communication skills. 

(p. xi) 

Despite normal intelligence and the ability to communicate reasonably 

well using sign language, the reading comprehension and written 

communication skills of the deaf tend to be very poor (Bolton, 1976). 

The average deaf 16-year old, for example, obtains scores on reading 

competency tests at a grade equivalent of approximately 3.5 (Allen, 1986; 

Karchmer, Malone & Walk, 1979). Fewer than 10% achieve reading scores 

of seventh grade or higher, and at least one third of deaf youth are 

"functionally illiterate" (Bolton, 1976), generally understood to mean a 
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reading level of 5th grade or below. No more than 1% of deaf persons ever 

attain an achievement level of 12th grade (Bolton, 1976). 

The underdevelopment of language skills has more far-reaching 

consequences than simply poor academic achievement. Language "aids in 

conceptual development, is tied to thinking and other symbolic behavior, 

and facilitates daily interchange and more precise negotiations with 

persons, places and things in the environment" (Lacey, 1975, p. 300). 

Without the ability to communicate well, says Lacey (1975), the deaf 

adolescent is likely to become frustrated in attempts to: "1) establish 

meaningful and sustained dialogues within and without the family unit; 

2) provide and receive empathy and personal understanding; and 3) test, 

confirm, or amend hypotheses that he generates about himself and his 

experiences" (p. 300). In terms related to career development, the deaf 

adolescent is handicapped in his or her ability to compile information 

which will be used in decision making about the future (McHugh, 1975). 

One result is a high degree of unemployment and underemployment. Vernon 

(1973) describes the type of work typically chosen by deaf workers as 

manual work in manufacturing, letter press operation, and "other fields 

where employment opportunities are rapidly diminishing" (p. 96). Those 

fields that are expanding, such as service industries, government 

employment, technology, and professional work, have few deaf employees. 

Language competence alone is not sufficient for the development of 

vocational maturity in the deaf. The results of Lerman and Guilfoyle's 

(1970) study of the career maturity of deaf adolescents suggest that both 

language competence (which they estimated using math and reading 

achievement scores, which loaded .693 and. 763 on their language 
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competence factor), and cultural stimulation are required to foster 

career development. Both are essential since information without the 

ability to absorb it is useless, as is language competence without 

information. This is consistent with Super and Overstreet's conclusions 

from the Career Pattern Study. The two variables that emerged as most 

important in influencing vocational maturity in that research were grades 

(~ = .38) and cultural stimulation(~= .32). 

Although Lerman and Guilfoyle examined some factors reflective of 

family climate, their approach was, apparently, without theoretical 

basis. The following section describes the theoretical framework for 

studying the family that was used in the current research and its 

relevance to the hearing-impaired child's career development. 

FAMILY DYNAMICS 

Structural Theorv 

Family systems theory offers a perspective that may be helpful in 

conceptualizing any study that examines the influence of the family on 

the development of independence in children. As Minuchin (1974) states, 

the "human experience has two elements: a sense of belonging and a sense 

of being separate" (p. 47). Structural boundaries within the family, for 

example, pay tribute to both of these elements by delineating subsystems 

within the family, many of which overlap, and between the family and the 

outside world. When the boundaries within the family become too diffuse, 

the element of separateness of the individual is sacrificed. Independence 
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cannot be developed and the individual becomes "enmeshed" in an 

organization that does not permit growth and individuation. 

According to Minuchin and other systemic family therapists, any level 

of stress in one member of the system reverberates quickly throughout the 

family resulting in efforts to restore the member and the system to its 

original state of harmony. This process of constant adjustment towards 

the maintenance and restoration of the status quo is termed 

'morphostasis.' The presence of a deaf child in the family may act as 

source of stress that would result in a more cohesive system, perhaps even 

to the point of enmeshment. The passage of children from the stage of 

childhood into adolescence is also thought to be inherently stressful. 

According to the theory, the more cohesive the family system, the more 

difficult it should be for individual members to progress through normal 

developmental stages towards eventual independence. 

When intrafamilial boundaries are too rigid, stress in any one member 

of the system must be at an extremely high level before it can permeate 

boundaries and have an effect on other family members. Individuals in 

this 'disengaged' system tend to have distorted views of their own 

autonomy, lack feelings of family loyalty, and seem unable to request 

support when it is needed (Minuchin, 1974). Minuchin suggests that the 

clarity of boundaries between family subsystems is a useful parameter for 

the evaluation of family functioning. The healthy family system is 

described by Minuchin as follows: 

For proper family functioning, the boundaries of subsystems must 

be clear. They must be defined well enough to allow subsystem 

members to carry out their functions without undue interference, 
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but they must also allow contact between members of the subsystem 

and others. The composition of the subsystems organized around 

family functions is not nearly as significant as the clarity of the 

subsystem boundaries. (p. 54) 

Given that the "functional" family has a discernible pattern of 

subsystems (executive, sibling; male, female; etc.) this offers a viable 

starting point for examining differences between and within various 

groups of families. Subsystems within a family, whether formed on the 

basis of generation, sex, power hierarchy, interest, or function, include 

such entities as dyads and triads of members. A dyad, which is delicate 

because of its intensity and lack of support, may devise a triangulation 

point in times of stress. This third leg may take the form of another 

person, money, illness, or alcohol. Although the triangle is more stable 

than the dyad, communication within the original dyad typically becomes 

distorted in the event of triangulation. 

Another homeostatic mechanism, similar to triangulation, is the 

scapegoat. This member of the family has no positive alliances within 

the system and is seldom defended by anyone in the family. The purpose 

of the scapegoat is to insure unity among all the other members of the 

family; no matter what tensions exist between members of the system, they 

are in agreement in their displacing of all blame on the scapegoated 

member. An ill, handicapped or disabled family member would make a 

convenient candidate for the role of scapegoat or triangulation point. 

Perosa and Perosa (1981) and Kaslow and Cooper (1978) have found 

trianglulation, scapegoating, parent-child coalitions, overprotection, 
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enmeshment, and conflict-avoidance in the families of learning-disabled 

children, for example. 

Despite the convenience of considering these relatively tangible 

components of family structure, the assumption of morphostasis, i.e., 

that families function primarily to maintain the status quo no matter how 

dysfunctional, is not universally accepted. Olson, Sprenkle and Russell 

(1979), for example, believe that "viewing the family as solely 

maintenance-oriented ... is restrictive and misleading (p.ll)." They 

explain the importance of 'morphogenesis,' the ability to grow, create, 

innovate, and change, as follows: 

It is hypothesized that when there is more free-flowing balance 

between morphogenesis and morphostasis, there will be a mutually 

assertive style of communicating; equalitarian leadership; 

successful negotiation; positive and negative feedback loops; 

role-sharing and role-making; and rule-making with few implicit 

rules and more explicit rules. (p. 13) 

Olson, Portner and Lavee (1985) contend that the functional, healthy 

family maintains a balance between morphogenesis and morphostasis; that 

families at either extreme are characterized by "disorder." Wertheim 

(1973) and others (Angell, 1936; Hill, 1971; Nye & Rushing, 1969; Wynne, 

1958) have expressed similar beliefs, arguing that the ability to adapt 

to such normal crises as developmental transitions is necessary for 

healthy family functioning. 
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Circumplex Model of Marital and Family Systems 

Cohesion and adaptability are concepts that have been used by many 

social science fields for the purpose of describing the nature of small 

social systems (Olson et al. , 1979) and which share many of the same 

properties as morphostasis and morphogenesis. Cohesion, according to 

Olson, Sprenkle and Russell (1979) is made up of two components: emotional 

bonding between family members, and a degree of "personal autonomy" within 

a family system. At one extreme of cohesion, or morphostasis, is the 

construct of 'enmeshment,' described as an "overidentification with the 

family that results in extreme bonding and limited individual autonomy" 

(p. 5). Handicapped family members, then, who fail to become vocationally 

competent or aware, may be 'enmeshed' in highly cohesive families which 

limits their growth towards independence. At the lower extreme of the 

cohesion dimension, "disengagement" is characterized by "low bonding and 

a high autonomy from the family" (p. 6). 

Adaptability, on the other hand, is described as "the ability of a 

marital/family system to change its power structure, role relationships, 

and relationship rules in response to situational stress" (p. 12) 

(morphogenesis). Because the presence of a handicapped family member 

appears to be inherently stressful, adaptability is a dimension which 

relates well to a consideration of these families. At the high end of 

this dimension is the 'chaotic' family, and at the lower end the 'rigid' 

family. 

Olson capitalized on these two dimensions and developed his Circumplex 

Model of Marital and Family Systems. This model, shown in Figure 1, 
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presents a graphic representation of morphogenetic and morphostatic 

functions of social systems. Although the model was intuitively derived 

by Olson, it has been empirically validated in at least two separate 

studies (Russell, 1979; Sprenkle and Olson, 1978). As can be seen in 

Figure 1, the model is represented by a matrix, describing 16 types of 

families according to their relative degrees of cohesion and 

adaptability. The closer to the center of the diagram, the more balanced 

a family system is on both dimensions, and therefore more functional 

(Olson et al. , 19 79). The term 11 functional 11 refers not only to the health 

of the family as a whole but to the healthy development of each individual 

member as well. The four types in the center [flexible separated, 

flexible connected, structural separated and structural connected] 

represent healthy family functioning and none is presented as being any 

more or less functional than any other. These four balanced types are 

purported to be more functional than any of the four extreme types, 

however. The four types in the corners of the model [chaotic disengaged, 

chaotic enmeshed, rigid disengaged and rigid enmeshed] reflect extreme 

dysfunction in terms of both individual and family development. 
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Low <------ COHESION -------> High 

I 
High I Chaotic I Chaotic Chaotic Chaotic 

I Disengaged I Separated Connected Enmeshed 
A I I 
D I *'~r**** *******"~r 
A I * * 
p I Flexible 'lr Flexible Flexible 'lr Flexible 
T Disengaged* Separated Connected 'lr Enmeshed 
A * * 
B * * 
I * ~·r 

L Structural'~r Structural Structural 'lr Structural 
I Disengaged* Separated Connected * Enmeshed 
T ~'r * 
y 'lr***** * * * * * * * * 

I 
Rigid I Rigid Rigid Rigid 

Low Disengaged! Separated Connected Enmeshed 
I 
I 

Figure 1. Circumplex Model: Sixteen Types of Systems. 

A couple that has achieved a proper balance along both the 

adaptability and cohesion dimensions should, according to Olson, function 

better and cope more effectively with the stress of raising a handicapped 

child, or any child for that matter, than a couple in any of the extreme 

categories. This idea of a 'balance' being healthy for the development 

of children is echoed by Bronfenbrenner (1961) who states that there is 

a balance of parental support and control that is optimal for the 

development of children. He suggests that the relationship between 

parental behaviors and children's psychosocial development is 

curvilinear. This relationship was found by Russell (1979) and by 

Minuchin et. al. (1967) in their studies of cohesion and adaptability. 
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The Family With A Dea~ Child 

The family is an important influence on the deaf child's early 

development, as it is for any child. But there are frustrations 

associated with raising a deaf child that often place additional strain 

on the marriage of the parents and on relationships with siblings. The 

difficulties are exacerbated by the fact that only slightly more than half 

of all parents with deaf children obtain satisfactory information at the 

time the loss is discovered that helps them cope with the situation 

(Virginia Council for the Deaf, 1980). In Deaf Like Me, a book describing 

the life of his deaf daughter Lynn, Thomas Spradley (1978) writes: 

Sometimes Lynn's inability to communicate brought added strain to 

family relationships. When we struggled unsuccessfully to grasp 

the meaning behind her insistent gestures, we were all left feeling 

helpless and angry. When Bruce played with friends, he did not want 

to be bothered by Lynn's fruitless attempts to make herself 

understood. "Can't you make her stay away from us?" Bruce would 

complain. Sometimes Louise and I would blame each other for the 

frustration we saw building in Lynn, feeling that this recurring 

problem was due to one of us not working hard enough with her. (pp. 

140-141) 

This is the kind of stress that can push the dynamics of a family into 

dysfunction. Furthermore, a handicapped child has obvious potential for 

being triangled into the parents' relationship if it is troubled. This 

can act as an effective stabilizing mechanism for the marriage but at the 

cost of the child's own growth and development towards independence from 
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the family. As Lacey (1975) indicates, "a deaf person's early experiences 

in and around his family unit potentially contribute to slowing down 

implementation of appropriate career behaviors" (p. 299). He suggests 

that unhealthy family attitudes often take the form of unresolved parental 

guilt about the birth of an imperfect child. To make matters even worse 

for most families with a deaf child, the child is likely to become 

relatively isolated from his or her parents in the absence of a shared 

means of communication. And it is during the child's teen years that 

parental attitudes towards their deaf child may take a dramatic swing. 

Schlesinger and Meadow (1972) write: 

The parents may realize for the first time that the vocational 

choices of their deaf children are strictly limited both by academic 

underachievement and by the linguistic retardation and the 

nonoccurance of the miracle of speech. Their reactions vary. 

Sometimes they will try futiley to bind the adolescent more closely 

to the family, in the expectation of a delayed miracle; sometimes 

their parenting may turn into overt rejection as if to say, "You 

have not lived up to my expectations, and both of us are doomed." 

(p. 22) 

For these reasons, it may be that the degree of cohesion in the family 

has more influence over the career development of a handicapped child than 

for a normal child who has more in the way of personal resources to allow 

him to progress in spite of a discouraging family life. 

In addition to the degree of cohesion in the family, the extent to 

which the parents are able to communicate with their deaf child, by 

whatever means, could be an important factor in the child's view of the 
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world, sense of self, and personal control. Deaf children tend not to 

communicate at abstract levels with their parents. In her study, 

Schlesinger ( 1972) found that 95% of deaf children and their parents limit 

conversations to "topics with a visible reference." Among the hearing, 

however, 45% of children made at least passing comments referring to a 

nonvisible object, and 15% had prolonged conversations about nonvisible 

things. For these reasons, measures of aspects of parent-child 

communication are included in this study. 

Family Dynamics and career Development 

Hesser (1981) concluded from his study of normal high school students, 

using the Career Development Inventory and the FACES II, that a "family's 

tendency to form coalitions is negatively associated with career 

exploration" (p. 185). In addition, parental expectations, at least the 

child's beliefs about what the parents expect, showed a significant 

relationship with career planning. Super and Overstreet (1960) included 

a family cohesion variable in their study and found a correlation of . 18 

with the VIP, their measure of vocational maturity. 

Taken together, the concepts of boundaries, dyads and triangulation 

of the structural perspective, in conjunction with the cohesion and 

adaptability dimensions of the circumplex model, can offer a valuable 

frame of reference for studying the development of vocational maturity 

-in handicapped young people. According to this theoretical framework, 

the stress of having a severely handicapped child may potentially 

destabilize the parents' marital relationship. In an unconscious attempt 
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to return the family to homeostasis, the parents may triangle the deaf 

child into their dyad, or create an enmeshed system, which puts subtle 

pressure on the child to remain dependent. In this way, the process of 

that child's career development is delayed. By collecting data on family 

cohesion this research utilized the circumplex model of marital and family 

functioning, in tandem with a structural perspective, to study the 

influence of family interactional patterns on the career development of 

handicapped adolescents. 

Much of the previous research on the role of the family in influencing 

career maturity has utilized relatively static variables and used the 

child as the sole source of information about the family (Hesser, 1981; 

Khan & Alvi, 1983). Such studies have found strong correlations between 

career development variables and parental aspirations for the child when 

it was the child himself who was reporting both pieces of data. The 

validity of this practice is highly questionable. In the current study, 

parents reported their own and their spouse's aspirations for their 

child's occupational attainment, as well as other family information such 

as both parents' occupational and educational attainment and the cultural 

participation of the child. 

LOCUS OF CONTROL 

According to Rotter (1954, 1966), locus of control of reinforcement 

is the single most important concept in social learning theory. The 

essence of this concept is the belief that consequences are somehow 

contingent upon one's behavior. As an individual experiences a variety 
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of situations, he or she gradually builds expectations about the receipt 

of reinforcement, and draws conclusions about the relationship between 

behavior and outcome (Rotter, Chance & Phares, 1972). An 'internal' locus 

of control is the belief that one is in control of one's fate. The 

alternative is to have the expectation that outcomes are primarily 

determined by forces outside one's control such as fate or luck, termed 

an 'external' locus of control. Most locus of control measures yield a 

score that reflects an individual's place along the continuum between 

purely internal and purely external control. 

Social learning theory predicts that persons with an internal locus 

of control are more likely to be goal-seeking while externals tend to 

passively allow life to happen to them. There is some empirical support 

for this assumption (Joe, 1971; Lefcourt, 1966, 1976; Davis & Phares, 

1967; Seeman, 1963; Seeman & Evans, 1962). Although an internal locus 

of control would appear to be more adaptive than external, people from 

disadvantaged backgrounds, who have discovered repeatedly that they do 

seem to have very little power over their situations, may be justified 

in taking on a more external locus of control (Battle & Rotter, 1963; Joe, 

1971; Lefcourt, 1966). Perhaps for similar reasons, deaf adolescents tend 

to be more external in their locus of control orientation than hearing 

students (Dowaliby, Burke & McKee, 1983; Blanton & Nunnally, 1964). 

As might be expected, one's belief in control of reinforcement is 

positively related to career maturity. Bernadelli, De Stafano and Dumont 

(1983) found a low positive but significant correlation between scores 

on Rotter's Internal-External Locus of Control Scale and Crites' Career 

Maturity Inventory with 240 normal male and female ninth graders (L = 
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. 13). Blevins (1984) studied deaf adolescents and found a correlation 

of .25 between the Career Development Inventory and the Different 

Situations Inventory, a locus of control instrument scored in the internal 

direction. Other positive, significant correlations between locus of 

control measures and career development measures have supported this 

relationship for both able and disabled populations (Gelatt, Varenhorst, 

Carey, & Miller, 1973; Khan & Alvi, 1983; Lokan, Boss, Patsula, 1982; 

Phillips, Strohmer, Berthaume & O'Leary, 1983). 

OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO CAREER DEVELOPMENT 

To think that all of the variations in life experience can be 

incorporated into one model would be naive. An attempt was made, in 

building the models for this research, to select variables that have been 

· found to be important in determining career maturity and that are also 

representative of background, physical, family and school environments, 

and abilities. Yando and Zigler (1984) write: 

The caveat, then, is that investigators should choose carefully 

which child, family, and extended environmental variables they will 

look at -- bearing in mind that they are overlooking others for the 

sake of experimental efficiency -- but should not shy away from 

identifying their concern with causality and with outcome. That 

the total system in which the severely handicapped child is involved 

cannot yet be explained does not mean that the relative importance 

of parts of the system at specific points in time cannot be 

examined. (p. 412) 
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Background Variables 

A consistent result of many studies of career development is that 

females tend to score higher than males on measures of career development 

such as the Career Development Inventory (Hesser, 1981; Lokan, Boss & 

Patsula, 1982; Neely & Johnson, 1981), the Career Maturity Inventory 

(Burkehead & Cope, 1984), and others (Super & Nevill, 1984; Westbrook, 

1983). 

Several studies have concluded that career maturity increases with 

age for both hearing-impaired (Lerman & Guilfoyle, 1970) and hearing 

subjects (Super & Overstreet, 1960; Lokan, Boss & Patsula, 1982; O'Neil, 

Ohlde, Tollefson, Barke, Piggott & Watts, 1980). Because many 

hearing-impaired adolescents remain in school past the age of 18, the 

question arises whether age or grade in school would be more reflective 

of a student's overall level of maturity. Although current grade level 

may have been more indicative of maturity than age, 49 of the deaf 

subjects attended a nongraded school. Therefore, age was used as the 

variable reflecting general maturity. 

Consistent with Osipow's (1976) concern with, what he called, special 

group membership, race has been found to be a significant classification 

variable in terms of career development (Hesser, 1981; McNair & Brown, 

1983; Pelham & Fratz, 1982). Whites tend to score higher on career 

development measures than do nonwhites. Despite the apparent utility of 

the race variable in a model of career maturity, the underrepresentation 

of nonwhite subjects in this study precluded the factor's inclusion in 

the models tested here. 
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The child's age at the onset of a hearing impairment and the degree 

of hearing loss are frequently discussed as important predictors of 

adjustment for hearing-impaired individuals (Burkehead & Cope, 1984; 

Cowan, 1965; Karchmer, Malone & Wolk, 1979; Lacey, 1975; Lerman & 

Guilfoyle, 1970; Overs, 1975). But these two variables are inconsistent 

in their ability to demonstrate their influence in empirical studies. 

Researchers from the Gallaudet Research Center concluded from their 

nationwide demographic studies that" ... the factor that has shown itself 

to play the most pivotal role in a student's personal and educational 

adjustment has been degree of hearing loss" (Karchmer, Malone & Wolk, 

1979, p. 97). In their own examination of demographic data from the 

commonwealth of Virginia, the Virginia Council for the Deaf (1980) 

concluded that neither hearing loss nor age at onset are related to 

achievement. Any effect that degree of hearing loss and age of onset 

would have on career development would likely be through the language 

factor; the earlier the loss occurred and the less the individual is able 

to hear, the less able the person is to pick up information and attitudes 

about work from the world around him. The relationship between the degree 

of hearing loss and age at onset variables with career maturity was tested 

in this study. 

Hesser (1981) used education level and occupational status of both 

parents to estimate socioeconomic status and found correlations of about 

.30 between SES and scores on the Career Development Inventory with normal 

adolescents. It should be noted that Hesser used the child's report of 

his or her parents' educational and occupational levels rather than 

surveying the parents directly. Super & Overstreet (1960) found a 
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relationship of similar magnitude (L = .27) between SES and their measure 

of career maturity. Blau and Duncan (1967) concluded from their research 

that both father's education (L = .32) and father's occupation (L = .40) 

have significant influences on occupational success. In their discussion 

of occupational success Rehberg and Hotchkiss (1979) explain the 

influence of SES further: 

Not only is parental SES a significant predictor of the child's 

eventual attainment, but this effect is carried to the child by 

significant others with whom the child associates ... Gottfredson's 

(1981) model of occupational aspiration, based on a literature 

review, suggests that by grades 6-8, students are already using the 

social class variable to circumscribe their occupational choice. 

(p. 408) 

Family Environment Variables 

Hesser (1981) concluded from his study of 262 high school seniors 

(nonhandicapped) that it is parents who have the greatest influence on 

their children's occupational aspirations and career development. In 

studying the CDI subscale scores of normal adolescents he found that the 

greater the father's expectations for his child, as reported by the child, 

the greater the child's career maturity scores (L = .25 to .35). A low, 

positive correlation was also found between career maturity and the 

mother's expectations, as reported by the child, (x =. 15). Hesser's use 

of the child's report of parental expectations may well have biased the 

correlations with the child's career maturity scores. Khan and Alvi 
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(1983) conducted a similar study with 272 Canadian high school students 

and used the subjects as the only source of a variety of information 

including the parents' aspirations for the child's educational and 

occupational attainment. It is unclear whether the significant 

correlations found between 'parental' aspirations for the child's 

occupational attainment and various components of career maturity (~ = 

. 14 to .24) were actually reflections of the correlations between their 

self esteem variable and career maturity components, which ranged from 

. 12 to .24 according to the same study. In the present study, the parents 

themselves were surveyed to obtain their expectations for their 

children's occupational attainment to get a closer approximation of the 

true scores. 

Perhaps related to the family's socioeconomic status is the quality 

of the cultural stimulation provided for the child in the home. Super 

and Overstreet (1960) developed a cultural participation scale on the 

Biographical Inventory and found that scores on this scale correlated 

significantly with vocational maturity(~= .32) for ninth-grade boys. 

Lerman and Guilfoyle (1970), in their Career Pattern Study of deaf 

adolescents, revised Super's cultural participation scale to be more 

applicable to deaf adolescents. They report that this variable's 

influence (L =.51) was second only to that of language competence (L = 

.64) in influencing vocational information and planning. The revised 

version of the cultural participation scale was used in this research. 
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Educational Environment 

The model describing the development of career maturity in 

hearing-impaired students that was tested in this study took into account 

whether a hearing-impaired subject is educated in a mainstreamed program, 

residential program, or some alternative in between. Because more highly 

developed career attitudes and behavior are likely to be exhibited and 

modeled by hearing classmates, the extent to which a deaf student 

interacts with hearing students and with the outside world in general may 

impact on his or her attitudes and ability to make sound career decisions. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODELS 

So far in this chapter, a variety of factors have been discussed in 

terms of their theoretical and empirical relationships with career 

maturity. It cannot be assumed that an individual's readiness to make 

career decisions is the result of a simple additive process of these 

factors; the development of career maturity, like any other aspect of 

human growth, is a dynamic process involving interplay among a multitude 

of personal and environmental factors. 

The development of a causal model is an attempt to represent our best 

understanding of the reality associated with a given outcome which in this 

case is career maturity. There is considerable debate about the 

legitimacy of drawing causal inferences from correlational data, no 

matter what the statistical method employed. Path analysis can be a first 

step in testing what could be hypothesized as a plausible model of the 
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causal relationships that lead up to a given outcome variable. Since no 

variables were, or could possibly have been, manipulated by the researcher 

in this study, the explanation of how certain factors interrelate to 

influence career maturity is done by postulating a logical temporal 

sequence and using path analysis to determine if the hypothesized patterns 

are supported by the results. 

A path diagram is a graphic representation of the hypothesized causal 

relationships among the variables in a model. A distinction is made 

between 'exogenous' and 'endogenous' variables. Exogenous variables are 

those for which there are no causal factors identified within the model; 

the researcher is not attempting to explain the causes of these variables, 

thus there are no variables in the model that are antecedent to them. 

Exogenous variables are situated in the left-most set, or 'block,' of 

variables in the model. All other remaining variables in the model are 

'endogenous' as there are exogenous or other endogenous variables within 

the system that are assumed to explain some of their variability. 

In causal models such as the ones being tested in this study (fully 

identified, recursive models), it is assumed that there is a causal path 

from all variables taken as causes (independent), to all variables 

considered to be effects (dependent). In this way, an endogenous variable 

treated as an independent variable in one analysis will become a dependent 

variable in another. In the illustrations of Models 1 and 2 (Figures 2 

and 3) there are no paths drawn between pairs of variables. Had all 29 

paths been drawn in the diagram of Model 1, it would have been difficult 

to envision the causal relationships for the jumble of lines. Model 2 

has 68 paths. Therefore, the reader must understand that, in Model 1, 
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each of the six endogenous variables is considered to be caused by all 

of the exogenous and endogenous variables to its left; each of the eight 

exogenous and endogenous variables (except for career maturity) is 

treated as a cause of every one of the variables to the right. The same 

relationships are true for variables in the second model as well. 

The coefficient associated with a giyen path in the model is the 

estimate of the 'direct effect' of one variable.on another. But if there 

are one or more variables between the cause and the effect, some of the 

influence of the first on the second may be filtered through intervening 

variables. For example, Variable 1 may have a minimal direct effect on 

Variable 3. But it may also be that Variable 1 has a strong direct effect 

on Variable 2 which, in turn, has a strong direct effect on Variable 3. 

The influence of Variable 1 on Variable 3 that is associated with the 

effect of Variable 1 on Variable 2 and then 2 on 3 is called an 'indirect 

effect.' The sum of the direct effect and all of the indirect effects, 

if any, is the 'total effect.' 

The placement of factors in a path model must be based upon theory 

and logic, reflecting temporal sequence and hypothesized causal 

relationships. All variables in the model should, therefore, be included 

for a reason. The section that follows presents the rationale behind the 

variables included in Models 1 and 2. 

In the case of the first career maturity model that was tested (see 

Figure 2), the first variables in the sequence are those for which no 

particular cause is postulated, i.e., the background variables of sex, 

age, and parental socioeconomic status. All of these background variables 

are included in the career maturity models because they are likely to be 
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associated with the resources available to the subjects, with the 

perceptions and attitudes of people in the social environment towards 

them, and to reflect the subjects' general maturational level. These 

factors have been shown, in previous research, to have effects, 

ultimately, on career maturity and may well influence the family climate, 

locus of control, and achievement of the individual. Being factors over 

which the adolescent has no control, these are placed in the exogenous 

block. 

Adolescence is a time of transition from childhood to adulthood. 

During this period the adolescent deals with two competing forces within 

himself: the desire to be an individual apart from his family; and the 

need to see his life as a continuation of a greater history. To optimize 

the child's ability to succeed in this attempt to balance the need to be 

separate and the need to belong, the family must allow the child to 

venture appropriate distances from the family while at the same time 

conveying to the child that he is an important member of a loving and 

accepting family. For this reason, Model 1 includes variables reflective 

of the closeness of the family as well as of the expectations and 

resources that encourage the child's independence from the family: 

parental aspirations for the child's occupational attainment, family 

cohesion, and cultural participation. These are included in the second 

block of the model, considered to be influenced by the exogenous variables 

to the left, and to precede the variables to the right in terms of time 

and, therefore, in the causal sequence. 

The third block contains those endogenous variables that relate to 

the characteristics and abilities of the child, namely locus of control 
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orientation, and achievement. An adolescent's locus of control 

orientation, achievement, and school placement are considered, in this 

model, to be the result of the gender, socioeconomic status, and age, that 

he or she had no effect on, plus the characteristics of the family 

environment. 

All eight independent variables in Model 1 are considered to be 

influential in explaining the variance in career maturity: background 

characteristics effecting family climate, the family influencing the the 

personality and achievements of the individual, and all of these factors 

influencing career maturity, directly and indirectly. 

The second model (see Figure 3) is concerned exclusively with the 

career maturity of the deaf, and includes degree of hearing loss and age 

at onset as background variables. These are characteristics of the 

individual that can have a major impact on the person's interactions with 

the world around him, especially the family, and that may influence 

personality development and achievement. 

It has been estimated that, in the population, fewer than half of all 

parents of deaf children learn to communicate in the child's most natural 

language of signs (Virginia Council for the Deaf, 1980). The ability of 

parents and children to communicate easily using some common language is 

essential to the passage of career information, attitudes and a world view 

or philosophy. Model 2 includes two additional family variables in the 

second block that measure aspects of communication between parents and 

their deaf children. The sex, age, hearing loss and age at onset may have 

some effect on the ability of parents and children to communicate. 

Parent-child communication ability may also have important effects on the 
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child's personality, achievement, and the decision to educate in a public 

school or at a residential setting. Ultimately, the ability of the 

parents and deaf child to communicate may have direct and indirect effects 

on the child's career maturity. 

Mainstreaming, whether the deaf child is currently being educated in 

a public or residential school, was added to the third block of variables 

in Model 2. There are advantages and disadvantages associated with either 

of these decisions regarding the development of career maturity. These 

are discussed elsewhere. The decision of where to educate a deaf child 

may be the result of the degree of his or her loss, the extent to which 

he or she was able to pick up spoken English before the onset of the 

deafness, and the closeness of the family. Given that the conditions of 

the two types of educational system may differ in ways that influence the 

acquisition of career information and attitudes, mainstreaming was 

postulated to have an effect on career maturity scores. 

In summary, the causal sequence, which is reflected in the placement 

of variables in a model, is basically an ordering according to a logical 

temporal sequence. This ordering is an attempt at reflecting what, in 

'reality,' is the dynamic interplay among a variety of factors that are 

believed to explain the development of career maturity. In the two causal 

models examined in this study, background variables are expected to come 

before, and to have some influence on, characteristics of the family 

climate; background variables and family climate are assumed to influence 

the characteristics and achievement of the child; and career maturity is 

hypothesized to be the result of the interplay among background, family, 

and child characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

SUBJECTS 

The subjects in this study included both hearing-impaired (also 

referred to as "deaf") and normally hearing adolescents. The 318 

adolescents in the normally hearing, nonhandicapped group averaged 16.5 

years in age and were from four schools in the Roanoke County Public 

School System, and the Central Virginia Magnet School for Science and 

Technology, which serves nine high schools in the region surrounding 

Lynchburg. The group was comprised of nearly equal numbers of males and 

females (see Tables 1 and 2), and was also nearly evenly divided among 

grades 10, 11 and 12. On the SRA standardized tests of reading and math 

achievement, the hearing group averaged approximately one standard 

deviation above the mean of the national norm groups. 

The majority of hearing subjects in this study have grown up mainly 

in cities and suburbs rather than in rural settings, and the vast majority 

classify their own racial group membership as "White. 11 Most of the 

families of hearing subjects are intact with both parents living and still 

married to each other (see Table 3). Nearly two thirds of fathers in this 

group classify their occupations as "Professional. 11 Nearly all of the 

parents have high school diplomas or the equivalent and approximately one 

quarter have college degrees. One quarter of the mothers in this group 

work in professional occupations while one third do no work outside the 

horne. 
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Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics fQx Hearing. ~ and Norm Groups 

Group 

Hearing Cn=318) Deaf Cn=71) Norms 

Variable 

Age 16.45 .91 17.54 1. 36 

Reading 
Achievement 112. 91, 10. 79 83.84 14.34 100.00 15.00 

Math Achievement 117.97 13.01 93. 19 15.25 100.00 15.00 
Achievement 115. 44 10.67 88.52 13.34 100.00 15.00 

CDI - Attitudes 107.73 19.07 103.61 15.23 103.00 20. 10 

D. S. I. 14.45 2.66 12.96 2.34 13.77 3.05 

FACES - Cohesion 33. 68· 7.55 34.96 5.87 37. 10 6. 10 
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Table 2 

[regu~nc~ Qf Bes~on§e§ f2L Qesc~i~tiy~ ~atiables fQx ~ and Hea~ing 

Hearing (n=318) Deaf (n=71) 

Variable f % .f % 

Sex 
Male 156 49. 1 40 56.3 
Female 162 50.9 31 43. 7 

Race 
White 291 91. 5 53 74.6 
Black 2 . 6 7 9.9 
Hispanic 0 3 4.2 
Asian 5 1.6 2 2.8 
Other 2 . 6 3 4.2 
No response 18 5. 7 3 4.2 

Grade 
10 114 35.8 6 8.5 
11 117 36.8 11 15.5 
12 87 27.4 5 7.0 
Ungraded 49 69.0 

Curriculum 
Vocational 6 1.9 7 9.9 
College-bound 283 89.0 27 38.0 
General 27 8.5 3 4.2 
No response or n/a 2 .6 34 47.9 
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There were 71 subjects in the hearing-impaired group. They ranged 

in age from 15 to 20 years with an average age of 17.5 (see Tables 1 and 

2). The slightly greater number of males than females in this sample 

corresponds closely to the 54% males in the deaf population (Karchmer, 

1984). Approximately one quarter of the subjects in the hearing-impaired 

group were classified in an ethnic group other than "White" by their 

parents. Two subjects attended regular classes in Roanoke County, another 

twelve were in resource programs (fewer than three periods of special 

services per day) or mainstreamed in Fairfax County, Virginia schools. 

The remaining 57 subjects attended self-contained programs in residential 

schools: 8 at the Virginia School for the Deaf and Blind (VSDB) in 

Staunton, and 49 at the Model Secondary School for the Deaf (MSSD) in 

Washington, D.C .. In the population, 50% of deaf adolescents attend 

residential programs (Karchmer, 1984) compared to 80% in this sample. 

The VSDB subjects tended to come from rural parts of western Virginia 

while the MSSD students were from all over the United States, from both 

rural and urban settings. 

Among the deaf subjects, the Roanoke and Fairfax County subjects had 

the highest average parental S.E.S., tl = 1. 14, which was above the average 

for the total combined sample. This group was followed by the MSSD group, 

tl = .087, whose mean S.E.S. score was close to the mean for the total 

sample, and finally by the VSDB group whose average S.E.S. score (-3. 769) 

was significantly lower than that of subjects from the other two settings, 

n < . o5. 

On the Stanford Achievement Test (n =51), and the SRA (n = 20), this 

group of hearing-impaired students scored approximately one standard 
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Table 3 

Frequency Qf Responses ~ Descriptive Family variables for ~ and 
Hearing 

Hearing Cn=318) Deaf Cn=71) 

Variable % .f % 

Locale 
Very rural 17 5.3 0 0.0 
Rural 53 16. 7 8 11. 3 
Village/Town 25 7. 9 7 9.9 
Suburbs 166 52.2 27 38. o, 
City 35 11. 0 25 35.2 
No response 22 6.9 4 5.6 

Parents' Marital Status 
Together 237 74.5 38 53.5 
Separated 9 2.8 4 5.6 
Divorced 41 12.9 21 29.6 
One deceased 8 2.5 4 5.6 
Two deceased 0 1 1.4 
Never married 1 .3 0 
No response 22 6.9 3 4.2 

Father's Occupation 
Professional 189 59.4 39 54.9 
Skilled 91 28.6 18 25.4 
Semi-skilled 15 4. 7 4 5.6 
Unemployed 0 1 1.4 
Deceased 4 1.3 3 4.2 
No response 19 6.0 6 8.5 

Mother's Occupation 
Professional 73 23.0 16 22.5 
Skilled 118 37. 1 20 28.2 
Semi-skilled 7 2.2 6 8.5 
Unemployed 101 31. 8 24 33.8 
No response 19 6.0 5 7.0 

Father's Education 
Less than H. S. 15 4. 7 9 12. 7 
H. S. Diploma 43 13.5 13 18.3 
Some college 85 26. 7 11 15.5 
College degree 85 26. 7 9 12. 7 
Graduate school 70 22.0 24 33.8 
No response 20 6.3 5 7.0 
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Table 3 Continued 

Hearing (n=318) Deaf Cn=71) 

Variable .f % % 

Mother's Education 
Less than H. S. 10 3. 1 7 9.9 
H. S. Diploma 82 25.8 17 23.9 
Some college 105 33.0 22 31. 0 
College degree 72 22.6 8 11. 3 
Graduate school 31 9. 7 14 19. 7 
No response 18 5. 7 3 4.2 

Father's Aspirations for Child 
Professional 228 71. 7 26 36.6 
Skilled 48 15. 1 22 31. 0 
Semi-skilled 0 1 1.4 
Unemployed 0 1 1.4 
No response 42 13.2 21 29.6 

Mother's Aspirations for Child 
Professional 252 79.2 30 42.3 
Skilled 37 11. 6 33 46.5 
Semi-skilled 0 2 2.8 
Unemployed 0 1 1.4 
No response 29 9. 1 5 7.0 

Note. All responses are from parent questionnaire. 
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deviation above their average deaf peers in both reading and math on the 

Stanford according to the norms for hearing-impaired students (Allen, 

1986). This represents scores that are an average of one 

standard-deviation below their nonhandicapped norm group peers' in 

reading, and approximately one-half standard deviation below the mean in 

math. 

Unlike their hearing counterparts, most of whom (75%) have parents 

who are still married to each other, only a slight majority of the 

subjects (52%) in the deaf group come from intact families. More than 

two thirds of fathers in the deaf sample hold occupations they classify 

as "Skilled" or "Semi-skilled" and the remaining third hold 

"Professional" occupations. In contrast to fathers in the hearing sample, 

a greater proportion of these fathers never completed high school. A 

greater proportion of the fathers of deaf subjects also attended at least 

some graduate school than did fathers of subjects in the hearing group. 

This same trend was true for the mother's education. 

Table 4 describes some of the deaf-specific variables that 

characterize the handicapped sample. Karchmer (1984) indicates that 34% 

of hearing-impaired adolescents in the country have losses that are less 

than severe (less than 70 dB loss), 21% have severe losses (71 to 90 dB), 

and 44% have losses in the profound range (91 dB or greater). Hearing 

losses in the deaf sample ranged from 40 to over 150 decibels (pure tone 

average) in the better ear with an average loss of 95.8 dB. The group 

in this study is more heavily weighted towards the more severe losses with 

8.6% in the less-than-severe category, 35.7% in the severe 
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Table 4 

Frequencies fQL variables Describing Deaf Sample Cn-71) 

Variable 

Hearing loss of• 

<70 dB 
71 to 90 dB 
91 dB or greater 

Age at onset"•* 
At birth 
0-1 
2-4 
5-10 
11 or older 
No response 

Cause#* 
Prematurity 
Meningitis 
Rubella 
RH factor 
Other 
Unknown 

Mainstreaming* 
Mainstreamed 
Resource 
Day at Residential 
Residential 

.f 

6 
25 
39 

29 
19 
18 

2 
0 
3 

3 
5 

15 
2 

14 
29 

1 
13 

2 
55 

Sample 

% 

8.6 
35. 7 
55. 7 

40.8 
26.8 
25.3 
2.8 

4.2 

4.4 
7. 4 

22. 1 
2. 9 

20.6 
42.6 

1.4 
18.3 
2.8 

77.5 

Population 

% 

34.0 
21. 0 
44.0 

71. 6 
10.5 
11. 6 
5.8 

. 5 

6.0 
9.0 

28.0 
2.4 

15.9 
Unavailable 

6. 1 
42.3 

50.0 

#Population Data from Karchmer (1984) -National estimates 
**Population Data from Virginia Council for the Deaf (1980) -

Virginia estimates 
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classification, and 55. 7% suffering losses great enough to be considered 

profound. 

The age of the child at the onset of the loss has obvious significance 

for the child's subsequent language development. Most of the subjects 

in this study (86.8%) lost their hearing at or before the age of 2.5 

years. Another 5.9% lost their hearing during their fourth year, 4.4% 

during their fifth year, and only two subjects in this sample lost their 

hearing at the ages of 6 and 7, respectively. This profile is very close 

to that reported in a 1979 survey of hearing-impaired children in Virginia 

(Virginia Council for the Deaf, 1980) (see Table 4). In 1980 it was 

reported that 28% of deaf children in Virginia lost their hearing as a 

result of maternal rubella compared to 22% in the present study. Another 

4% of parents of the deaf subjects in the current study listed 

"Prematurity" as the cause of deafness and 7.4% blamed the deafness on 

meningitis. These figures are similar to the 1980 statistics. In this 

sample, however, 63% of parents checked "Other cause" or "Cause Unknown" 

compared to only 16% of parents in the 1980 study. 

The communication patterns between mothers and deaf subjects and 

fathers and deaf subjects are described in Table 5. Mothers of 41 of the 

71 hearing-impaired subjects (62%) have learned to use at least some sign 

language to communicate with their children. Of these, only 6 have 

hearing losses in the moderate to profound ranges. In comparison, only 

19 of the fathers (27%) have learned at least some sign language. Of 

these, 7 are moderately to profoundly deaf themselves. Nonetheless, the 

parents indicated that 45% of father's were able to carry on relatively 
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Table 5 

Responses 1Q Parent-Child Communication Items: ~ Sample 

Mother Father 

Variable .f % .f % 

How parent usually communicates 
Speech 24 33.8 23 32.4 
Sign 7 9.9 5 7.0 
Speech and Sign 18 25.4 10 14. 1 
Gestures 0 4 5.6 
Other combination 19 26.8 22 31. 0 
No response 3 4.2 7 9. 9 

Maximum complexity of conversations 
Simple commands 2 2.8 6 8.4 
Small talk 2 2. 8 3 4.2 
Simple conversations 15 21. 1 22 31.0 
Complex conversations 49 69.0 32 45. 1 
No response 3 4.2 8 11. 3 

Parental hearing status 
Normal hearing 56 78.9 57 80.3 
Mild loss 4 5.6 2 2.8 
Moderate loss 0 3 4.2 
Severe/profound loss 6 8.5 5 7.0 
No response 5 7.0 4 5.6 

Time spent conversing when 
child at horne, per day, 
in minutes tl=l06 SD=76 tl=54 SD=54 

Note: Responses from Parent Questionnaire - Hearing-Impaired 
version. 
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complex conversations with their children. For mothers, this figure was 

69%. 

Deaf children tend to have parents with normal hearing. In this 

sample, 90.9% of mothers have normal hearing or only a mild loss; 9.1% 

have a severe or profound loss. Among fathers, 88% have normal hearing 

or only a mild loss, 4.5% have a moderate hearing loss, and 7.5% of 

fathers of deaf subjects are severely or profoundly deaf themselves. 

INSTRUMENTS 

Data collection involved both researcher-developed and standardized 

instruments. Two demographic questionnaires, for parents of hearing and 

hearing-impaired students, were developed to collect the following 

information: the child's date of birth, birth order, sex, race, onset of 

hearing impairment (if handicapped), the size of the family, the parents' 

socioeconomic status (i.e., parents' education and occupational levels), 

and the parents' expectations for their child's vocational attainment. 

The socioeconomic status variable used in this study was a composite of 

questionnaire items concerning maternal and paternal education, and 

father's occupation. S.E.S. was computed such that the values of the 

variable are z-scores with reference to the mean and standard deviations 

for the total sample, deaf and hearing combined. T11e questionnaire for 

parents of hearing subjects has 12 items while parents of the deaf 

answered 26 items, (see Appendix A for copies of all the instruments 

used). 
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A shortened version of the Cultural Participation Scale (Super, 1967) 

was sent to parents to complete. Versions of the Cultural Participation 

scale emerged as important predictor variables in both Super's Career 

Pattern Study (1960) and in the Lerman & Guilfoyle (1970) study. As 

mentioned in Chapter 2, Lerman and Guilfoyle developed a 45-item version 

for the deaf. This researcher reduced the 45-item scale to 29 items by 

eliminating many of the auditory-related items and outdated items. A copy 

of the shortened version is in Appendix A. 

Super (1967) reports the results of a reliability study of the 

Biographic Inventory, the precursor of the Cultural Participation Scale, 

which was conducted by Rabinowitz (1965). For subjects at age 18 KR21 

reliabilities ranged from. 71 to .82 for the 5 scales. For students in 

grades 11 and 12, the test-retest reliability coefficient for the original 

Cultural Participation scale with a two-week interval was .93 for boys 

(n=40) and .88 for girls (n=60). Rabinowitz tested 70 Career Pattern 

Study boys at 12th grade and again at age 25 for a stability coefficient 

of .33 (y <.OS). In the current study, the internal consistency 

coefficient (Cronbach's alpha) for the 29-item version was .66 for the 

hearing group (n = 261) and . 75 for the deaf (n = 55). 

The Family Adaptability & Cohesion Evaluation Scales (FACES III) 

(Olson, Portner & Lavee, 1985) is a 20-item inventory designed to measure 

the family in terms of its cohesion and adaptability. Both subjects and 

their parents were asked to complete this instrument. Only the Cohesion 

scale, as reported by the child, was used in the analyses in this study. 

The FACES III is based upon the Circumplex Model of marital and family 

systems. The original 50-item FACES was reduced to 30 items in FACES II 
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and then to 20 items in the third version. The current version (FACES 

III) was produced using factor analysis. All 20 FACES III items load on 

either the cohesion or adaptability factor with loadings between .34 and 

.69; the ten items on the Cohesion scale have factor loadings of between 

.39 and .69. The ten Adaptability items have loadings between .34 and 

.48. While there was considerable association between the two scales on 

the FACES II (I=.65), this was reduced to near zero on the FACES III 

(4=.03). 

The FACES respondent is requested to answer each item (e.g., "Our 

family does things together") using a four point response scale, with ALL, 

MOST, SOME, and NONE OF THE TIME options. The cohesion scale is made up 

of two items in each of 5 subscales: emotional bonding, family boundaries, 

coalitions, time & friends, supportiveness, and interests & recreation. 

The adaptability scale is made up of items from 4 subscales: discipline, 

leadership, control, roles & rules. 

The FACES III manual reports internal consistency estimates of. 77, 

.62 and .68 for the cohesion, adaptability and total scores, respectively. 

Based upon the results from over 2,000 adults and 412 adolescents, norms 

were devised separately for the following groups: Adults only, parents 

and children in families with adolescents, and young couples. In the 

current study, an internal consistency estimate (Cronbach's alpha) for 

the Cohesion scale was computed to be .83 for the entire sample. The 

FACES III manual reports test-retest reliability at .83 for the cohesion 

scale (Olson, Portner & Lavee, 1985). The comparisons of the samples in 

the present study to the norms are given in Chapter 4. 
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Circumplex theory would predict a quadratic relationship between 

scores on the instrument and family functioning. A curvilinear 

relationship might then be expected between FACES III scores and variables 

reflecting the level of functioning of the individual. The relationships 

between the FACES III score used in this study, namely the child's score 

on the Cohesion scale, and other continuous variables in the models were 

tested through regression techniques and the examination of scatter 

plots. Because these relationships were all determined to be linear in 

nature, no data transformations or alternate scoring procedures were 

used. 

The locus of control orientation of the subjects was measured using 

the Different Situations Inventory (DSI) (Gardner & Warren, 1977), a 

20-item paper-and-pencil test. Subjects were asked to choose one of two 

possible reactions to each of 20 situations. High scores on the DSI are 

reflective of an internal locus of control, whereas low scores are 

indicative of an external locus. 

Ifenwanta (1978) reported a test-retest reliability coefficient of 

.90 on the DSI. With regard to validity, Ifenwanta also reports a 

correlation of .66 ( R <.01, n=40) between the DSI and scores from the 

Rotter's Internal-External scale. Gardner, Beatty and Bigelow (1981) 

reported a correlation (~=.56, R<.001, n=48) between the DSI and the Work 

Situations Inventory, a measure of locus of control orientation at work. 

Internal consistency reliability estimate using data from the total 

sample in the current study was .50. 

The dependent variable in this study was career maturity, measured 

by the Career Development Inventory, School Form (Super et al., 1981). 
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The purpose of the instrument is to assess the readiness of students to 

make sound educational and vocational choices. The instrument is divided 

into five subscales: 

Career Planning (CP) 

Career Exploration (CE) 

Decision-Making (DM) 

World-of-Work Information (WW) 

Knowledge of Preferred Occupational Group (PO) 

These subscales may also be grouped into three scales: 

Career Development Attitudes (CP and CE) 

Career Development Knowledge and Skills (WW and DM) 

Career Orientation Total (CP, CE, WW, and DM) 

The Career Attitude Scale, composed of the first two subscales of the CDI, 

Career Planning and Career Exploration, was the only one used in this 

study. Aside from time constraints, the rationale for using only these 

two subscales is given in Chapter 2. 

The reliability of the CDI has been well established. Internal 

consistency alpha coefficients of .89, . 77, .64, .84, and .57 have been 

obtained for the CP, CE, DM, WW, and PO scales respectively (Super et al., 

1981). In the present study, a Cronbach's alpha of .90 was obtained for 

the Career Attitudes scale with the hearing sample, and a coefficient of 

.86 obtained with the deaf. Instrument validity, although difficult to 

establish because of difficulties in finding operational definitions for 

the terms, has been researched and, as concluded by Hilton (1983) "has 

fared well" for the CDI. 
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Additional data were obtained from the permanent records of the 

subjects. Academic achievement was estimated by averaging the available 

reading and math scores on standardized achievement tests: SRA for all 

hearing subjects, and SRA or Stanford for hearing-impaired subjects. For 

all hearing subjects, the 12 Fairfax County and the 2 Roanoke County 

school deaf subjects, the math and reading SRA "growth scaled scores" were 

collected. Stanford Achievement Test scaled scores, according to 

standard norms, were collected for the 51 hearing-impaired subjects from 

both residential schools. SRA growth scaled scores were collected for 

the 20 public school subjects. These standardized achievement scores were 

all transformed to standard scores with mean of 100 and standard deviation 

of 15, based upon the means and standard deviations of the standard norm 

group. The standardized math and reading scores were then averaged to 

produce the final achievement variable used in the analyses. 

Degree of hearing loss, in decibels, was also obtained from permanent 

records of the hearing-impaired subjects. When there was a difference 

in the degree of hearing loss for the left and the right ears, decibel 

loss in the better ear was used. 

A measure of parental aspirations for the child's occupational 

attainment was included in this study based upon responses to two items 

on the parent questionnaire (see Appendix A). Parents were asked to 

indicate which occupational level they expected their child to enter: 

professional, skilled, semi-skilled, or not employed outside the home. 

A response was requested for both the mother's and the father's 

expectations. Because responses tended to be towards the upper end of 

the scale (see Table 3), mother's and father's expectations were 
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classified as either 'professional' or 'non-professional', resulting in 

more nearly equal sized groups. The parental aspiration variable used 

in this study was the mean response for the mother and the father. 

In the parent questionnaire for parents of deaf subjects, parents were 

asked about the quality and quantity of each parents' communication with 

the child (see Appendix A). The quantity item asks the parents to 

estimate the amount of time, in minutes, each parent spends talking to 

the child on an average day when the child is home. The quality item asks 

about the maximum level of complexity possible in their interactions, from 

"simple commands" to "complex conversations." The Mother-Child 

communication and Father-Child communication variables were computed by 

taking the product of the quality and quantity responses for mothers and 

fathers, respectively. 

Socioeconomic status (S.E.S.) was computed by combining responses to 

three items from the parent questionnaire: mother's education, father's 

education, and father's occupation. Each variable was reduced to a 

z-score according to the mean and standard deviation for the total, 

combined sample. The three z-scores were summed to combine the final 

S. E. S. values. 

PROCEDURES 

The CDI, FACES III, and DSI were field tested with four students from 

VSDB in response to a concern about readability levels. In a telephone 

conversation on April 9, 1986 Dr. Carolyn Ewoldt, of the Gallaudet 

University Tutorial Center, expressed skepticism concerning the ability 
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of hearing-impaired high school students to correctly interpret the items 

on the three tests to be used in the study. At her suggestion the 

instruments were administered to the four field test subjects in Staunton, 

Virginia on April 24th, 1986. These subjects were chosen on the basis 

of reading level, being between 3.5 and 4.0 grade equivalent. VSDB 

provided an interpreter, Miss Wolfe to administer all three instruments. 

Deaf herself and familiar with this particular group of students, she was 

able to combine American Sign Language (ASL), signed English, and 

fingerspelling in a way that optimized student comprehension of the items. 

For each of the three tests, students had a test booklet in front of them 

in which they marked.their answers. Miss Wolfe signed each item while 

overhead transparen~{es of the pages of the tests were displayed on a 

screen. The students were encouraged to ask for clarification or 

repetition of an item when needed. Appendix B contains the administration 

instructions given to the interpreter, instructions given to the 

students, and a letter from Miss Wolfe in which she concludes that all 

three instruments could be appropriate for similar groups of 

hearing-impaired youngsters using the same administration techniques. 

To administer appropriately to the deaf, Miss Wolfe found it necessary 

to translate some items containing English idioms into ASL equivalents, 

ASL being the "native language" for most of these students. During 

discussions following the administration of each test, these students 

stated that they had no difficulty interpreting the meanings of items 

although they did find it difficult at times to select the answer that 

suited them best, as would any teenager. This was especially true for 

the CD!, the difficulty being due to the residential students' limited 
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exposure to employment situations. Thus it was determined that all three 

instruments were well understood and could be answered without the 

introduction of systematic error variance associated with their low 

reading levels. Miss Wolfe and the field test subjects believed that even 

students with slightly lower reading abilities could deal with all three 

tests as well as this group had. They also indicated that the sign 

language interpretation and the overhead projector were helpful in aiding 

comprehension. The pilot test also verified that all three instruments 

could be administered in this manner in 50 minutes or less. 

Twelve school systems were contacted to request their participation 

in the study: 3 to seek permission to test nonhandicapped students; 6 

for hearing-impaired; and 3 for both. Each system's standard procedures 

were followed, some requiring committee decisions, others involving less 

formal channels for approval. Many of the initial contacts with the 

systems were made the first week of March, 1986. The length of time 

needed to gain official approval of the research proposal from the school 

systems ranged from four weeks to eight months. Preliminary approval of 

the study was received from five of the systems approached for 

nonhandicapped subjects, but only two of these, Roanoke County and the 

Central Virginia Magnet School for Science and Technology, cooperated to 

the point of allowing parents to be surveyed and students to be tested. 

Three systems approved the study for hearing-impaired students in their 

schools: Virginia School for the Deaf and Blind in Staunton, Virginia 

(VSDB); the Model Secondary School for the Deaf (MSSD) on the grounds of 

Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C.; and Fairfax County Public 

Schools (FCPS) situated in a northern Virginia suburb of D.C .. Two 
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additional hearing-impaired subjects were recruited from a high school 

in Roanoke County. Copies of the approval letters from these systems are 

found in Appendix C. 

After contact had been made with the principals of four Roanoke County 

high schools, each school provided lists of the names and addresses of 

students in certain study halls. In one school an advanced-placement (AP) 

English class was also included. The entire student body of the Magnet 

School (with 85 students in grades 11 and 12) was contacted for inclusion 

in the study. 

All three of the schools from which hearing-impaired students were 

recruited preferred to contact the parents of eligible students 

themselves. Eligibility consisted of a measured reading level of 3.0 or 

better, placement in grade 10, 11 or 12 or the equivalent, and absence 

of any visual or physical handicap. The schools then provided the 

researcher with the names and addresses of consenting parents and their 

children. 

Parents of 1,328 students (1,084 hearing and 244 deaf) were mailed a 

letter requesting permission for their child to be tested and for their 

own participation in the study (see Appendix D). Table 6 shows the number 

of consent forms mailed to and received from the parents of hearing 

subjects. The overall response rate for this group was 22.4%. Of those 

contacted 411 (21.8%) agreed to participate and granted permission for 

their children to be tested and the school records accessed. Table 7 

summarizes the process for hearing-impaired subjects. Ninety-one (37%) 

of the parents of the deaf who received the consent form returned it to 

the school with an affirmative response. Due to school system policy in 
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Table 6 

Summary of Parent and Subject Data 
Collection: Hearing 

Consent Forms 
School Mailed Received 

Roanoke County 
William Byrd 222 107 
Glenvar 219 72 
Cave Spring 478 175 

Magnet School 85 63 

Totals 1,084 417 
Percent of 

Forms Mailed 38.5% 
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Permission Subjects Parents 
Granted Tested Participated 

95 87 60 
69 45 44 

169 126 148 

61 60 60 

394 318 339 

36.3% 29.3% 31.3% 
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Table 7 

Summary of Parent and Subject Data Collection =. Deaf Sample 

Estimated Consent Forms Permission Subjects 
School Pool Mailed Received Granted Tested 

M.S. S.D. 240 163 68 62 49 

Fairfax County* 81 46 19 18 12 

V.S.D.B. (Staunton) 60 16 12 8 8 

Roanoke County 9 9 2 2 2 

V.S.D.B. (Hampton) 10 10 2 2 0 

Totals 400 244 103 89 71 

Percent of Forms 
Mailed 42% 36.5% 29.1% 

*Includes subjects from 11 different schools in Fairfax County, Virginia 

Parents 
Participated 

59 

17 

7 

2 

85 

34.8% 



each of the five participating school divisions there was no follow-up 

of parents who failed to return the consent forms. 

For students in the nonhandicapped group testing began during the last 

week of October, 1986 and was completed during the second week of December 

1986. Students were approached during their study halls (and one group 

during their AP English class) and given brief instructions (see Appendix 

E). Most students took between 20 and 40 minutes to complete all three 

measures: the CDI, the FACES III, and the DSI. In one school, the 

original list of study hall students included those who would not be in 

the study halls until the following semester, resulting in nearly half 

of the students with parental consent being unavailable for testing. The 

parents of students in this category were not mailed surveys. Although 

permission was granted for the testing of 411 students, only 336 were 

finally tested. Included in this process were two hearing-impaired 

students at one Roanoke County school. 

During this same time span, the confidential records of the students 

who were tested were accessed. The following information was recorded: 

date of birth, sex, current grade level, SRA growth scale scores for 

Reading Total, Math Total, Language Total, Composite, and E.A.S. (a 

general ability score) for both the 8th and 11th grade administrations, 

if available. 

Within one week of the time their children were tested, the parents 

received their survey package in the mail. Each package contained the 

following: a personalized letter (see Appendix D); a stamped, addressed 

return envelope; one copy each of the FACES III, Cultural Participation 

Index, and the Parent Questionnaire - Nonhandicapped Version. With 
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follow-up telephone calls, letters and postcards (see Appendix D), 95% 

of the parent packets were returned for the hearing group. 

The process for contacting tlte parents in the deaf group was the same, 

the only difference being the inclusion of the Hearing-Impaired Version 

of the Parent Questionnaire. A 94% response rate was achieved for parents 

of hearing-impaired subjects. In all three handicapped sites, school 

employees collected the student data from the confidential records. For 

this group, the data included date of birth, sex, current grade level (if 

applicable), race, mainstreaming experience, hearing los better ear, 

Stanford Achievement Test - Hearing Impaired version growth scale scores 

for Reading and Math (for ~lSSD and VSDB subjects), or SRA Reading and Math 

scores (for Fairfax County and Roanoke County subjects). 

Before testing could begin at MSSD, the students themselves had to 

be told about the study to decide whether they wanted to participate. 

Of the 62 students at MSSD with parental permission to participate, six 

refused to participate, two had been suspended from school, and four never 

showed up for their testing appointments. The untimely death of the 

school's principal made follow-up on the four students not tested 

impossible. 

The testing of hearing-impaired subjects was begun in February, 1987, 

and was completed in April, 1987. At VSDB, one testing session was 

required to test the 8 subjects from that school, while MSSD required four 

administrations with from 5 to 20 students per session. Test 

administration at both of these schools paralleled procedures in the pilot 

study including the use of test booklets, projection, and sign language 
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interpretation. Testing time was similar to the pilot study, 

approximately 50 minutes. 

The 19 students in Fairfax County Schools for whom informed consent 

was received were distributed among 11 schools, only one of these having 

more than two subjects. The Director of Hearing-Impaired Education in FCPS 

preferred to assume responsibility for arranging all test 

administrations. He assigned the task to the schools' special education 

teachers. The researcher provided the administration instructions, 

overheads, tests, pencils, and forms for recording data from records (see 

Appendix E). 

Table 8 shows the frequencies of students for whom parental surveys 

were received and who were ultimately tested (i.e., had valid scores on 

the Career Development Inventory). Only those students with valid CD! 

scores were used in the subsequent data analyses: 318 hearing, and 71 

hearing-impaired. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

The data were coded and entered into Virginia Tech's mainframe 

computer. All subjects and their parents were assigned code numbers to 

insure confidentiality. A copy of the codebook is in Appendix A. Edit 

checking was done by obtaining frequencies for all variables and checking 

for out-of-range values and data points that were out of place on the 

records. Cross-checks were also done on the consistency of variables 

coming from more than one source, such as birth date, which was obtained 
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Table 8 

Frequencies Qf Subjects Hi1h ~Data and~ LL2m Parent Questionnaire 

Hearing Sample Deaf Sample 
Test Data Test Data 

Row Row Row Row 
Parent Data No Yes Total % No Yes Total % 

No 0 18 18 5.1 2 3 5 5.6 

Yes 38 300 338 94.9 17 68 85 94.4 

Column Total 38 318 356 19 71 90 

Column Percent 10. 7 89.3 21. 1 78.9 
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both from parents and permanent records. All analyses of this type were 

conducted using SPSSX (SPSS, 1983). 

After the edit checking was complete the linearity of relationships 

among variables in the model was examined. The expected quadratic 

relationship between cohesion and career maturity was not found, perhaps 

because there were very few families at the upper end of the FACES III 

Cohesion scale (i.e. in the "enmeshed" category). This finding was 

consistent with the linear relationship between FACES and Career 

Development Inventory (CD!) scores found by Hesser (1981). No other 

intervariable relationships were found to deviate significantly from 

linearity based on the results of multiple regression trend analyses and 

the examination of scatter plots. 

The variables found in the theoretical and empirical literature on 

the career development of the nonhandicapped were arranged in a recursive, 

fully identified causal model (see Figure 2 in Chapter 2). Race, although 

originally considered for inclusion in the model, was not included in the 

analyses due to the paucity of nonwhite subjects. The variables are 

arranged from left to right in order of hypothesized temporal sequence; 

the background (or "exogenous") variables in the far left block are 

expected to influence all of the other variables (the "endogenous" 

variables) in the blocks to their right, which in turn influence other 

endogenous variables in blocks still further to the right. Although not 

indicated in the drawings of either Model 1 or Model 2 (see Figure 3 in 

Chapter 2), it is assumed that there is a path from each variable to every 

other variable to its right. In this path analysis, each endogenous 

variable in the model was regressed on all of the variables in the blocks 
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to its left. The "independent" variables in each regression are also 

referred to as "predictor" or "predetermined" variables. The 

coefficients that result from these regression analyses are referred to 

as "path coefficients." The metric coefficients are referenced as ".Q" 

and the standardized coefficients as ".a." The definitions of the 

variables associated with the labels in the figures and tables are listed 

in Table 9. 

Path coefficients for this model were calculated using a program 

called GEMINI (Wolfle & Ethington, 1985). The model was tested first with 

the data from the 318 hearing subjects, and again with the data from the 

71 hearing-impaired. GEMINI accepts a correlation matrix among the 

variables, vectors of the means and the standard deviations, and the 

number of subjects in the sample as input. There were, among the 318 and 

71 cases, some cases with missing values for one or more variables. For 

the purpose of all GEMINI and subsequent LISREL runs, sample sizes of 307 

and 69 were assumed, (these values being the mean number of cases 

represented by each variable). The correlation matrices (pairwise), 

means and standard deviations used in the analyses are shown in Chapter 

4. 

GEMINI computes a series of multiple regressions, one for each 

endogenous variable in the model. There were six regressions associated 

with testing Model 1 and nine for testing Model 2. The coefficients 

associated with these analyses are the direct effects. The GEMINI program 

yields tables of total and indirect effects, and tests the significance 

of the indirect effects. All of these results are reported for both 

groups in Chapter 4. The overall adequacy of each model was determined 
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Table 9 
Definitions of yariables used to build the models. 

Label Definition 

SEX Gender as reported in records. O=Male, !=Female. 

AGE Age as of January 1, 1987 in years and months (as decimal). As 
reported by parents. 

FAED Father's Education as reported by parents. l=Less than H.S., 
2=High School, 3=Some college, 4=College, S=Some grad school. 

MAED 

FAOCC 

Mother's education as reported by parents. Same codes as FAED. 

Father's Occupation as reported in parent questionnaire. 
Originally coded Professional, Skilled, Semi-skilled, Unemployed. 
Now 2=Professional, !=Nonprofessional. 

SES Socioeconomic status of parents. FAED, MAED, and FAOCC were 
standardized and summed. 

ONSET 

LOSS 

CCOHES 

PASPIR 

CULT 

TIM EM 

TIMEF 

Child's age at the onset of the hearing loss in years, rounded 
down. 

Subject's hearing loss in the better ear, PTA (pure tone average). 
When data not available from records, parents' estimate used. 

Subject's cohesion score from FACES III. Describes subject's 
opinion of the cohesiveness of the family. Low score is 
"disengaged", high score means "enmeshed". 

Average of mother's and father's aspirations for child. FASPIR and 
MASPIR coded l=Not employed outside the home; 2=Semi-skilled; 
3=Skilled; 4=Professional. 

Total score on Cultural Participation Scale. Reflects amount of 
reading child does, as well as material possessions available 
in home. 

Estimate of amount of time mother spends communicating with 
subject on days when subject is home. In minutes. From parent 
questionnaire. 

Estimate of the amount of time father spends communicating with 
subject on days when subject is home. In minutes. 
From parent questionnaire. 
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Table 9 Continued 

Label 

EASEM 

EASEF 

MCCOMM 

FCCOMM 

Definition 

Estimate, from parent questionnaire, of the ease with which 
mother can commicate with the subject easily. l=Can give commands 
only; 2=Small talk; 3=Simple conversations; 4=Complex conversations. 

Estimate, from parent questionnaire, of the ease with which 
father can commicate with the subject easily. l=Can give commands 
only; 2=Small talk; 3=Simple conversations; 4=Complex conversations. 

Mother-child communication. Product of TIMEM and EASEM. 

Father-child communication. Product of TIMEF and EASEF. 

DSI Different Situations Inventory score. High score indicates 
internal locus of control, low score external. 

ACHT 

MSTREAM 

CDA 

Achievement. Mean of standardized scores on reading and math. 

Mainstreaming experience. Originally coded: l=Mainstreamed; 
2=Resource; 3=Self-contained; 4=Residential; S=Day at residential. 
Receded: !=Public School program; 2=Residential school program. 

Career Development Attitudes score as computed in Career 
Development Inventory manual. Composite of Career Exploration and 
Career Planning subscales. High scores mean greater planning and 
exploration on the part of the subject. 
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for each group by examination of the squared multiple correlation 

coefficient for the regression of the outcome variable, CDA, on the other 

eight variables in Model 1. 

Hypotheses 2 and 3 were tested using the LISREL VI (Joreskog & Sorbom, 

1986), a computer program that analyzes linear structural relationships 

by the maximum likelihood method. Of the eight matrices of parameters 

that LISREL uses to describe the model, the two of interest in this study 

are the "gamma" and "beta" matrices. The gamma ("GA") matrix contains 

the path coefficients from each of the exogenous variables to each of the 

endogenous variables: 

To From (Exogenous Variables) 

(Endogenous variables) 1. Sex 2. Age 3. S. E. S. 

1. PASPIR GA (1, 1) GA (1, 2) GA (1 ,3) 

2. CCOHES GA (2,1) GA (2,2) GA (2,3) 

3. CULT GA (3,1) GA (3,2) GA (3,3) 

4. DSI GA (4,1) GA (4,2) GA (4,3) 

5. ACHT GA (5,1) GA (5,2) GA (5,3) 

6. CDA GA (6,1) GA (6,2) GA (6,3) 

[_ _] 
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The beta ("BE") matrix contains the path coefficients among the 

endogenous variables: 

From 

To 

PASPIR CCOHES CULT DSI ACHT CDA 

1. PASPIR 0 

2. CCOHES 0 0 

3. CULT 0 0 0 

4. DSI BE (4,1) BE (4,2) BE ( 4' 3) 0 

5. ACHT BE (5,1) BE (5,2) BE (5,3) 0 0 

6. CDA BE (6,1) BE (6,2) BE (6,3) BE (6,4) BE (6,5) 0 

[_ _] 

A chi-square statistic is reported that indicates the ability of the 

program to reproduce the matrix that was input. In the case of a fully 

identified model the chi-square statistic always equals 0 (with 0 degrees 

of freedom) since there is only one possible solution. This is also true 

when running the multi-group procedure for which a single chi-square is 

reported for the two groups. By constraining the parameters in the deaf 

group to be equal to the parameters for the hearing, one path at a time, 

it was determined whether there were any paths in Model 1 that were 

significantly different for the two groups. This was determined by first 

running the LISREL multi-group procedure without constraining any of the 
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parameters to be equal, then comparing the resultant chi-square 

statistic, which would be zero with 0 degrees of freedom, with that 

obtained from each of the subsequent runs, each of which constrained a 

single element of the Beta or Gamma matrices to be equal. The difference 

between the two chi-squares and their associated degrees of freedom 

provides the chi-square and degrees of freedom of the difference obtained 

(see Table 17 in Chapter 4). When the chi-square of the difference is 

significant, this indicates that the estimates of the constrained 

parameter are different for the two groups. 

The total effects of the independent variables on career maturity were 

compared for the two groups. This was done by reformulating the LISREL 

model such that the CDI Attitude score (CDA) was regressed first on the 

three exogenous (background) variables. Using the LISREL multi-group 

procedure and constraining each of the three paths to be equal, one at a 

time, the chi-square term was compared with the chi-square term from the 

unconstrained test (0, 0 df) (see Table 19 in Chapter 4). Next, career 

maturity was regressed on the three exogenous variables plus the three 

variables in the second block with each of the new paths constrained one 

at time and the resultant chi-squares compared to zero. Finally, career 

maturity was regressed on all eight variables in the model and each of 

the paths from the two final variables constrained and the chi-square 

compared to zero. 

Figure 3 in Chapter 2 shows a model of career maturity developed after 

consideration of the literature on hearing-impaired adolescents and 

career development. This model was also tested using the GEMINI program. 

The results of this analysis is found in Tables 21 and 23 in Chapter 4. 
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To compare the relative abilities of Model 1 and Model 2 to explain the 

variance in career maturity for hearing-impaired adolescents, the squared 

multiple correlation coefficients for the two full models were compared 

using equation 3.27 in Pedhazur (1982). 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 

This chapter includes, first, a comprehensive description of the sample, 

then a report of the results of the analyses associated with the testing 

of each hypothesis. 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE 

The hearing and hearing-impaired subjects involved in this study were 

described in some detail in the Subjects section of Chapter 3. The 

discussion in this chapter is more concerned with those characteristics 

that relate directly to the variables under investigation. For each of 

the variables in Model 1, descriptive statistics are presented for the 

hearing, deaf and, when available, the norm groups. The descriptive 

statistics are shown in Tables 1, 10 and 11. 

On the Career Development Inventory -- Attitude Scale (CDA) the 

hearing-impaired sample had an average score of 103.61 (SQ = 15.23), which 

is essentially at the mean reported for the norm group of high school 

students (tl = 103.00, SD = 20. 10). The hearing students scored slightly 

higher on career maturity (tl = 106.98, SD = 18.48). 

The average locus of control score on the DSI for the norm group of 

high school students is 13.77 (SD = 3.05) according to the Different 

Situations Inventory manual. Given this reference point, average scores 

for both groups were near the mean although straddling it from different 

sides. The hearing subjects in this study tended to be slightly more 
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Table 10 

Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations Among Variables in Model 1 
Predicting Career Maturity: Deaf Sample (n=71) 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. CDA 
2. DSI . 177•'< 
3. ACHT -.351*** .007 
4. PASPIR .000 -.093 .271** 
5. CCOHES .306*** .142 -.119 -.116 
6. CULT -.104 .136 .233** . 381*•'<* -.035 
7. SEX .003 .004 -.033 -.047 -.067 .200* 
8. AGE .123 .058 -.113 -.196* -.207* -.018 
9. SES -.019 .040 . 277** .411*** -.026 .267** 

tl 103.6 13.0 88.5 .394 35.0 15.1 
SD 15.2 2.3 13.3 .447 5.9 5.0 

-

Note: See Table 9 for variable definitions. SEX: O=l'fale; !=Female. 

*p < .10 
*•'<p < . 05 

***p < .01 
+p < .001 

7 8 9 

-.119 
-.101 -.075 

.437 17.5 -.110 

.499 1.4 3.0 
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Table 11 

Correlations. Means. and Standard Deviations Among variables in Model 1 
El:e_dict ins:t G13reer Maturity_:_ Hearin.2 Samole (n=318) 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. CDA 
2. DSI .306*** 
3. ACHT .044 .071 
4. PASPIR .028 -.045 .346*** 
5. CCOHES .273*** .191* -.084 -.092 
6. CULT .026 .119 .246** .200** -.037 
7. SEX .072 -.009 .045 -.060 .057 .134 
8. AGE .228** .095 .106 .009 -.005 -.062 
9. SES -.070 -.043 .308**'-\' .244** .028 .123 

tl 107.7 14.5 115.4 .155 33.7 15.5 
SD 19.1 2.7 10.7 .395 7.5 4.8 

Note: See Table 9 for variable definitions. SEX: O=Male; !=Female. 

*p < .10 
**p < .05 

**~\'p < • 01 
+p < .001 

7 8 9 

-.105 
-.034 .013 

.509 16.5 .005 

.501 .9 2.333 



internal in their locus of control orientation than average (tl = 14.18), 

being more likely to attribute events to their own behaviors than to 

forces outside of themselves. The hearing-impaired subjects were 

slightly more likely than average to feel controlled by other people and 

events, i.e., to have an external locus of control (tl = 12.96). 

In both reading and math the hearing sample achieved approximately 

one standard deviation above their norm group peers (Science Research 

Associates, 1981), (see Table 1). On the Stanford and SRA math and 

reading tests, the deaf subjects in this study tended to score about one 

standard deviation above the norm group of deaf peers in high school. 

In reading, this represents a score one standard deviation below the mean 

of the Stanford and SRA published norms, and in mathematics this is 

approximately one-half standard deviation below the mean from the 

published norms. 

The means and standard deviations for parental aspirations are shown 

in Tables 10 and 11. A comparison indicates that the parents of hearing 

subjects expressed higher expectations for their children's occupational 

attainment (tl =. 755, liQ = .395) than did the parents of subjects in the 

hearing-impaired sample (tl = .394, ~ = .447). These values mean that 

75.5% of the parents of hearing subjects believe their children will 

eventually enter a "professional" occupation as opposed to an occupation 

in either the skilled or semi-skilled categories. Of the parents of 

hearing-impaired subjects, 39.4% expect their children to attain 

"professional" occupations, and 60.6% believe their children will either 

work in skilled or semi-skilled occupations, or will not work outside the 

home at all. 
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An examination of the average cohesion scores from the FACES III for 

the two groups (see Tables 10 and 11) and the percentages of subjects in 

the four cohesion categories (Table 12) suggests that the deaf (tl = 34.96) 

and hearing subjects (tl = 33.91) in this study rated their families 

similarly. Scores on the cohesion scale can be divided into four 

categories from the low end of the scale to the high: disengaged, 

separated, connected, and enmeshed. TI1e two middle categories are 

considered to be in the "balanced" range while the two end categories are 

considered "extreme." For both groups, the cohesion of the family tended 

to be rated slightly lower than the norm group average for families with 

adolescents (tl = 37. 10) which places the means for both groups in the 

'separated' category. For both groups, the sample distribution is 

positively skewed with fewer than 4% of cases in each group falling in 

the highest, 'enmeshed' category. 

As can be seen in Tables 10 and 11 the two groups are also quite 

comparable with respect to the Cultural Participation Scale (hearing 

group: tl = 15.5; deaf group: tl = 15. 1). No norms are available for 

comparison. 

Hearing-impaired students frequently remain in high school past the 

age of 18. As noted in Chapter 3, the deaf subjects averaged one year 

older (tl = 17.54, Qll = 1.36) than their hearing counterparts (tl = 16.5, 

Qll = 1.09). The range in age for the deaf group was 15 to 20 years, and 

14 to 19 years for the hearing group. 

Finally, in terms of the socioeconomic status of the families of these 

subjects, the families of the hearing-impaired were approximately 

one-third of a standard deviation lower than the families of hearing 
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Table 12 

Percentage of Families in Circumplex Model Categories 
Based on FACES III Scores: Hearing Samol~. Deaf 
Sample. and Norms 

Norms 1 

Range 

Cohesion 
Disengaged 10-31 
Separated 32-37 
Connected 38-43 
Enmeshed 4"4-50 

Adaptability 
Rigid 10-19 
Structured 20-24 
Flexible 25-29 
Chaotic 30-50 

Circumplex type 
Balanced 
~lidrange 

Extreme 

01 
10 

18. 6 
30. 3 
36.4 
14. 7 

-
15. 9 
37. 3 
32. 9 
13.9 

51. 1 
39. 8 

9. 1 

Sample 2 

Hearing 

01 
/0 

35.8 
43. 1 
17. 9 

3. 1 

11. 6 
35.2 
29. 6 
23. 6 

30. 2 
I ' -4'+, I 

25.2 

Deaf 

01 
.o 

33.8 
47.9 
16. 9 
1.4 

I ') .... _ 
25.8 
38.0 
31. 0 

~2. 3 
36.6 
21. 1 

1 (0lson, 1985). ~orms based on data f::.:crn 1,315 families 
~dth adolescents. Cohesion tl = 37. 1, SD = 6. 1. 
Adaptability .tl = 243, SD = 4. 8. 

=nased on parent-child average. 
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subjects. S.E.S., in this case, is a combination of maternal and paternal 

education, and paternal occupational level (see Table 3 in Chapter 3). 

One difficulty in conducting research with deaf subjects is insuring 

that the subjects' scores on the instruments used are not a reflection 

of reading ability, but rather reflect the construct, or constructs, of 

interest. Although the reading ability of deaf subjects in this study 

is poor relative to the published norms for children their age, this 

deficit does not appear to have had a negative influence on their 

performance on any of the three instruments they completed themselves. 

The correlation between reading and locus of control (DSI) scores for this 

group was .019, and-. 136 between cohesion (CCOHES) scores and reading. 

These two correlations were similar for the hearing sample, being .051 

and -.065, respectively. For the hearing-impaired subjects higher 

reading scores were associated with lower career maturity (CDA) scores 

(~ = -.332, R < .01). TI1e corresponding correlation was .054 for the 

hearing group. A discussion of this unexpected discrepancy between the 

two groups in the relationship between reading and CDA, and the surprising 

direction of the relationship for the hearing-impaired group, is 

presented in chapter 5. 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

Hypothesis 1: Adequacy of Model 1 

The first question with which this research was concerned was whether the 

variables in ~1odel 1 (see Figure 2) describe the career development 
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process for hearing-impaired adolescents as well as they do for their 

hearing counterparts. This question was answered by comparing the results 

for the deaf and hearing groups when career maturity scores (CDA) were 

regressed on the other 8 variables in the model (see Table 13). For the 

hearing subjects, these variables explain 20% of the variance in CDA 

scores CR: = .202, n < .001). These same eight variables in Model 1 

explain more of the variance (28%) in career maturity for the deaf group 

ex:= .211, n < .o5). 

These results suggest that Model 1 is not inferior in explaining the 

variance in career maturity for deaf subjects as compared to hearing 

subjects as had been anticipated. Because the direction of the actual 

difference in R2 was the opposite of that hypothesized, i.e., the variance 

explained was actually greater for the deaf sample, no statistical test 

of the difference was called for. Thus, Hypothesis 1 is not supported 

by the results of this study. 

Hypothesis 2a: Individual paths differ in strength 

The second hypothesis tested in this study concerned whether the 

relationships among the variables in Model 1 would differ for the hearing 

and hearing-impaired samples. The GEMINI program (Wolfle & Ethington, 

1985) produced the path coefficients presented in their metric form in 

Table 13. The standardized path coefficients are presented in Table 14. 

These coefficients represent the direct effects of the predetermined 

variables on each of the 6 dependent variables. Standard errors of path 

coefficients for Model 1 are presented in Table 25 in Appendix G. 
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Table 13 

Structural Coefficients !.!!_ !\letric form for !\todcl ~Career !\laturity: !\1odel ! 

DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

BEARING (n = 307) DEAf (n= 69) 

Predetermined 
Variables PASPIR CCOIIES CULT DSI ACHT CDA PASPIR CCOHES CULT DSI 

SEX -.041 .875 1.268*. -.184 1.321 3.197 -.024 -1.159 2.329*. -.090 

AGE .000 .006 -.262 .302* 1.379*. 4.489+ -.056 -.963* .116 .105 

SES .041 + .097 .262** -.067 1.044+ -.751 .058+ -.103 .483 .. .048 

PASPIR -.312 6.874* 3.802 -.861 

CCOIIES .069+ -.090 .594+ .057 

CULT .086*** .366*** -.007 .090 

DSI 1.721 + 

ACHT .039 

R2 .062+ .004 .037** .071*** .219+ .202+ .196* .. .054 .124** .068 

*p < .10 
••p < .05 

•••p < .01 
+p < .001 

ACBT CDA 

-1.658 2.411 

-1.084 2.170 

.781 .227 

3.017 7.458 

-.281 .806*** 

.409 -.447 

1.053 

-.375*** 

.141 .277*• 
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Table 14 

Structural CoefficienL~ !!! Standardized Form for Model Q[ Career l'\laturitv: Model ! 

DEPE:\DE\!T VARIABLES 

IIEARING (n = 307) DEAF(!!= 69) 

Predetermined 
Variables PASPIR CCOIIES CULT OSI ACHT CDA PASPIR CCOIIES CULT DSI 

SEX -.052 .058 .133** -.035 .062 .084 -.027 -.098 .233** -.019 

AGE .000 .001 -.050 .103* .I 17** _213+ -.169 -.222* .031 .061 

SES .242+ .030 .128** -.059 .228+ -.092* . 395+ -.053 .293 .. .063 

PASPIR -.046 .254+ .079 -.164 

CCOIIES .197+ -.064 .235+ .143 

CULT .154*** .164*** -.002 .192 

OSI .240+ 

ACIIT . 022 

R2 .062+ .004 .037** .07t••• .219+ .202+ .197••• .054 .124** .068 

•p < .10 
••p < .05 

... p < .01 
+p < .001 

ACIIT CDA 

.062 .079 

-.110 .193 

.177 .045 

.101 .219 

-.I 24 .31 I • •• 

.I 53 -.146 

.162 

-.328 ••• 

.141 .277••• 



In the sections that follow, the results relating to Hypothesis 2a 

are presented. The paths in Model 1 that appear to be important in 

describing the process of becoming career mature are described, first, 

for the hearing sample, and then for the hearing-impaired. Next, strong 

indirect effects among variables in the model are discussed for each 

group. Following that discussion, those paths that differ in magnitude 

for the two groups are highlighted, and the results of the tests of 

significance of the differences are presented. 

Important Paths for the Hearing Group 

The paths shown in Figure 4 represent important chains of influence 

among the first model's eight predictor variables in effecting the outcome 

variable, Career Development Attitudes, for the hearing group. Only those 

paths that were part of a chain of paths leading to CDA are included in 

the figure. For example, there were four significant paths that ended 

at the achievement variable, i.e., those from age, S.E.S., parental 

aspirations, and cultural participation. Because achievement does not 

have either a direct or an indirect effect on the outcome variable, none 

of these paths are shown in Figure 4. The significant path from S.E.S. 

to parental aspirations has also been left off the figure since the 

parental aspirations variable has no effect on CDA. When a significant 

relationship or path is described in the sections that follow, it is to 

be understood that it is being discussed in the context of the appropriate 

regression analysis, with the other predetermined variables in that 

particular model held constant. 
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Table 15 

Total, Direct and Indirect Effects (\1etric) for \1odcl !_:Hearing Sample (n = 307) 

From T 

SES .262 

AGE -.262 

SEX 1.268 

CULT 

CCOHES 

PASPIR 

ACIIT 

OSI 

•p < .10 
"*p < .05 

•up < .OJ 
+p < .001 

\D 
\D 

CL'IT CCOIIES 

D I T D 

.262*. - .097 .097 

-.262 .006 .006 

1.268.. - .875 .875 

DEPE!\DEJ\T VARIABLES 

PASPIR ACIIT 

I T [) I T D I 

.041 .041 1.413 1.044 + .369• 

.000 .000 1.284 1.379•. -.095 

-.O·H -.041 1.426 1.321 .105 

.366 .366··· 

-.090 -.090 

6.874 6.874 + 

DSI CDA 

T D I T D 

-.050 -.067 .016 -.571 -.751• .180 

.280 .302• -.022 5.027 + 4.489 + .538 

-.003 -.185 .182• 3.604 3.197 .407 

.086 .086··· .155 -.007 .162• 

.069 .069+ .710+ .594+ .116• 

-.312 -.312 3.532 3.802 -.269 

.039 .039 

1.721 + 1.721 + 



The first chain of significant paths that can be traced on Figure 4 

goes from sex to cultural participation, to locus of control, to CDA. 

Specifically, females tend to have greater cultural opportunities, in the 

form of tools and equipment, and to read a greater variety of books and 

magazines, than do males (R < .05); those hearing subjects with greater 

cultural participation tend to be more internal in their locus of control 

orientation (R < .01); and those with more internal locus of control tend 

to have greater scores on the CDI Attitude scale (R < .001). 

The next chain reaches from age, to locus of control, to CDA. Here 

it can be seen that older hearing subjects tend to have more internal 

locus of control (R <. 10), and that more internal locus of control is 

associated with greater scores on the CDA Cn < .001). There also exists 

a significant direct path from age to CDA Cn < .001). Thus, age influences 

career development attitudes directly, and indirectly through its 

association on locus of control. 

Another important chain for hearing subjects runs from S.E.S. to 

cultural participation, to locus of control, terminating at CDA. Those 

subjects with greater parental socioeconomic status tend to have greater 

cultural participation scores (R < .05); those with greater cultural 

participation scores tend to have a more internal locus of control Cn < 

.01); and, again, those with more internal locus of control score higher 

on the CDA Cn < .001). 

Two important chains start at the family cohesion variable, one direct 

and the other indirect. The subject's report of the family's level of 

cohesion is associated with locus of control, with greater cohesion scores 

being associated with more internal locus of control Cn < .001); and more 
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internal locus of control is associated with greater career maturity. 

Cohesion also has a direct, positive influence on career maturity (R < 

. 001). 

The final chain is the single, direct link between locus of control 

and CDA. As has been seen above, this path has been the final link in 

several of the previously mentioned chains. 

Important Paths for the Deaf Group 

The pattern of important paths for the deaf sample, shown in Figure 

5, is somewhat different from that for the hearing sample. For example, 

the effect of achievement on career development attitudes is an important 

link for the deaf sample, although achievement had a negligible effect 

for the hearing sample. For the deaf group, lower standardized 

achievement scores were associated with higher CDA scores Cn < .01). The 

direction of this relationship for the deaf group is contrary to what was 

expected. With nonhandicapped groups, there tends to be no relationship 

between achievement and career development attitudes (Westbrook, 1983). 

The implications of this unexpected result are addressed in chapter 5. 

Another chain for the hearing-impaired sample goes from age, to 

cohesion, to CDA. Younger subjects in this group tended to rate their 

families as more cohesive Cn < . 10); and those students who rated their 

families more cohesive had higher CDA scores, Cn < .01). The final chain 

for this group is the direct link between family cohesion and CDA (R < 

. 01). 
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Figure -l. Important paths in ~odel 1 (with metric values) in 
influencing career development attitudes: Hearing group. 
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Because of the small size of the hearing-impaired sample, some 

potentially important paths proved not to be statistically significant. 

These paths are shown in Figure 5 with broken lines. The chains including 

these paths are discussed below. Take, for example, the direct link 

between age and career development attitudes: older subjects had a 

tendency to score higher on the CDA (n = . 102). Although not significant, 

this result represents an important trend for the hearing-impaired group. 

Another such chain for the deaf group runs from S.E.S. to parental 

aspirations for the subjects' occupational attainment, to Career 

Development Attitudes. In this case, higher parental S.E.S. was 

associated with greater parental aspirations Cn < .001); and those deaf 

subject's with higher parental aspirations scored higher on the CDA (n = 
. 101). The direct effect of parental aspirations on CDA is also included 

as an important path by itself. 

Parental socioeconomic status is the beginning point of two other 

potentially important chains of influence in Model 1 for the deaf group. 

Subjects with higher S.E.S. scores tended to score higher on cultural 

participation (n < .05); those with higher cultural participation scores 

tended to have higher achievement scores Cn = .252); and those with higher 

achievement scores had lower scores on the CDA (n < .01). S.E.S. also 

tends to effect achievement directly such that subjects with higher S.E.S. 

scores tend to have higher achievement scores (Q = . 178); and those with 

higher achievement scores had lower CDA scores. 

Another potentially meaningful chain goes from sex to cultural 

participation, to locus of control, to CDA. Females tend to have greater 

cultural participation scores (n < .05); deaf subjects with higher 
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cultural participation scores tend to be more internally controlled Cn = 

. 167); and those with more internal locus of control scores tend to have 

higher CDA scores Cn =. 154). A similar chain can be drawn from S.E.S. 

to cultural participation to locus of control to CDA. Higher parental 

S.E.S. is associated with greater cultural participation scores Cn < .05); 

and, as above, greater cultural participation scores are associated with 

more internal locus of control, which is associated with higher CDA 

scores. One could also count the direct effect of locus of control on 

CDA as an important chain by itself. 

These last two chains are the same as two chains reported for the 

hearing group for whom every path in both chains was significant. 

Although the coefficients for two of the links failed to reach statistical 

significance at the . 10 level for the deaf (CULT to DSI; DSI to CDA), an 

inspection of Table 13 reveals that the metric coefficients of the 

individual paths in these two chains are nearly identical for both the 

hearing and the deaf samples. 

Indirect Effects for the Hearing Group 

Total, direct, and indirect effects for the hearing sample are 

presented in metric form in Table 15. For the hearing group, four 

significant indirect effects were noted. There was a significant indirect 

effect from cohesion to CDA Cn < .01). As can be seen in Figure 4, locus 

of control appears to act as an intermediary between cohesion and CDA. 

Cultural participation had no direct effect on CDA, but the results did 

reflect an indirect effect Cn < .05), apparently through the locus of 
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control variable. The subject's sex effected locus of control indirectly 

(Q < .05), most likely by influencing cultural participation. And 

socioeconomic status had both a direct (Q = 1.044, Q < .001) and an 

indirect effect (Q = .369, Q < .05) on the subjects' achievement. 

Indirect Effects for the Deaf Group 

Table 16 presents the total, direct, and indirect effects in metric 

form for the deaf sample. There were no statistically significant 

indirect effects for this group. The effect of S.E.S. on achievement, 

however, tended to be both direct (h =. 782, Q = .178) and indirect (h = 

.403, Q =. 139). This same trend was noted for the hearing sample. 

Testing Hypothesis 2a 

Although it has been shown that the chains of influence among the 

eight predetermined variables, culminating in an effect on career 

development attitudes, are somewhat different for the hearing and deaf 

samples, hypothesis 2a is concerned with differences in the individual 

paths themselves. Table 17 presents the results of the multi-group LISREL 

comparisons. 

Two of the 29 paths in Model 1 had coefficients that differed 

significantly in magnitude for the hearing and deaf samples (see Table 

17). For the hearing group, achievement had no effect on CDA (h = .039). 

Greater standardized achievement test scores were associated with lower 

CDA scores for the deaf, however (h = -.375, Q < .01). The difference 
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Table 16 

Total, Direct and Indirect Effects (\·fetric) for 1\fodcl !:. Deaf Sample (n = 69) 

From T 

SES .483 

AGE .115 

SEX 2.329 

CULT 

CCOIIES 

PASPIR 

ACHT 

DSI 

•p < .10 
••p < .05 

***p < .01 
+p < .001 

t-' 
0 
-...1 

CULT 

D I 

.483.. -

.115 -

2.329*'" 

CCOIIES 

T D T 

-.103 -.103 .059 

-.961 -.961* -.056 

-1.159 -1.159 -.024 

DEPEj\;DENT VARIABLES 

PASPIR ACIIT 

D I T D I 

.059+ - l.l85 .782 .403 

-.056 - -.935 -1.084 .150 

-.024 - -.450 -1.658 1.208 

.409 .409 -
-.281 -.281 -
3.017 3.017 -

DSI CDA 

T D I T D 

.036 .049 -.013 -.042 .227 -.269 

.109 .105 .004 1.393 2.170 -.776 

.075 -.090 .165 .507 2.411 -1.904 

.090 .090 - -.505 -.447 -.058 

.057 .057 - .971*** .806*** .165 

-.861 -.861 - 5.421 7.458 -2.037 

-.375••• -.375••• -

1.053 1.053 



Table 17 

~ Qf Group Differences in Magnitudes Qf Individual Paths 

From To Parameter ax2 1 

SEX PASPIR GA (1, 1) . 02 . 875 
AGE PASPIR GA (1,2) 1. 63 . 201 
SES PASPIR GA (1 ,3) . 86 . 353 

SEX CCOHES GA ( 2, 1) 1. 51 . 219 
AGE CCOHES GA (2,2) 1. 88 . 170 
SES CCOHES GA (2,3) . 46 .500 

SEX CULT GA (3,1) . 70 . 404 
AGE CULT GA (3,2) .53 . 465 
SES CULT GA (3,3) 1. 00 . 318 

SEX PSI GA ( 4' 1) . 02 . 884 
AGE PSI GA (4,2) .53 . 446 
SES .. PSI GA (4,3) .92 . 339 

PASPIR DSI BE ( 4,1) . 43 . 510 
CCOHES DSI BE (4,2) . 06 . 814 
CULT DSI BE (4,3) . 78 . 376 

SEX ACHT GA (5,1) . 10 . 751 
AGE ACHT GA (5,2) 3.42 . 065 
SES ACHT GA (5,3) . 19 . 664 

PASPIR ACHT BE ( 5' 1) .81 . 369 
CCOHES ACHT BE (5,2) . 49 . 490 
CULT ACHT BE (5,3) .01 . 905 

SEX CPA GA ( 6 ,1) . 04 . 839 
AGE CDA GA (6,2) 1. 94 . 163 
SES CDA GA (6,3) 1. 74 . 188 

PASPIR CDA BE (6,1) .53 . 446 
CCOHES CPA BE (6,2) . 46 . 500 
CULT CPA BE (6,3) 1. 06 . 303 
PSI CPA BE (6,4) . 70 . 401 
ACHT CPA BE (6,5) 6.24 . 012 

1x2 constrained (1 df) - X2 unconstrained (X2 = 0, 0 df) = ax2 with 
df = 1. 
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in the strengths of these path coefficients was great enough to be 

considered significant at the .05 level (~x 2 = 6.24). 

The second path to differ for the two groups was that between age and 

achievement. The direct effect of the subject's age on his or her 

achievement score was positive for the hearing group (h = 1.379, ~ < .05), 

and negative and nonsignificant for the deaf group (h = -1.084). This 

suggests that although older hearing subjects tended to have higher 

achievement scores, there was a slight tendency for the reverse to be true 

for the deaf. This difference in the magnitude of the coefficients was 

significant at the. 10 level (~x 2 = 3.42). 

The path from age to CDA was of importance for both groups. The 

magnitude of the metric path coefficient was more than twice as great for 

the hearing group (h = 4.489, ~ < .001) as for the deaf (h = 2. 170, ~ > 

. 10). This difference was not statistically significant, however (~X2 = 

1.94, ~ =. 163). 

A final, potentially meaningful difference between the two groups in 

terms of the magnitude of their path coefficients in Model 1 is that of 

the path from the subject's age to his or her rating of family cohesion. 

This path was of negligible magnitude for the hearing (h = .006) and 

strongly negative for the deaf Ch = -.963, ~ <. 10). Despite the size 

of the difference between these two coefficients c~x2 = 1.88), it cannot 

be considered significant (~ = . 170). 

In summary, although the two samples shared some of the same chains 

of influence towards career development attitudes, several differences 

in chains of influence and in individual paths were also noted. The 

results of these analyses support the hypothesis that the relationships 
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among the eight predetermined variables in Model 1 may differ for the deaf 

and nonhandicapped populations. 

Hypothesis 2b: Total Effects on career Maturity Differ 

It was hypothesized in Chapter 1 that the eight predictor variables 

would differ in the magnitudes of their total effects on career maturity. 

Specifically, it was suggested that the three family variables would be 

more important in explaining the career maturity of the deaf subjects than 

of the nonhandicapped. Table 18 presents the hierarchies of total effects 

for the two groups in both standardized and metric forms. The 

standardized coefficients are for within-group comparisons, and the 

metric coefficients for comparing between groups. 

For the hearing sample, family cohesion scores, locus of control, and 

age showed the strongest total effects on career maturity. Sex, in favor 

of females, and parental aspirations showed relatively small, positive 

total effects. S.E.S. had a small negative effect. Both cultural 

participation and achievement had negligible total effects on career 

maturity for the nonhandicapped group. 

The hierarchy of total effects was quite different for the 

hearing-impaired sample. Cohesion had the strongest total effect on 

career maturity and had a somewhat stronger effect than for the hearing 

sample. Cultural participation, which had the smallest total effect for 

the nonhandicapped group, had a moderate, negative total effect for the 

deaf group. Parental aspirations had a moderate, positive effect which 

was greater in magnitude than that for the hearing group. Locus of 
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11 Rank Ordering of Total Effects on CDA: Hodel 1 

""'" .. 
:;ld 
CD 
Cll 
~ Hearing (n=307) · Deaf (n=69) 
t-' 
rt 
Cll 

Rank Variable Standard Metric Rank Variable Standard Metric 

1 CCOHES .281+ (. 710) 1 CCOHES .375*** (. 971) 

2 DSI .240+ (1.721) 2 ACHT -. 3281 .. \1. (-.375) 

3 AGE .239+ (5.027) 3 CULT -.165 (-.505) 

4 SEX .095 (3.604) 4 DSI .162 (1.053) 

5 PASPIR .073 (3.532) 5 PASPIR .159 (5.421) 

6 SES -.070 (-.571) 6 AGE .124 (1.393) 

7 CULT .039 (.155) 7 SEX .017 ( .507) 

8 ACHT .013 (.039) 8 SES -.008 (-.042) 

*p < .10 
**p < .05 

**~\-p < . 01 
+p < .001 

t-' 
t-' 
t-' 



control appeared to have a moderate, positive total effect, but this was 

somewhat lower than the effect for the hearing group. The total effect 

of age on career maturity was considerably lower for the deaf than for 

the hearing sample. There was a much stronger tendency for hearing 

females to have higher career maturity than for hearing-impaired females. 

Finally, family socioeconomic level was less important for the deaf than 

for the hearing in explaining career maturity. 

Visual examination of the total effects of the predictor variables 

shows that, for each of the three family variables (cohesion, cultural 

participation, and parental aspirations), the metric path coefficient was 

greater in absolute magnitude for the deaf sample than for the hearing. 

The metric coefficients for each of the three exogenous variables (sex, 

age and socioeconomic status) was of greater magnitude for the 

nonhandicapped group than for the deaf group. Locus of control appeared 

to be comparable in degree of importance for both groups, and achievement 

was considerably more important for the deaf group, with higher scores 

associated with lower career maturity. This suggests that family 

variables and achievement are more important for the deaf, and background 

variables seem to be more important for the hearing in influencing career 

maturity. 

Testing Hypothesis 2b. 

The results of the LISREL multi-group procedures used to test the 

differences in total effects for the two groups are presented in Table 

19. These results show that the total effect of standardized achievement 
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Table 19 

Tests 2f ~ Differences in ~ Effects Qf Variables gn Career 
Maturity 

Constrained 
Variable Parameter Model t.xz 1 

SEX GA (1, 1) a .53 • 463 

AGE GA (1,2) a 4.04 . 044 

SES GA (1,3) a .49 . 486 

PASPIR GA (1, 1) b . 13 . 719 

CULT GA (1,2) b . 63 .426 

CCOHES GA ( 1' 3) b 2.22 . 137 

PSI GA (1, 1) c . 71- .401 

ACHT GA (1,2) c 6.24 . 012 

~: t.x 2 (1 df) = x2 constrained - x2 unconstrained (0, df=O). 

a CPA regressed on SEX, AGE, SES 
b CPA regressed on PASPIR, CCOHES, CULT, SEX, AGE, SES 
c CPA regressed on PSI, ACHT, PASPIR, CCOHES, CULT, SEX, AGE, SES 
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scores was significantly stronger in influencing career maturity for the 

deaf than for the hearing (~X2 = 6.24, R <.OS). Age was a considerably 

stronger predictor of career maturity for the hearing sample than for the 

deaf, (~X2 = 4.04, 1 df, R <.OS). Finally, cohesion tended to be somewhat 

more important in its total effect for the deaf than for the hearing ~x2 

= 2.22, R =. 137) although this difference was not great enough to be 

considered significant. These results are in partial support of the 

hypothesis that the variables in Model 1 differ in the magnitudes of their 

total effects for the two groups. 

Hypothesis 3: Comparison 0~ Models 1 and 2 

The third major hypothesis was that a second model, with the inclusion 

of variables specific to the experience of the hearing-impaired, would 

explain more variance in the career maturity levels of the deaf than did 

Model 1. The following five variables were added to those in Model 1 in 

order to create Model 2 (see Figure 3 in Chapter 2): Hearing loss in the 

better ear in decibels (LOSS); the child's age at which the 

hearing-impairment became apparent (ONSET); the product of the quality 

and quantity of communication between the subject and his or her mother 

(MCCOMM) and father (FCCOMM); and the extent of the subject's 

mainstreaming during the 1986-1987 school year, coded 0 for public school 

programs, and 1 for residential (MSTREAM). 

The results that relate to the test of Hypothesis 3 are presented in 

the following sections. First, the correlation coefficients for Model 2 

are discussed and are presented in Table 20. The path coefficients are 
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presented in the next section in Tables 21 and 22, along with a 

description of the important paths in this model. Standard errors for 

the structural coefficients are found in Table 26 in Appendix G. 

Following a discussion of the important paths in Model 2, a rank-ordering 

of the total effects of the variables in Model 2 on CDA is presented in 

Table 23 and the results of the test of Hypothesis 3 are reported in Table 

24. 

Correlations with Deaf-Specific Variables 

Table 20 presents the means, standard deviations, and 

intercorrelations for the 14 variables in Model 2. Hearing loss is 

correlated with just two other variables in this model: mainstreaming, 

(x = .323, R < .01); and age at onset, (x = -.283, n < .01.) This suggests 

that there is a greater degree of hearing loss among residential students 

in the sample, and that there is greater hearing loss among those students 

who lost their hearing at an earlier age. This is consistent with 

demographic data (Karchmer, 1984). 

Age at onset was correlated with hearing loss, and with three other 

variables. There was a significant negative correlation between onset 

and academic achievement, Cx = -.272, R < .01). Those subjects who lost 

their hearing at a later age also tended to be in public school settings 

rather than in residential placements, (x = -.300, n < .01). Older 

children in the sample appear to be more likely to have lost their hearing 

at a younger age or at birth, Cx = -.283, n < .01). 
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Table 20 

Correlations, f\leans, and Standard Deviations Among Variables !.!!. !\todd £ 

Predicting Career \laturitv: Deaf Sample (n = 71) 

Variables I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

I. CDA 
2. DSI .177* 
3. ACIIT -.351 ••• .007 
4. 1\tSTREA!\1 .094 .006 -.219* 
5. PASPIR .000 -.093 .271** -.198* 
6. CCOIIES .306*** .142 -.119 .027 -.116 
7. CULT -.104 .136 .233** .000 .381*.. -.035 
8. l\tCC0\1:\1 .148 .209* -.317*** .120 -.066 .021 -.1 5 I 
9. ICCO\ll\1 .125 .035 .053 -.011 .206* -.018 .144 .547+ 

10. SEX .003 .004 -.033 .222* -.047 -.067 .200* .001 -.259** 
II. AGE .123 .058 -.113 .144 -.196* -.207* -.018 -.113 -.010 -.119 
12. SES -.019 .040 .277** -.226* .410+ -.026 .267** -.049 .104 -.1 0 I 
13. LOSS .008 -.110 -.302* •• .323*** -.081 .003 -.094 .190* -.015 .016 
14. 0!'\SET -.068 .113 . 030 -.300 •• .100 -.007 .176* .087 -.099 .053 

M 103.6 13.0 88.5 1.80 .394 35.0 15.1 396.7 186.6 .437 
SD I 5.2 2.3 13.3 .40 .447 5.9 5.0 312.4 205.2 .499 

Note: Sec Table 9 for variable definitions. SEX: 0 = 1\tale; I= Female. 1\tSTREAM: I= Public; 2 =Residential 

•p < .10 
••p < .OS 

•••p < .01 
+ p < .001 

II 12 13 14 

-.075 
.008 -.122 

-.280*. .159 -.283** 

17.5 -.110 95.8 1.15 
1.4 3.0 22.3 1.46 
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'g. Table 21 
(1) 
'1 

~ Structural Coefficients in Standardized Form for Model of Career Maturity: Model Z 
:;d 
(1) 
Ul 
~ 
~ 
r1" 
Ul 

...... 

...... 
'-1 

PREDETERNINED 
VARIABLES PASPIR CCOHES 

SEX -.026 -.096 
AGE -.174 -.240* 
SES . 393*~""* -. 046 
LOSS -.037 -.018 
ONSET -.020 -.067 
PASPIR 
CCOHES 
CULT 
~1CCOill1 

FCCONM 
DSI 
ACHT 
NSTREAN 
R2 .198** .058 

*p < .10 
**p < .05 

*~""*p < . 01 

CULT 

. 229~': 

.066 

.271m': 
-.028 

. 131 

.142* 

DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

NCCmn-t FCC OM DSI ACHT NSTREAM 

-.025 -.251** -.089 .008 .196 
-.083 -.069 .106 -.174 .098 
-.052 .090 . 043 .168 -.112 

.223* -.036 -.171 -.213* . 217~': 

.137 -.130 -.003 -.068 -.229* 
-.121 .049 -.108 

.143 -.130 .043 

.276* .063 .121 

.415** -.384** .132 
-.234 .215 -.034 

.066 .088 . 174 .305** .260* 

CDA 

.140 

.168 

.058 
-.073 
-.001 

.193 

.302** 
-.204 
-.135 

.240 

.182 
-. 382m'r* 

.039 

.313* 



Although mother-child communication (MCCOMM) and father-child 

communication (FCCOMM) were relatively highly correlated with each other, 

(X= .547, R < .01), these two communication variables have differential 

relationships with some of the other variables in the model. The time 

and quality of communication between mother and child appears to be 

unrelated to the child's sex, (x = .001) whereas fathers seem to spend 

more and better time communicating with their sons than with their 

daughters, (x = -.259, R < .05). MCCOMM seems to be more positively 

related to the child's internal locus of control than does FCCOMM. 

Fathers' communications with their children appear to be positively 

associated with the parents' level of vocational aspiration for the child, 

where no relationship seems to exist for mother's communication. There 

was a negative relationship between MCCOMM and cultural participation, 

(x = -. 151), and a positive relationship for FCCOMM, (x =. 144). Finally, 

mothers tend to have higher communication scores when their child's 

hearing loss is greater. For fathers, however, there is no association 

between communication scores and hearing loss. 

Important Paths in Madel 2 

As can be seen from an examination of Table 21 and from Figure 6, there 

are several significant paths in Model 2 that are not parts of important 

chains that terminate at the outcome variable. For example, hearing loss 

and age at onset both have significantly strong paths to mainstreaming, 

but the direct effect of mainstreaming on CDA is negligible. Also, sex 

has a significant path towards father-child communication, but this 
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latter variable is not part of any significant routes that end at the 

outcome variable. Since these paths have no significance in terms of 

describing the career development process for the deaf, they have not been 

included in Figure 6. 

The first important chain of significant paths starts from age then 

goes to cohesion, then to CDA. Specifically, when the other exogenous 

variables are held constant, age has a significantly negative effect on 

cohesion scores (R < . 10) with younger deaf subjects reporting greater 

family cohesion than older subjects; and those subjects with higher 

cohesion scores tending to score higher on the CDA (Q < .05). The direct 

path from cohesion to CDA can also be considered a separate chain. Both 

the indirect chain from age, and the direct path from cohesion, were seen 

in Model 1 although the magnitudes of the path coefficients differ due 

to the inclusion of the five additional variables in Model 2. 

The degree of the subjects' hearing loss is the starting point for 

two other important chains of influence. One chain goes from hearing loss 

to achievement, to CDA: subjects' with greater losses having lower 

achievement scores (Q <. 10), and those subjects with lower achievement 

scores scoring higher on the CDA (Q < .01). The second chain that starts 

at the hearing loss variable uses mother-child communication as an 

intermediary between loss and achievement. In this chain, greater hearing 

losses are associated with greater scores on mother-child communication 

(Q < . 10); greater mother-child communication scores are associated with 

lower achievement scores (Q < .05); and lower achievement scores are 

associated with higher CDA scores (Q < .01). The direct effect of 
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achievement on CDA is also counted as a significant chain as it was in 

Model 1. 

There are four potentially important paths, shown in broken lines in 

Figure 6, that use the path from locus of control to CDA. This path did 

not prove to be significant, given the small size of the deaf sample, but 

is of interest nonetheless. For example, subjects with greater hearing 

losses tended to have greater mother-child communication scores (R < . 10); 

subjects with higher mother-child communication scores tended to be more 

internal in their locus of control orientation (R <.OS); and those with 

more internal locus of control scored higher on the CDA (R = . 150). The 

second chain that uses the locus of control to CDA path goes from S.E.S. 

to cultural participation, to locus of control to CDA. Higher parental 

S.E.S. was associated with higher cultural participation scores (R < .05); 

higher cultural participation scores were associated with more internal 

locus of control (R = . 150). The third chain is identical to the second 

except that it begins at sex, with females having greater cultural 

participation (R < • 10); greater cultural participation being associated 

with more internal locus of control, as above; and more internal locus 

of control being associated with greater CDA scores. These last two 

chains are identical to chains in Model 1 for the deaf, except that in 

Model 2 the link between cultural participation and locus of control is 

significant. As with Model 1, the direct effect of locus of control on 

CDA is also considered to be an important, separate path. 

There are two other' potentially important paths. The first is that 

from S.E.S. to cultural participation, and cultural participation to CDA 

(ll = . 159). The second runs from socioeconomic status to parental 
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aspirations (n < .01), and parental aspirations to CDA (n = .171). This 

second chain is identical to a chain shown in Model 1 for the deaf. 

Total and Indirect E~~ects in Model 2 

The total, direct, and indirect effects for Model 2 are shown in Table 

22. There was only one significant indirect effect among the 14 variables 

in this model: the effect of mother-child communication had a significant 

indirect effect on career development attitudes (n <.OS). This indirect 

effect appears to be primarily through the locus of control variable, i.e. 

mother-child communication effects locus of control, which effects CDA. 

Mother-child communication has no direct effect of its own on CDA. 

Table 23 presents the total effects in standardized form of all the 

predetermined variables on CDA, in rank order for both Model 1 and Model 

2. The inclusion of the five extra variables did not change the hierarchy 

of total effects greatly. None of the total effects for these five extra 

variables were statistically significant, and four of the five were among 

the six least important variables for this model. Hearing loss and 

mother-child communication did, however, contribute to three additional 

significant chains of influence in Model 2. 

Test o~ Hypothesis 3 

The hypothesis that Model 2 explained more variance in career maturity 

for hearing-impaired subjects than did Model 1 was tested by an F-test 

comparing the squared multiple correlation coefficients for the two 
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Table 22 

Total, D1rect and lnd1rect Effects (Standardized) for Model 2 PrediCting Career \hturitv: Deaf Sample (n = 67) 

From 

o:o-.;sn 
LOSS 
SES 
AGE 
SEX 
FCCOMM 
MCCO~IM 
CULT 
CCOIIES 
PASPIR 
MSTREAM 
ACIIT 
DSI 

FCCO~I~I 

T D 

-.130 -.130 
-.036 -.036 
.090 .090 

-.069 -.069 
-.251 -.251 

MCCO\IM 

T D I 

.137 .137 

.223 .223 
-.052 -.052 
-.083 -.083 
-.025 -.025 -

CULT 

T D 

.131 .131 
-.028 -.028 
.271 .271 
.066 .066 
.029 .229 

CCOIIES 

T Dl 

-.067 -.067 -
-.018 -.01 & -
-.046 -.046-
-.240 -.240-
-.096 -.096-

DEPE~DEJ-,;T VARIAnLES 

PASPIR MSTREA:-.1 

T D I T J) I 

-.021 -.021 -.191 -.229 .038 
-.037 -.037 .248 .217 .031 
.393 .393 -.134 -.112 -.022 

-.175 -.175 .106 .on .oo8 
-.026 -.026 .227 .1% .031 

-.034 -.034 
.132 .132 
.121 .121 
.043 .OH 

-.109 -.109 

ACIIT DSI CDA 

T J) I T D I T D 
.113 ·.003 .116 -.038 -.00 I -.037 

-.133 -.068 -.065 -.076 -.171 .095 -.005 -.073 .068 
-.308 -.213 -.095 .021 .043 -.022 -.004 .058 -.062 
.250 .168 .082 .093 .106 -.013 .114 .168 -.054 

-.131 -.174 .044 .012 -.089 .100 .018 .140 -.122 
-.011 .008 -.019 -.234 -.234 .114 .240 -.126 
.215 .215 - .415 .415 .092 -.135 .227 

-.385 -.385 .276 .276 -.173 -.204 .031 
.063 .063 .143 .143 .379 .302 .077 

-.130 -.130 -.121 -.121 .148 .193 -.045 
.049 .049 .039 .039 

-.382 -. 382 
.182 .182 -



Table 23 

Rank Ordering of Total Effects on CDA for Deaf Sample: Model 1 & 2 

Model 1 Model 2 

Rank Variable Total Effect Rank Variable Total Effect 

1 CCOHES . 375"''** 1 ACHT -.382*** 
2 ACHT - • 382-lr-lr'l'r 2 CCOHES . 379** 
3 CULT -. 165 3 DSI . 182 
4 DSI . 162 4 CULT -. 173 
5 PASPIR . 159 5 PASPIR . 148 
6 AGE . 124 6 FCC OHM .114 
7 SEX . 017 7 AGE . 114 
8 SES -.008 8 MCCOMM . 092 

9 MSTREAM . 039 
10 ONSET -.038 
11 SEX . 018 
12 LOSS -.005 
13 SES -.004 

~. Total effects are reported in standardized form. 

*p < . 10 
-lr-lrp < • OS 

-lr-lr'l'rp < .01 
+p < . 001 
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Table 24 

Testing Difference in variance Explained EQr Deaf Group: Model 1 versus 
Model Z 

Model ~ 4f ~ 

~1: CPA regressed 
on SEX, AGE, SES, 
CCOHES, PASPIR, CULT, 
PSI and ACHT 1 . 277 2.874 8, 60 

Model Z: CPA regressed 
on variables in Model 1 
plus LOSS, ONSET, FCCOMM, 
MCCOMM, and MSTREAM 2 . 313 1. 855 13' 53 . 036 <1. 0 5, 54 

ln=69 
2n=67 
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regression analyses predicting career maturity. The results shown in 

Table 24 indicate that the increase in R2 from .277 to .313 is not great 

enough to be considered significant given this sample size CE < 1.0). 

Thus, although Model 2 explained 3.6% more of the variance in career 

maturity than did Model 1, the statistical test does not support 

Hypothesis 3. The implications of the results presented in this chapter 

will be discussed in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter begins with a brief summary of the study's methods and 

results and is followed by a discussion of the utility of each of the 

thirteen predictor variables considered in Models 1 and 2 in explaining 

career development. The conclusions related to each of the hypotheses 

are outlined in the third section. The final sections list the 

implications for practitioners and recommendations for further research. 

SUMMARY 

The consequences of low career maturity in adolescence can be 

underemployment, even unemployment, in adulthood. This is particulary 

important for handicapped adolescents, particularly the deaf, who tend 

to be career immature relative to their nonhandicapped peers. Yet little 

is known how young people with handicaps come to be ready to make 

age-appropriate career decisions. The purpose of this study was to 

determine whether the career development process was the same for 

hearing-impaired and normally-hearing adolescents. Towards that aim, 71 

deaf and 318 nonhandicapped adolescents were administered measures of 

locus of control orientation, career maturity, and family cohesion. Data 

on the family and on the cultural participation of the child were 

collected from their parents, and achievement scores from school records. 

For the hearing-impaired subjects, malnstreaming status and degree of 

hearing loss were also collected. 
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Path analysis was used to determine the extent to which career 

maturity could be explained by a variety of background, family, and 

personal factors. From a search through the literature for likely 

predictor variables, and from a consideration of family systems theory, 

two models of career maturity were developed. Model 1 included eight 

predictor variables: sex, age, socioeconomic status, parental 

aspirations, family cohesion, cultural participation, locus of control, 

and achievement. Model 2 included five additional variables specific to 

the experiences of the deaf: degree of hearing loss, age at onset of the 

loss, mother-child communication, father-child communication, and current 

mainstreaming status. 

Three hypotheses were investigated. The first research hypothesis 

stated that Model 1 would explain more variance in career maturity for 

the hearing than for the hearing-impaired sample. The results suggested 

that Model 1 did not explain a smaller amount of variance in career 

maturity for the deaf group. Model 1 explained 20% of the variance for 

the hearing group and nearly 28% for the deaf, suggesting that the same 

set of 8 variables was appropriate in describing the process for both 

groups. 

The second hypothesis concerned the patterns among the variables in 

the first model for the two groups, that is, that individual paths in the 

first model would be equivalent for the two groups, and that the total 

effects of the variables on career maturity would fail to differ. 

Although only two of the 29 paths in Model 1 differed significantly in 

magnitude for the two groups, there were other differences observed in 

the patterns of influence among the eight predictor variables in the first 
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model. In terms of total effects, all three family variables (cohesion, 

cultural participation and parental aspirations) as well as achievement 

had stronger total effects for the deaf than for the hearing. The 

difference in total effect was significant for the achievement variable 

which was near-zero for the hearing and negative for the deaf. All three 

background variables (sex, age, and S.E.S.) and locus of control were 

stronger in total effect for the hearing sample, age significantly so. 

The final hypothesis was that the second model would explain the same 

amount of variance in career maturity for the deaf subjects as did the 

first model. Model 2 explained 31% of the variance in the career maturity 

of the deaf as opposed to 28% explained by Model 1. Although this 

difference was not great enough to be considered significant, the second 

model may be a more accurate reflection of the process for the deaf. Of 

the 5 added variables, none had significant direct, indirect, or total 

effects on career maturity. But the degree of hearing loss and 

mother-child communication were links in important chains of influence 

among the variables in Model 2 that resulted in an effect on career 

maturity. Other changes in the chains of significant paths were noted 

as a result of adding these 5 variables. 

The results suggest that career development is a more classically 

developmental process for the hearing, meaning that as nonhandicapped 

children get older they become increasingly ready to make career 

decisions. For the deaf, however, intervening variables, such as family 

cohesion, appear to have greater influence on career maturity than does 

age or any other background variable. There also appears to be some merit 

to taking into account those life experiences that are unique to the 
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special group being studied, although the strength of the influence of 

these variables was less than had been anticipated. 

DISCUSSION 

The results presented in the preceding chapter were intended to shed 

light on the nature of the career development process for samples of 

hearing and hearing-impaired adolescents, both of which tended to be above 

average in achievement compared to their respective norm groups. The 

limited size of the deaf sample precludes overreliance on probabilistic 

findings; thus much of the discussion that follows is based on trends 

rather than upon probability theory. At the very least, the results of 

this study provide a starting point from which future efforts at career 

maturity model building can depart. 

The conclusions are presented along two directions. Between Models 

1 and 2, a total of thirteen variables were considered for their potential 

to explain the variance in career maturity for the two groups under study. 

First, the merits of each of these variables are considered individually. 

Next, the discussion focuses on the hypotheses that were tested. 

The Variables 

Osipow (1976) believed that one of the first steps needed to be taken 

in furthering the knowledge base about the career development of the 

handicapped and nonhandicapped alike is to determine which factors are 

associated with scores on outcome variables such as career maturity. He 
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was specifically concerned with which "grouping" variables were important 

in influencing the career development of individuals. For example, is 

it more important to be a female, to be from a particular ethnic group, 

or to be with or without a given handicapping condition? The discussions 

that follow are intended to shed light on the utility of each of the 13 

variables considered in this study for their ability to influence the 

outcome variable, career maturity, as measured by the attitude scale (CDA) 

on the Career Development Inventory. 

Sex Consistent with previous research (Lokan, Boss & Patsula, 1982; 

Hesser, 1981; Super & Nevill, 1984), females in both groups in this study 

scored higher on career maturity. The direct effect of sex on career 

maturity was nonsignificant for both groups. The total effect of sex on 

career maturity was considerably lower for the deaf group than for the 

hearing. For both groups, however, sex played an important role in Model 

1, and again for the deaf in Model 2, with females having higher cultural 

participation scores which were related to an internal locus of control 

and higher CDA scores. Sex should continue to be a controlling variable 

in future modeling attempts for both handicapped and nonhandicapped 

populations. 

Age Age was one of two variables in Model 1 that could be shown to have 

a different total effect on career maturity for deaf and hearing samples. 

The positive, direct effect of age on career maturity was considerably 

greater for the hearing group than for the deaf. The results suggest that 

as hearing children get older they become more career mature. This is 
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consistent with previous studies (Lokan et. al., 1982; O'Neil, Ohlde, 

Tollfson, Barke, Piggott, & Watts, 1980). The same age effect was true 

for the hearing-impaired sample, although the relationship was 

significantly weaker than for the hearing group in Model 1, and 

disappeared as a direct effect in Model 2. It would appear that other 

forces in the child's family or school environment must intervene to help 

the deaf child take steps towards exploring and planning for a place in 

the world of work; getting older is not enough. 

The difference in the effect of age on career maturity can be 

explained by the differential influence of age on the other intervening 

variables in Model 1. For the hearing subjects, greater age was 

associated with more internal locus of control which is conducive to 

career development. For the deaf, however, older subjects rated their 

families as less cohesive, but it was those subjects with more cohesive 

families who scored higher on the CDA. As explained by Schlesinger and 

Meadow (1972) it is when the deaf child reaches adolescence that parents 

may finally grasp the reality of the permenance of their child's 

condition. Faced with the career decisions of young adulthood, their 

child has not learned to speak normally, hear normally, nor to read and 

write on a par with their nonhandicapped peers. Schlesinger and Meadow 

have observed that many parents respond to this realization by binding 

the child closer to them, while many respond instead with rejection. In 

this sample, it appears that the older deaf subjects sense less closeness 

in their families. This trend may be a result of the parental 

disappointment noted by Schlesinger and Meadow. Thus, although the deaf 

tend on average to be more career mature with age, the associated 
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loosening of family bonds impedes this progress. In conclusion, age is 

an important variable to consider when building a model of career 

development, but is more important for the nonhandicapped than for the 

deaf population. 

Parental Socioeconomic Status The role of S.E.S. in this model of career 

maturity is unclear. Its total effect is negative and nonsignificant for 

both groups although greater in magnitude for the hearing. The direct 

effect of S.E.S. on CDA is negative for the hearing group and positive 

for the deaf. For both groups, and in both models 1 and 2, higher S.E.S. 

was associated with higher cultural participation scores which were 

associated with more internal locus of control and, consequently, greater 

career maturity. For the deaf group alone, S.E.S. was positively related 

to parental aspirations which influenced career maturity in a positive 

way. Thus, although S.E.S. was associated with CDA through both positive 

and negative paths, and although the total effects were minimal, S.E.S. 

appears to be a valuable controlling variable in explaining career 

development for both groups of adolescents. 

Parental Aspirations Hesser (1981) found stronger zero-order correlations 

between career maturity and parental aspirations for children's 

occupational attainment for nonhandicapped adolescents(~= .25 to .35) 

than did this investigator, (~ = .03). This may well be due to 

differences in the way the aspiration variable was measured. Hesser 

surveyed adolescents about what they believed their parents expected of 

their future careers. The strong connection between a child's scores on 
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a career maturity measure and his own projections of his parents' 

expectations is obvious. In the current research, the parents themselves 

were questioned about their expectations for their children's 

occupational attainment. Furthermore, Hesser used 8 categories of 

occupations which translated more easily into socioeconomic levels than 

did the dichotomized variable used in this study. 

For the deaf subjects, parental aspirations are positively associated 

with the child's career maturity in a direct effect. This trend was not 

noted for the hearing sample for whom parental aspirations were not 

involved in any important chains of influence leading to career maturity. 

The results of this study suggest that parental aspirations for their 

children's occupational attainment are an important addition to a model 

of career development for the deaf. 

Cohesion Family cohesion (as rated by the subjects) was the variable with 

the greatest total effect on career maturity in Model 1 for the hearing, 

and in both Models 1 and 2 for the deaf. The effect was a good deal 

stronger for the hearing-impaired group as had been predicted. The 

direction of the effect, that is, greater cohesion associated with greater 

career maturity, is counter to systems theory but consistent with previous 

research on nonhandicapped adolescents (Hesser, 1981). In contrast to 

the characteristics of the present sample, Hesser's sample of 262 

adolescents was skewed in the opposite direction with respect to cohesion, 

with 21% of families in the enmeshed category as opposed to the 14% in 

the norm group. In the current study, there were fewer than 4% of 

families in the highest category of the cohesion scale for both the 
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hearing and deaf samples. Despite having samples that were skewed in 

opposite directions, the results of both studies indicate that the 

relationship between cohesion and career maturity, as measured by the 

Career Maturity Inventory, is positive and linear, with the disengaged 

family being more likely to have a retardant effect on the child's career 

planning and exploration than the more cohesive family. 

As described in the FACES III manual (Olson, Portner & Lavee, 1985), 

enmeshed families are expected to be characterized by extreme closeness, 

high demands for loyalty, weak marital coalitions, more parent-child 

coalitions, and a tendency for all decisions, both personal and 

relationship, to require family approval. The disengaged family, on the 

other hand, is said to lack closeness and loyalty, to spend little time 

together, have a weak marital coalition, and be characterized by 

individual rather than group decision-making. A multitude of studies have 

supported the hypothesis that family functioning is lowest at either end 

of the cohesion continuum and highest in the balanced range. Nearly all 

of these studies have compared groups of problem families with those 

without major problems. Whether comparing families with and without 

juvenile delinquents (Roderick, Henggler & Hanson, 1985), sex offenders 

(Carnes, 1985), alcoholics (Olson & Killorin, 1985) schizophrenics 

(Clark, 1984) or adolescent runaways (Bell, 1982), researchers have found 

that problem families tend to fall at either extreme end of the cohesion 

continuum, while nonproblem families fall in the balanced range. 

The quadratic relationship between cohesion and family functioning 

does not necessarily hold for families not experiencing major 

difficulties, according to Olson et al. (1985). He writes: 
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In contrast to the curvilinear relationship found on these 

dimensions of problem families, there appears to be a linear 

relationship between cohesion and change in family functioning with 

"normal" families. More specifically, higher levels of cohesion 

. . seem to be associated with better family functioning. These 

results were found in a national survey with 1,000 families across 

the life cycle . . . A primary reason for this is that normal 

families represent only a narrow spectrum of the range of behavior 

on these two dimensions. As a result, there are very few "normal" 

families that legitimately fall into the extreme types. (p. 14) 

This statement seems somewhat contradictory, and is based on the 

assumption that the "nonproblem" families in dozens of incidence studies 

are less "normal" than the "normal" families in Olson's survey. 

Despite Olson's finding of a linear trend, the reasons why a more 

cohesive family should be more conducive to the career development of an 

adolescent than a disengaged family remains. Perhaps the more cohesive 

family fosters the self-confidence the adolescent needs to contemplate a 

future life outside of the family, particularly for the deaf child. Keep 

in mind that the adolescent is attempting to deal with two competing 

needs: the need to belong, and the need to be establish individuality. 

The child from a disengaged family may lack the feelings of belonging and 

continuity needed to be able to extrapolate into his own future as an 

independent individual. At any rate, if highly cohesive families do 

evidence more parent-child coalitions and triangulations, they either are 

not involving the deaf family member to an appreciable degree, or the 

triangulations and coalitions that do exist are not as pernicious for 
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individual development as had been believed. But for whatever reason, 

family cohesion is decidedly a factor worth considering for any model of 

career maturity, especially for hearing-impaired young people. 

Cultural Participation Despite previous research with nonhandicapped 

(Super & Overstreet, 1960) and hearing-impaired adolescents (Lerman & 

Guilfoyle, 1970) that found strong, positive relationships between 

cultural participation and career maturity, the direct and total effects 

of cultural participation were negligible for the hearing and negative 

for the deaf in this study. The variable reflecting the variety of 

reading material and the educational supplies and tools available to 

subjects played a similar role in Model 1 for both the hearing and the 

deaf. For both groups, females and those with higher parental S.E.S. 

tended to have higher cultural participation scores which were associated 

with an internal locus of control and higher CDA scores. For the deaf 

group alone, cultural participation was positively related to achievement 

in Model 1. In Model 2, the direct effect of cultural particpation on 

career maturity was negative. Particularly by virtue of the variable's 

association with locus of control, the results of this study suggest that 

cultural participation does have an important contribution to make in 

describing the career development process for the hearing and the deaf 

alike. 

Locus of Control (DSil The Different Situations Inventory is scored in 

such a way that high scores indicate internal locus of control and low 

scores indicate an external locus of control. Results of previous 
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empirical research consistently indicates that the more internal an 

adolescent's locus of control, the more career planning and exploration 

he or she is likely to have done (Blevins, 1984; Lokan, Boss & Patsula, 

1982; Phillips et. al, 1983). 

The variables in Model 1 associated with locus of control are similar 

for the two groups. An internal locus of control is associated with 

greater cultural participation for both deaf and hearing groups and with 

an average or higher family cohesion for the hearing. It is more true 

of hearing than of deaf adolescents in this study that older subjects tend 

to be more internally controlled than younger subjects. An internal locus 

of control may be slightly less adaptive for the deaf; as young 

hearing-impaired people get older and interact directly with the outside 

world to an increasingly greater extent, they may be learning that the 

world around them has more control over then than they had previously 

believed. Thus a shift in locus of control in the external direction may, 

for the hearing-impaired, be warranted. This is consistent with research 

on locus of control that has been done with people from disadvantaged 

backgrounds (Battle & Rotter, 1963; Joe, 1971; Lefcourt, 1966). 

In sum, locus of control has a relatively strong association with 

career maturity especially for the handicapped. Of particular interest 

for future study is the positive relationship that was noticed between 

locus of control and family cohesion for the hearing. 

Achievement The role of achievement in explaining career maturity appears 

to be complex. Relative to their deaf and hearing norm groups, both 

samples have above average academic achievement. Despite this 
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similarity, the role of achievement in Model 1 is quite different for the 

two groups. For the hearing group, achievement appears to play a 

negligible role in explaining career maturity. This may be because, 

within limits, all hearing adolescents have the same opportunities to pick 

up information about careers and career planning through both written and 

spoken English. Furthermore, hearing adolescents are able to pick up 

career information informally by overhearing conversations between 

parents or among other adults, working friends, and the media regardless 

of their math and reading abilities. Westbrook (1983) reviewed dozens 

of studies of career maturity measures and concluded that, for average 

subjects, correlations between measures of career attitudes and 

standardized achievement tests range from-. 10 to .08. 

Achievement has a strong, negative association for the 

hearing-impaired with high achieving students getting lower scores on the 

CDA than low achievers. This is puzzling given that Lerman and Guilfoyle 

(1970) found a positive relationship between scores on the VIP (the 

precursor to the CDI) and their "language competence" factor of which math 

and reading were important componants. This relationship may be less 

related to the negative relationship in the current study since their 

"language competence" factor included other variables besides achievement 

and since that study used the VIP rather than the CDI attiude scale as 

the outcome measure. 

The key to the difference in career maturity of high and low achievers 

found in the current study may be in educational programming. Unlike 

their hearing peers, deaf students have greater difficulty picking up 

career information casually from extracurricular reading, the media and 
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from other people. Thus, formal presentation of career information is 

critical. If low achievers were exposed to more career education and life 

skills courses than those deaf students expected to be college bound, this 

could give them a distinct advantage. This explanation is unlikely, 

however, given the commitment to career development expressed by the 

counseling staff at the Model Secondary School for the Deaf from which 

more than half of the deaf subjects in this study were recruited. All 

graduates of MSSD complete 6 credits of a career development course whose 

objectives are identical regardless of the achievement level of the 

students in the class. Thus, some other educational, environmental, or 

personality factor or factors must be responsible for the surprising 

direction of the difference in career maturity between high and low 

achievers. 

Hearing Loss The degree of the deaf child's hearing loss was incorporated 

into Model 2. This is the variable that, more than any other in Model 

2, truly reflects the influence of the handicapping condition, with 

hearing losses in the sample ranging from mild to profound. The total 

effect of this variable on career maturity was negligible, but this cannot 

be taken to mean that hearing loss had no impact in the model; its 

indirect effects on career maturity through other variables in the model 

(~ = .068) and its direct effect on CDA (~ = -.078) canceled each other 

out resulting in the near-zero total effect. 

An examination of the important chains of influence that start at the 

hearing loss variable suggests that a more profound hearing loss tends 

to be associated with higher scores on the CDA. A more profound hearing 
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loss, for example, is associated with poorer achievement scores and, 

consequently, with greater CDA scores. Greater hearing losses are 

associated with higher mother-child communication scores. Higher MCCOMM 

scores are associated, first, with more internal locus of control and thus 

greater career maturity, and, secondly, with poorer achievement and 

greater career maturity. 

Given this configuration of effects, the reported total effect of 

hearing loss on career maturity is likely to be an underestimate. The 

contradictory conclusions in the literature about the effect of degree 

of hearing loss on career maturity may be due to the complexity of the 

relationship between hearing loss and other variables, sometimes 

positive, sometimes negative. The studies that found no effect of the 

degree of the hearing loss (e.g. Saur, Coggiola, Long and Smithson, 1986) 

may have had patterns in the data similar to those in this study, but 

without the ability to examine indirect effects, were unable to detect 

the true effect. In light of the findings of this study, degree of hearing 

loss does appear to have an effect on career maturity, albeit in an 

unexpected direction. The key to this puzzle may be connected to the 

surprisingly negative relationship between achievement and career 

maturity for the deaf. 

Age at Onset of the Hearing Loss The important aspect of this variable 

is the extent to which the child was able to acquire normal language 

skills before the loss of hearing. Of the 71 hearing-impaired subjects 

in this study, 86% are considered to be prelingually deafened, i.e., 
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having lost their hearing before the age of two years. Only 9 subjects 

in this study lost their hearing after the age of 2. 

Perhaps due to the skewed nature of this variable's distribution, age 

at onset had a significant effect on only one other variable in the model: 

mainstreaming. Consistent with demographic information (Allen and 

Osborn, 1984), those subjects who were deafened at an earlier age were 

more likely to be in residential settings. Since mainstreaming had no 

impact on career maturity, the results suggest that age at onset of 

deafness is not a valuable addition to a model of career development for 

the deaf. This conclusion needs to be verified, however, by repeated 

studies in which the distribution of the variable is more normal. 

Parent-Child Communication Schlesinger and Meadow (1972) have suggested 

that, for deaf children to adjust and develop successfully, the family 

environment must be warm and nurturant and it must be a source of "varied 

sensory and cognitive input." In other words, the parents must both have 

valuable information to share and the means to communicate it to the 

child. This contention is partially supported by the results of the 

current study. 

The mother-child (MCCOMM) and father-child (FCCOMM) communication 

variables used in this study were each the product of two items on the 

parent questionnaire. The first question concerned the approximate 

number of minutes per day spent by the parent communicating with the deaf 

child on a day when the child is at home. For the second item, the parent 

was asked to indicate the complexity of conversation the parent and child 

were capable of engaging in given the degree of the child's hearing loss 
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and the mode of communication used. It was originally thought that these 

two variables could be combined into a single composite variable. 

Preliminary analyses showed that, although correlated with each other (~ 

= .547), these two variables function differently in the context of Model 

2. The path analysis results suggest that MCCOMM has a positive 

relationship with locus of control and a negative relationship with 

achievement. The opposite is true for FCCOMM. And whereas MCCOMM has a 

positive association with mainstreaming, and negative with career 

maturity, the opposite trends were observed for FCCOMM. Thus, the two 

variables were entered separately into Model 2. 

Being greater with subjects whose hearing loss is more profound, 

mother-child communication was significantly related to two other 

variables in Model 2. Greater mother-child communication was associated 

with a more internal locus of control which facilitated career 

development. Higher MCCOMM scores were also associated with lower 

achieving students who had higher CDA scores. The direct effect on career 

maturity was not significant but the indirect effect on CDA was the only 

significant indirect effect in Model 2. These results, with the exception 

of the negative relationship between mother-child communication and 

achievement, are consistent with research conducted by Sporakowski and 

Eubanks (1976) that found that positively adjusting students indicated 

more favorable communication with mothers. Negatively adjusting students 

in that study confided in neither parent. 

The total effect of FCCOMM CB = . 114) was greater that that of MCCOMM 

(B = .092). Yet, the father-child communication variable demonstrated 

less utility than MCCOMM in influencing career maturity in Model 2. 
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Influenced only by the subject's sex, it had no part in any important 

chains leading to career maturity in Model 2. 

These results suggest that the degree to which the parents communicate 

with their deaf child does play a role in influencing the child's career 

maturity. This is especially true for mother-child communication. The 

exact nature of the influence, however, warrants further research. 

Specifically, the negative direct effect of MCCOMM constrasted with the 

positive indirect effects need greater clarification. 

Mainstreaming Experience The relative merits of residential and public 

school placement for the deaf has long been an issue of great contention 

in the field of deaf education (Kluwin & Moores, 1987; Allen & Osborn, 

1984). One side of the argument has been that, because of differential 

placement criteria for different educational settings, it is difficult 

to say how much of any observed differences in outcome measures is due 

to the 'treatment' and how much to preexisting characteristics of students 

in the two types of settings. 

A simple t-test revealed that the career maturity of residential 

students (tl = 105.4) is greater than that of students who live at home 

(tl = 89.5), t = -1.97, n <. 10. However, the results of the path analyses 

suggest that, when the other twelve variables in the model are held 

constant, no difference in CDA scores exist between the two groups. 

Admittedly, however, neither intellectual ability nor the quality of 

instruction could be controlled for in this study. Kluwin (1987) 

concluded from his research into the relationship between mainstreaming 

and achievement that "more attention should be paid to the quality of the 
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placement and its match with student ability than to the type of 

placement" (p. 9). For the purposes of this study, it can be concluded 

that, when other background, family, and personality variables are 

controlled for, mainstreaming becomes of insignificant importance in a 

model of career development for the deaf. 

Conclusions 

Hypothesis 1: Relative Utility of Model 1 

The first research hypothesis suggested that Model 1 would explain more 

of the variance in career maturity for the hearing group than for the 

deaf. The basis for this expectation was not that the variables in Model 

1 would not be important predictors of career maturity for the deaf, but 

that Model 1 fails to include a number of variables needed to describe 

the experiences of the deaf. However, the results were in the opposite 

direction and suggested that Model 1 does not fit the data for the deaf 

group less well than for the hearing. One can conclude from this that, 

if indeed Model 1 represents our best guess at the factors that influence 

career maturity, the estimate applies fairly well to two groups who, 

despite equivalent career maturity scores, must have very disparate 

lifestyles and experiences. Of course, this says nothing about the 

interrelationships among those variables found to be important, nor does 

it say anything about the relative total strengths of the variables in 

Model 1 for the two groups. The results related to Hypothesis 2 address 

the issue of these interrelationships. 
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Hypothesis 2a: Relative Strengths of Paths in Madel 1 

There are 29 different paths linking the variables in Model 1. An 

examination of the tables and figures in Chapter 4 suggests that there 

are similarities as well as differences in the patterns among these 

variables for the deaf and for the hearing. For both groups, parental 

socioeconomic status and sex are both associated with cultural 

participation which is associated with locus of control which, in turn, 

has a significant relationship with career maturity. Also seen in the 

pattern of influence for both groups is the direct effect of age on CDA, 

which is positive for both groups, and the positive effect of family 

cohesion on CDA. 

There were two paths seen in the results for the hearing that were 

not seen in the results for the deaf sample. One was the positive effect 

of age on locus of control, with older subjects being more likely to be 

internally controlled, a characteristic that facilitates career 

development. The other is the positive effect of family cohesion on locus 

of control, with those subjects rating their families as more cohesive 

having a more internal locus of control. 

By the same token, there were patterns seen in the results for the 

deaf that were not evidenced for the hearing. In both Models 1 and 2, 

for example, older subjects tended to rate their families as less 

cohesive, a trend not seen in the hearing sample to a significant degree. 

Although parental aspirations for their children's occupational 

attainment did not figure into any important chains for the hearing, there 

was a sizeable, positive direct effect on CDA for the deaf. In Model 1 
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for the deaf, both S.E.S. and cultural participation had direct effects 

on achievement in a positive direction while achievement itself had a 

negative association with career maturity. These patterns were not 

evidenced in the results from the hearing sample. 

Partly due to the small size of the deaf sample, only two of the 29 

paths in Model 1 could be shown to differ significantly for the two 

samples, those being the paths from age to achievement (positive for the 

hearing, negative for the deaf), and from achievement to career maturity 

(near-zero for the hearing, and negative for the deaf). Other paths in 

Model 1 differed for the two groups to an extent that, while not 

statistically significant, were great enough to warrant research 

interest. Age had a nonsignificant relationship with family cohesion for 

the hearing, and a significant negative relationship for the deaf. 

Therefore, despite the fact that these eight variables explain a 

similar amount of the variance in career maturity, and despite the fact 

that both groups represented students who were above average in 

achievement for their respective norm groups as well as having equivalent 

career maturity scores, the process of becoming career mature has both 

similarities and real differences for the two groups. The discussion of 

Hypothesis 2b contributes to an understanding of the nature of these 

differences. 

Hypothesis 2b: Relative Magnitudes of Total Effects 

It was Osipow (1976) who suggested arranging career maturity-related 

variables into hierarchies as a way of portraying the relative importance 
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of the predictors. And it was Brolin (1976) who suggested that it is 

environmental factors, rather than inherent characteristics, that are 

most influential for the career development of handicapped persons. When 

working with path analysis, it seems most appropriate to use the total 

effects of the predictors as the estimates to be ranked. The LISREL 

program offered a method for testing the hypothesis of equivalent total 

effects for the individual variables in Model 1. Cohesion is ranked first 

for both groups, but is somewhat (although not significantly) stronger 

for the deaf than for the hearing. In fact, the other two family 

variables, parental aspirations and cultural participation, are also 

ranked more highly for the hearing-impaired than for the nonhandicapped 

group. In addition, achievement had a stronger total effect for the deaf 

than for the hearing. Rather than family variables, it was the total 

effects of the background variables and locus of control that tended to 

be more influential for the hearing group than for the deaf. Age was the 

background variable that was significantly more influential, in terms of 

total effect, for the hearing than for the deaf. 

The significance of the varying hierarchies of total effects seems 

to be that the process of career development, of becoming career mature, 

is a more classically developmental process for the hearing; the older 

one gets, the more ready one is to take on the tasks associated with 

merging into the world of work. For the hearing-impaired, however, the 

family intervenes in a significant way to influence the child's readiness 

for independence outside of the family. The child's perception of the 

closeness in his family is associated with readiness on his part to begin 

planning for his life in the outside world. He is also more greatly 
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influenced by his parents' aspirations for him than is his hearing 

counterpart. 

Furthermore, the strength of family cohesion in explaining career 

maturity for both groups, relative to the more popular variables for study 

such as S.E.S. and achievement, may come as a surprise to career 

development researchers who have almost totally ignored family systems 

theory in their studies of career maturity. 

Hypothesis 2b was supported by the results of this study: although 

Model 1 explains career maturity no less well for the deaf than for the 

hearing, two groups that have equivalent career maturity scores and who 

are both relatively high achievers, the variance accounted for. seems to 

be explained by different patterns and hierarchies of the same set of 

variables in the model for the hearing and the deaf. 

Hypothesis 3: Madel 2 versus Madel 1 

Conte (1983) has suggested that the inclusion of variables reflecting the 

life experiences specific to a given handicapped group should increase 

the appropriateness of a model of career maturity for that group. The 

second model tested in this study included five variables specific to the 

experience of the hearing-impaired. The addition of these five variables 

increased the amount of career maturity variance explained from 28% to 

31%, and resulted in a few changes in the patterns of influence seen in 

Model 1. Two paths that had'been important, but not significant, in the 

first model dropped out in the second. The positive direct effects of 

age on CDA and of cultural participation on achievement were considerably 
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weaker with the addition of the five new variables. Five new, important 

paths were introduced in Model 2: the negative direct effect of cultural 

participation on CDA; the negative effect of hearing loss on achievement; 

the positive association between loss and mother-child communication; the 

positive effect of MCCOMM on locus of control; and the negative effect 

of MCCOMM on achievement. 

Despite the fact that only two of the five deaf-specific variables 

became incorporated into the pattern of important chains of influence, 

and despite the fact that the increase in variance explained was not 

significant, the results suggest that a greater understanding of the 

career development process can be gained by considering the degree of the 

adolescent's handicap, and his or her ability to communciate with parents. 

Thus, although the statistical comparison of the coefficients of 

determination for Models 1 and 2 supported the null hypothesis of no 

difference in the explanatory power of the two models for the deaf, 

observed changes in the patterns of influence among the predictor 

variables suggest real advantages to including handicap-specific 

variables into models of career development. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTITIONERS 

Because the problems of the hearing-impaired were the focus of this study, 

the implications that follow are aimed specifically at those who work with 

the deaf. Although this study did not find the career maturity of the 

hearing-impaired sample to be significantly poorer than that of the 

hearing sample, the results are nonetheless suggestive of ways in which 
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the process of career maturity could be different for all groups of deaf 

youngsters, including those with reading skills poorer than those 

respresented in the current sample. Thus, despite the fact that I may 

be extrapolating beyond my own data, the following suggestions are 

intended for those who work with deaf students of all achievement levels. 

A trend that was noted for both samples was that parental aspirations 

were positively associated with CDA scores. For the hearing group, there 

was a strong, positive relationship between parental aspirations for the 

child's occupational attainment and the child's academic achievement. 

This suggests that parents of hearing children have aspirations that are 

consistent with their children's demonstrated ability. Yet, for the deaf 

sample, parental aspirations and the child's achievement were not 

significantly related, although the trend was still in the positive 

direction. If, in fact, there is no relationship between achievement 

scores and occupational attainment of deaf students, then this lack of 

correlation is a legitimate reflection of reality. On the other hand, 

it may be that parents of the deaf could be better informed about their 

children's potential vis a vis the range of career opportunities available 

to the deaf. This is particularly important for deaf students in public 

schools who have fewer opportunities to see deaf adults in professional 

occupations. Because of the difficulties associated with the employment 

of deaf adults, that are certainly obvious to the parents of 

hearing-impaired adolescents, career awareness programs for the deaf may 

need to target both deaf students and their parents. Parents with more 

realistic occupational aspirations for their deaf children may better 
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encourage the development of "planfulness" in their children as is the 

case with parents of normally-hearing adolescents. 

For all students, regardless of handicap, an internal locus of control 

is associated with greater readiness to meet the challenges of life after 

high school. Those in charge of career education programs could keep this 

fact in mind in planning curricula. The inclusion of activities designed 

to increase children's awareness of their own power to influence the 

events in their lives may encourage career maturity as well. 

The degree of cohesion in a student's family is generally not within 

the power of a school counselor to manipulate. The importance of a 

closely-knit family to a child's career development, especially for a deaf 

child, could aid the counselor trying to understand an individual 

student's level of career planning and exploration. The adolescent from 

a disengaged family may need additional support, encouragement, and 

information from the school. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

This study has shown that, despite equivalent career maturity scores, 

there are similarities and differences in the process of career 

development for nonhandicapped adolescents and deaf youth. Future 

research efforts should be directed at the replication of this design by 

exploring the same, or similar, models with data from more representative 

samples of deaf adolescents or those from other handicapped groups such 

as the visually impaired or physically disabled. It would be helpful to 

know if the trends observed here are specific only to hearing-impaired 
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adolescents, or whether these phenomena are descriptive of all children 

who are in a minority due to a physical, sensory, mental, or intellectual 

impairment. 

Given the strength of the family cohesion variable in explaining the 

variation in career maturity in both the hearing and deaf samples in this 

study, it is recommended that future researchers make an effort to 

incorporate measures of family dynamics into their career maturity 

models. The inclusion of variables that influence cohesion could also 

be examined. In addition, since it seems that enmeshed families may be 

selecting themselves out of family studies when given the option not to 

participate, researchers may wish to find ways to include these families. 

One explanation considered for the unexpectedly negative relationship 

between achievement and career maturity for the deaf was that the better 

achieving students may not be given access to the same life skills classes 

that poorer achievers are scheduled into. It seems logical that a deaf 

student would need systematic exposure to career information in order to 

enhance his level of career awareness; no matter how well he reads, his 

inability to casually pick up world of work information auditorily leaves 

him at an extreme disadvantage compared to his hearing peers. Follow-up 

contacts with counseling personnel at MSSD indicates, however, that 

exposure to career education is identical for all MSSD students, 

irrespective of their scores on achievement tests. Thus, some other 

difference between high- and low-achieving deaf students must account for 

the unexpected tendency of the low-achievers to have higher career. 

maturity scores than the high achievers. These differences may be related 
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to personality, attitudes, or to environmental differences, and would be 

an important subject for further research. 

Regarding measurement concerns, a few suggestions are warranted. If 

including a measure of socioeconomic status, future studies should use 

educational and occupational categories that are more numerous, and that 

translate directly into Socioeconomic Index (SEI) categories. The 

parent-child communication variables could be better refined to include 

the general mode of communication and, perhaps, the extent to which the 

content of conversations between parents and deaf children relate to the 

world of work. 

Due to the error introduced into the achievement variable by equating 

the SRA and Stanford scores for the public and residential school deaf 

subjects, there is some ambiguity in the interpretation of the results 

for the hearing-impaired. Further study, using a single measure of 

achievement for all hearing-impaired subjects, is needed before more 

definitive conclusions about the effect of reading and math skills on 

career maturity can be made for hearing-impaired adolescents. 

It is doubtful whether children can give accurate, unbiased estimates 

of their parents' aspirations for their (the child's) achievements. As 

was done in this study, researchers should collect such information from 

original sources whenever possible. 

It is possible that there exists some specification error in the model 

tested in this study. Other factors that may prove to enhance the 

explanatory power of a career maturity model include race, self-esteem 

and self concept. It may also be useful to survey the students about 

their employment experiences, both paid and unpaid. There may well be 
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variables that could have been included in the second model for the deaf 

but which were outside the scope of the current design. The literature 

suggests that the expressive and receptive skills of the deaf student, 

although difficult to measure, could contribute a significant amount to 

any study of the development of the deaf (Lerman & Guilfoyle, 1970). The 

age-appropriateness of social skills, generally underdeveloped for the 

deaf (Bolton, 1972) may also be worth investigating as a contributor to 

career maturity. In addition, as was suggested by Kluwin (1987), future 

research should concern itself less with the actual educational 

placements of deaf students, i.e. mainstreaming, and more with the actual 

characteristics of the learning environment that are important. 

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

In Chapter 2 it was noted that Lerman (1976) argued that the same 

career development principles may be universal. Osipow (1976), on the 

other hand, postulated that the same set of career development related 

factors may not operate in the same ways for different groups of people. 

The results of this research suggest that both positions are correct. 

In this study, a model of career maturity was examined for its ability 

to fit the data from a sample of deaf and a sample of hearing adolescents. 

Although the two groups were both superior to their peer groups in math 

and reading scores, their average levels of career maturity were nearly 

identical and the degree of fit of the model to the two groups was very 

similar as well. But, despite equivalence on the dependent variable and 

overall fit of the model, the patterns among the variables that influence 
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career maturity had both similarities and notable differences for the two 

groups. 

Few of the observed differences were statistically significant, 

perhaps due to the reduced size of the deaf sample, yet confidence in the 

interpretation of the results is gained by the trends in the data being 

consistent with those predicted on the basis of theory. As Brolin (1976) 

and Osipow (1976) had suggested, factors relating to the environment, such 

as school placement and family, should be more important than background 

or intrinsic factors for the handicapped. Consistent with this 

prediction, in this study, the total effects for all three of the family 

variables were greater for the deaf than for the hearing; the 

hearing-impaired adolescent appears to be influenced by the dynamics of 

his family more than do hearing adolescents. The results also apply to 

a long-standing dispute among educators of the deaf. McHugh (1975) and 

Lacey (1975) disagreed about the merits of residential versus public 

schooling. The results suggest that, when other factors are held 

constant, residential school students are equally ready to plan and 

explore careers despite the greater contact with the world of work 

experienced by the public school student. Other results respond to a 

serious criticism of career maturity theories in relation to handicapped 

populations. Conte (1983) suggested that including factors that are 

specific to the experience of the special group under study can aid in 

the explanation of how career maturity is developed. Although the 

inclusion of such variables in the current model did little to increase 

the variance in career maturity explained, these variables did contribute 
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to a more detailed and personalized picture of the career development 

process for the deaf. 

One important conclusion drawn from the results of this study is 

contrary to expectations based on family systems theory. Olson has 

suggested that families scoring at the upper end of the cohesion scale 

on the FACES III are more likely to experience triangles and parent-child 

coalitions, both of which are believed to act as barriers to individual 

growth towards independence (Olson et al. , 1985). Yet the results of this 

study are consistent with Hesser's (1981) findings. The relationship 

between family cohesion and career maturity is positive and linear, with 

greater cohesion being conducive to greater career maturity in both 

handicapped and nonhandicapped adolescents. These and other results of 

this study may be helpful to others attempting to explain more of the 

variance in career maturity for adolescents. 

Through the use of path analysis, and the ability to examine not only 

the direct but the indirect and total effects as well, the prejudicial 

attitudes of some towards the career development of the handicapped 

(Osipow, 1976) can be confronted. Of major importance to those concerned 

with the career development of the handicapped is the conclusion that the 

construct of career development does apply equally well to nonhandicapped 

adolescents and to at least one handicapped group. The results further 

suggest that the disability does not appear to be more important than 

other factors in the handicapped person's life in determining career 

attitudes. And the handicapped person's career development does not 

necessarily have to be retarded by the disability. With continued 

research into the the effects of family and school characteristics on 
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career maturity, appropriate interventions will become apparent that will 

keep more handicapped people from experiencing the dissatisfaction that 

accompanies immature career planning. 
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l 1-~ ) 
\ 5) 

Identification rwmber 
1 

d ) G iu\ lJ J·: : 1 = 1 0 2 = 1 1 
( H-'::1) iihuil'l'J1 
( 10- 1 1 ) tlJJ;\ y 
( 1 :->- 1 3) j(y J·:J\i( 
(14) SEX 1=male 2=femule 
(15) f\R,\\;t:: 
\lb) CUfli"ILC 

(22-24) 
(25-27) 
(28-)0) 
(31-'33) 
0~-"56) 
( 37) 
( 3H-~ 0 ~ 
(~1-0 
( 4 4-4 b 

HE ADB 
t·lJITIIIJ 
LiltWB 
CUf·L1'U 
IC;8 

•r:IH'rZ* 
,u,AD11 
hA'l'll11 
LANG 11 

( 17) H::'l',11·:;\i-t 1=111<Lin:;L, 2=re:Jource )=:;elf-c. 4=res. 
( w-;co) HLO:;~; 
\2 1 ) • J·: 1!1 'l' I • 

(4~-4Y) CUMP11 

(50-52) 1~11 
(63) *l::IJI'l'3* 

DIFFERENT SITUATIONS INVENTORY 
(D-S-I SELF) 

ID: ___ _ 

l'lc:1sc consider yo11r observation'! nf your own hd1:wior in the pa!'>t ami imliC":tlc how you think you 
\vould rc~potH.J in the dill"crcnt ~ituations described hclow. Evrn though both altcrnativc:'ll may :'iCCtn 
.1ppropriate to you, plca'e chuo'e the one you think rno't filling for you. If you arc not certain, 

lJ~ I 1 -lJJ 12 0 please guc55. 

CIRCLE ElTIIFR A Olt lllllJT NCH DOTII 

I. ln huyin~ new shoes, I wou!J he more inllucnccU by: 

A. Cunrnt fashion~. 

B. Pcr:mn:tl rrdcrcncc~. 

2. If l rccl"in·d :lll Ulll"~f'l"C\l'd bonus, I lllil•.ht ~~y: 

J. ;\ftcr doin~ a very ).!_ood job, I would ft.:d: 

;\. l'rouJ that it wa::o ~uch !!,OOJ work. 

ll. Proud tllal ~OIIll'OIIl! pr:1i~:r.:d the W~llk. 

( '.J 1 ) ·l. I tend to believe that ~n id~.:.tl future cucn dq)r\llls mo~l un: 

;\. I Lll(l work IO\\';ud thc !!oal. II Hut: tl!.\11 lurk. 

IL (iood luck ;tlong \\ith tile \\'nlk. 

\ ';'.) 5. /\'ked to \'Oilllill'L:r !Pr a l:OIIllllllllity ~cn·icc job, I would w;mt to know; 

1\. I low !llllch tinrc :111d effort would bc IL'quirl'd. 

( 'J I ) 

B. T1y to cLnil'y the i~\IIC. 

I Hll-llili"T ~~~ tl,\ ll<lC:S li" IT,'\ I< >II\' (ll '-1 Sl·.l.l·) 
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b 1 

b2 

i; '.: 

6o 

7. Given a complex task, I would probably: 

1\. Try to complete the task without help. 

II. Seck consultation at each stage. 

X. If asked to estimate time required to bicycle five kilometers, I would: 

1\. Tend to approximate the estimates of peers. 

0. Ilold to own estimate even if it Jiffers from those of peers. 

9. My reaction to leaming that a radio just purchased had poor tone: 

1\. "That clerk sold me a bill of goods!" 

B. "Next time I'll know not to buy the cheapest one!" 

I 0. I wouiJ prefer a TV detective show in which: 

1\. The hero wot ks alone 

B. The police comult a famous dt:tcctire. 

11. 1\ftcr bilure on a test, l lllt!!ht attribute blame to: 

B. I _;tck of preparaltOIJ. 

12. \\'hen sornchody gets ;tngry at me, I tnight feel: 

i\. i\layhe he'll get over it alter a ll'llile. 

II. i\ nice letter of cxplan;llion tnight clcar the air. 

1.\. lrni!~ht ;tlttil>ute dilliculty in ic;t~ning to inlJ'IO\'e at tennis to: 

1\. l'oor teaching by the coach. 

B. Not enough practice. 

1·1. In studying for an exam, l would prcfcr: 

i\. Studying with another sltrdcnl. 

B. Studying in private. 

15. If anol her person says critical things about me, my most likely reaction 
might be to think: 

1\. "I wond~.:r if others think the same thing about me." 

B. "Well, I'm not so sure I :~grce with that opinion." 
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16. Type of game I pn:fer: 

t\. A game of chance. 

B. ;\ game of skill. 

17. I would kd that to reach my goal in my life, it's important to know: 

,\. The right people. 

B. What I really want from life. 

18. \Vhen people arc mean to me, I might f~o:cl: 

A. Very concemcd becau~e it is important to have lots of friends. 

B. Very concerned, but that it is possible to get along without such 
people. 

19. In a baseball garn~.:, I might attribute m~· cxcdlcnt ·performance to: 

,\. I I:n·ing "'a gond day." 

20. 0'l't f"tnding a pcr.,on;tl item in an npcctcd place, I might say: 

,\. ·I 11 ntHkr if I kft it 'olltt:\1 her~.: else?" 

ll. I 11·ond~-r II ~nntcbody took it by mist:tkc'?" 

(c) 1'1/S I). C:. (i;udtJL'r & S. t\. \V;mcn 
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L\CES Ill 

1>:1\iclll. ()hem, .Joytc Pculm:r, ami Ynav L;,vcc 

ID: ___ _ 

2 

Instructions 

( 1-4) 

()) 
(G) 

l'kaso respond to all questions as accurately as po»iblc. Your responses will be kept strictly con
fidential. 

·"III.Y SOt:l \I. SCIL:\<T. ~·m \ld\•·"111:<11, 
t:uhn~it~ of .\lium·,ota, Sf. l':wl, .\1:\ :'~10~ 

(d D.ll. tJh<>n, I 'lSS 
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FACES Ill 

D:nitl 11. Olson, Jo}TC l'orlncr, anti Yoav !.avec 

. ; i'; .. :; I·,:> 1 -·~f"M; r·::..,_·_<'_o ____________________________ _ 

I 1\LMOST NEVER 
2 ONCE IN 1\ WIIILE 
3 SOMF.TIMES 
4 FRFC)UENTLY 
5 ALMOST i\LW/\ YS 

DESCHIBE YOUR FAi\IJLY !';OW: 

7 I. Family members ask each other for help. 

2. In solving problems, the chilurcn's suggestions arc followed. 

J. We approve of each other's friends. 

1 L1 4. Children h:rve a say in thrir di:)t'ipli11e. 

5. \Vc like to do thill!;:i with just our illlltH:diatc family. 

A. Dilkrcnt ['l'I~OflS :tel :1s lc:ulcr~ i11 Otlr L1111ily. 

7. i'":nnilv lllt'!llbcrs f:..:cl clo~cr to other bnunilv 11\CIIlhers th:m to 
J'Cnpk OllbJdc the Lundy. . 

1-i .~. Our l:trJJily ch:111gcs ih way of ltandlin~ tasks. 

II. 1:annly llll'JIIhn~ feel \Tt)' rlo~L: to e:Kll othn. 

1:::!. The cltildrcn rnakc the dcci:-;ions ill o11r family. 

I]. \\'hen our brllily {!CfS lo~~L·thcr lor actiritics, C\'cryhody is rrc.St:llt. 

14. 1\ulcs l.:han~~c in our family. 

15. \Vc can c:t~ily think of things to do to!~diJcr a!\ a l~unily. 

16. \Vc shift hou.sdtold n_.sponsihilitics fto111 pcr:-on to pn.son. 

17. 1:~unily members consult other bmily llll'!llhcrs on their Jecisions. 

I X. It is hard to iucntify the lcaJcr(s) in our hlllily. 

l 'J. l :;u11ily logclh~.:1 m::-;s is very important. 

. \\ 20. It is harJ to tell who docs which how:chnlJ chores . 

; ·; 
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School Form 

Developed hv Drs. Donald E. Super, Albert S. Thompson, 
Richard H. Lindeman, Jean P. Jordaan, and Ro~er A. ,\\yers 

at Teachers College, Columbia University 

Car€er Deve~opment ~nven1ory 
DIRECTIONS 

The Career Development Inventory asks vou about school. work. vour 
future CJreer. and some oi the plans vou may have made. ,·\nswers to 
quesuons lrke these can rndicJte what krnd or help mav be US<'tul to vou 
in plannrn'l ,Jnd preparrn<; ror J JOb arter ~raduat1on. ror vocJtlonJI Jno 
technrcJI school tr.Jrnln\l. or ror gorng to college betore pursurng vour 
occupatron.1l career. 

The lnv•~ntorv consrsrs or two po1rts. rhe person who .1cJrnrnr<tNs rt \\'Ill 
indJrJtC WhPthcr 'lOll ')f10Uid (Ornt>lete the !/rSt rJn. tile 'iL'Ct1rHi t),Hf. or 

both p.uts. P,lft I ICJrt!er Unent.1tronJ begrns on the nt!'<t p.1ge 

All of ;our ·lllS\·I!~rs go in this booklet. Please circle 
the arynropriate letter for the answer to edch ~ues~ion. 

When directed to do so, open this booklet and bt!grn. Please answer 
every question. If you Jre not sure Jbout Jn Jnswer. guess; the rirst 
answer that comes to yours orten the best one. Work raprdlv. but be 
c<1reiul to make your rno1rks rn the rrght P 1 ace ror each questron. 

I Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc., Palo Alto, California 
l.._-r--------.---

(C;Copvr~~;hr, 197~. hv ('on~uU•nr. Pwcholoa.:•'!ot\ PrP,\, Inc.. 577 Coll··~e ""P.., P.lloAirn. C.:.\ 9" 106. All 
m~t..r, tf!\er"ed. No potr1on ol I hi\ mJteri.JI m.1v he rt>prouucetl vwrthouc worren Pl'""''\ron ntthe 
Pt.Jbh\h~r. 
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30 

.:i 1 

PART I. Career Orientation 

A. CAREER PLANNING 
How much thinking and planning have you done in the following areas? For each ~~:s!~~~--
below chon~P-\h~ an5·::~: :~;;: t..:::;; io:ii> wnat" yot•-have done so tar. ------,---

1. Finding out about educational and occupational possibilities by going to the library, sending 
away for information, or talking to somebody who knows. 

A. I have not yet given any thought to this. 
B. I have goven some thought to this, but haven't made any plans yet. 
C. I have some plans, but am stoll not sure of them. 
D. I have made definite plans, but don't know yet how to carry them out. 
E. I have made detin1te plans, and know what to do to carry them out. 

2. Talking about career plans with an adult who knows something about me. 

A. I have not yet given any thought to this. 
B. I have given some thought to this, but haven't made any plans yet. 
C. I have some plans. but am still not sure of them. 
D. I have made definote plans, but don't know yet how to carry them out. 
E. I have made definite plans, and know what to do to carry them out.-

3. Taking classes which woll help me decide what line of work to go into when I leave school or 
college. 

A. I have not vet goven anv thou~ht to this. 
B. I have goven some thou~ht to thos. but haven't made any plans yet. 
C. I have some plans. but am stoll not sure at them. 
D. I have made delonote plans, btll don'! knnw vet how to carrv them out. 
E. I have rnadt' delonote plans, and know wnat to do to carry them out. 

4. T.1kon~ classes whoch woll help me on colle~e. on JOb traononf:, or on the 10b . 

r\. I h.1ve not vPt ptvf'n .1nv thcnl\~ht to tht~. 

2 

fL l !1.1\e I~J .. Pfl o;omt~ tiHlu~nt to th1c;, but h~1vrn't m:.dc Jny piJns yet. 
C. I h.)v'• ..;omt~ pjJns. but .1m <:.till not surP' Of them. 
lJ. I h.we m.1de <lPtonote pl.ms. but don't know v•~t how to carrv them out. 
l. I h.Jvt, maoe tJetm1te pl.1ns, .1nLl know wh.lt to do to carry them out. 

J. r,,,,no: part on school or out-<11-school Jctovotocs whoch woll help me on college, on traomng. or on 
iht~ 100. 

;\, I hJve not V~"'t P,IVt•n .1nv thollt!ht to th1c;. 
ll. I h.ove o~ovt>n """" thou~htto thos. but hav<>n't mad<> Jny piJns yet. 
C. I h.we sorne rl.lns, but .lm stoll not sure ot lh~m. 
D. I h.1ve mane dt!ftntte pl.1nc;, but don't know yet how to cJrrv them out. 
E. I h.1ve rn.1de detmtte plane;, .1nd know whJt to do to c1rry them out. 

6. T.tl..nH~ p.Ht .n S(ilool or .1rter-o;chool JCttvtttPc; {for e'(Jrnplt!, sctence club. o;chool newo;p..1per, 
voltJnteer nurse's atdel whtch wdl help me dec1dc what k1nd of work to go tnto when I leave 
scl10ol. 

A. I tuve not vet ~~IVt~n .1nv thou~ht !o th1o;, 
fl. I h.JVe gov••n some thou~ht 10 thos, but h.wen't made Jny plans yet. 
C. I h.1ve somP. r>l.1ns. but .1m still not sure oi them. 
D. I have m.1de dPrmne pl.lns, but don't know yet how to carrv them out. 
E. I h.we rnaUe deltntte piJns, and k.now wh.lt to do to carry them out. 

Co on to the next paJ.;C. 
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34 7. Getting a part-lime or summ~r job which will help me decide what kind of work I might go into. 

A. I have not yet given any thought to this. 
B. 1 have given some thought to th1s, but haven't made any plans yet. 
C. I have some plans, but am slill not sure of them. 
D. I have made definite plans, but don't know yet how to carry them out. 
E. 1 have made definite plans, and know what to do to carry them out. 

3 5 8. Getting money for college or for job training. 

A. I have not yet given any thought to this. 
B. I have g1ven some thought to this, but haven't made any plans yet. 
C. I have some plans, but am slill not sure of them.. ___ . 
IJ:Th~v~'mi!de' definite p!;:r:s, but don't know yet how to carry them out. 
E. I have made definite plans, and know what to do to carry them out. 

36 9. Working out problems that might make it hard for me to get the kind of training or the kind of 
work I would like. 

A. I have not yet given any thought to this. 
B. I have given some thought to this, but haven't made any plans yet. 
C. I have some plans, but am still not sure of them. . 
D. I have made definite plans, but don't know yet how to carry them out. 
E. I have made definite plans, and know what to do io carry them out. 

37 10. Getting the kind of training, education, or experience I will need to get the kind of work I would 
like. 

A. I have not yet given any thought to this. 
·B. I have given some thou~ht to this. but haven't made any plans yet. 
C. I have some plans, but am still not sure oi them. 
D. I have made deron~re plans, but don't know yet how to carry them out. 
E. I have made deronue plans. and know what to do to carry them out. 

3U 11. Cett1ng a job once I have rinished my education and traonrng. 

A. I have nor vet goven anv rhou~hr ro this. 
B. I h.we ~oven so.me thou~htto th1s. but haven't made any plans yet. 
C. I have some plans. but am st1ll not sure or them. 
D. I ha•·e made definite plans. bur don't know yet how ro carrv them out. 
E. I h~"~ made deron1tc plans, and know wnat to do to carry them out. 

;. . 12. Doont; mongs rhar woll help me be a ~;ood worker. one who IS most likely robe sure or a JOb. 

''· I h.lvt.' nnt ver L:•vrn .1nv thou~ht to th•s. 
11. I n.w•• t!I\'Pn some tlwut:hl to lhos, but haven't made any plans yet. 
C. : have some pl.10s. bur ~m still not sure or them. 
D. I have m.1de d•!tonlle pl.1ns. but don't know vet how ro carrv them out. 
E. I ha•·e m~de deronore plans, and know what to do to carry them out. 

The ne't questoons concern the k1nd or work vou would like ro do when you complete your education. 
At th" st.11:e. ,·ou prob.lblv have not derinirely decoded on a specrtic occupation. but vou probably can 
!honk or J r11!lrl or work or tvpe of JOb vnu would like to work .11. K••f!ptn!?'" mmd the rvpe of iob you rhmk 
~·au rn1~ht hi-.11 ttJ he m ,1ftf1r you tttr1sh y{)fJf t;Choolmr.:. choose lhc one best .:1nswcr wh1ch tells the 
.1mounr or knowlecge you Jlreauv h~ve Jbout these JObs. 

·i () 13. What people reJIIv <.to on the JOb. 

A. 1-farrl/v .lnv knowledlje. 
B. '' itrrlt• lo.nowleuge. 
C. An .H·er.ll;e amounr oi knowledge. 
0. A good cleal or knowledqe. 
E. '' W<'Jt cie.11 ot knowledge. 

~Dl'l'~ 

. ; 1 14. The .lbilitoes needed for the occup.ltlon . 

A. H.udlv .mv knowledqe. 
B. A ltrrle knowled!le. 
C. An .lVerar:e .1mounr of knowledt;e. 
D. A good deal of knowled~e. 
E. A IJreJr deal or knmvleugc. 

Go on to the next page. 
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43 15. The workrng conditions on such jobs. 46 18. 

A. Hardly any knowledge. 
B. A ltttle knowledge. 
C. An average amount of knowledge. 
D. A good deal of knowledge. 
E. A great de.11 ot knowledge. 

16. The education or trarning needed to get 
such a jOb. 4 7 19. 

A. Hardly any knowledge. 
B. A little knowledge. 
C. An average amo'unt of knowledge. 
D. A fiOOd deal of knowledge. 
E. A great deal ot knowledge. 

17. The need tor people on that kind of job in 
the future. 48 20. 

A. Hardly any knowledge. 
B. A little knowledge. 
C. An ,JVerage amount of knowledge. 
D. A good deal of knowledge. 
E. A great deal ot knowledge. 

ll. CAREER EXPLORATION 

Different ways of getting into that 
occupatron. 

A. Hardly any knowledge. 
B. A little knowledge. 
C. An average amount of knowledge. 
D A good deal of knowled11e. 
E. A great deal of knowledge. 

The chances of advancing in that kind of 
job or occupatron. 

A. Hardly anv knowledge. 
B. A little knowledge. 
C. An average amount of knowledge. 
D. A good deal of knowledge. 

~.E •... A great deal of knc·.·.-l€dge.-

What sort of working day and work week I 
mrght have in the occupatron. 

A. Hardlv anv knowledge. 
B. ·A little knowledge. 
C. An average amount of knowledge. 
D. A good deal of knowledge. 
E. A great deal ot knowledge. 

Questions 21 throu(\h 30 have four possible answers. Choose the one best answer for each 
questron to show whether or not vou would ~o to the rollowrng sources ror inrormatron or help 
in rnakrng your pl;ms tor work or rurther educatron. 

C r;21-C:'·IO 
~ 1. Father. mother, uncles, aunts, etc. 

A. DPTtnttelv not. 
0. Pron.1blv not. 
C. Prohahlv. 
0. Delln•telv. 

Brother-;, s1sters, or cou~rns. 

·\. n,!ltnttrlv not. 
B. Prnh.1nlv not. 
C. i'roh.10iv. 
[). lJeru111t!lv. 

~3. frrPnds. 

-\. Dl~llnTtPiv not. 

B. l'roi>JiJiv not. 
C. l'roh.Jhlv. 
D. Dt>l•n•telv. 

~ L Cu.Jdlec; ot .;;chool or otiH~r te.lfns. 

:\. rJt>lin1telv not. 
U. l'robJblv not. 
C. l'rob.1blv. 
D. Oelln•tely. 

'25. Te.1chers. 

A. Ot•i•n•tely not. 
[J. l'rohalllv not. 
C. Probablv. 
D. Oetrnrtely. 

)l.J 

) i 

:6. School counselors. 

A. Dcr•nrrelv not. 
B. Probanlv not. 
C. Probably. 
D. Der•nrrely. 

Other adults who know thrngs and can help 
people. 

r\. Dcrmrt~lv not. 
0. ProhJI>Iy not. 
C. Probably. 
D. De11nrtely. 

23. Collet~e cJtalugues. books, gutdance 
rnaterrals. etc. 

A. Dcirn•relv not. 
B. Prnb.11llv not. 
C. Proh.lhlv. 
D. Oe11n•rely. 

~9. p,')oole m the occupJtlon or at the 1nstttute 
or college I am cons1dermg. 

A. Denmtelv not. 
B. l'rotJ,lblv not. 
C. ProbJblv. 
D. Dehnrtely. 

JO. TV shows, movres. or rn.1gazrnes. 

.\. Derm•telv not. 
[J. ProtJ,Jblv not. 
C. Proballlv. 
D. Definitely. 

Go on lo the next page. 
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59 

60 

'51 

62 

63 

Questions 31 through 40 also have four possible answers. This time choose the one best 
answer to show how much useiul information the people or sources listed below have already 
gtven you or directed you to in making your plans for the future. 

31. Father, mother, uncles, aunts, etc. 64 36. School counselors. 

A. No useful information. A. No useful information. 
B. Some useful information. B. Some useful information. 
c. A good deal ot useful informat1on. c. A good deal of useful information. 
D. A great deal of useful information. D. A great deal of useful information. 

32. Brothers, sisters, or other relatives. 65 37. Other adults who know things and can help 

A. No useful information. people. 

B. Some useful information. A. No useful information. 
c. A good deal of useful information. B. Some useful information. 
D. A great deal of useful information. c. A good deal of useful information. 

....0...-Agreat deal of useful information. 
33. Frie:11J>. 

A. No useful information. 
66 38. College catalogues, books, guidance 

B. Some useful information. matenals, etc. 

c. A good deal of useful information. A: No useful information. 
D. A great deal of useful informatton. B. Some useful informatton. 

c. A good deal of useful information. 
34. Coaches of school or other teams. D. A great deal of useful information. 

A. No useful information. 67 39. People in the occupation or at the institute B. Some useful intormation. 
c. A good deal ot useful intormation. or college I am considenng. 

D. A great deal of useful information. A. No useful information. 
B. Some useful inrormatlon. 

35. Teachers. c. A good deal of usetul 1ntormat1on. 

A. No usetul informatton. D. A great deal of userul intormatlon. 

B. Some us.,tul 1nforma11on. 
Ga 40. TV shows, mov1es, or magaztnes. c. A good deal of useful 1ntormat10n. 

D. A greJt deJI of userul 1ntormat1on. A. No useful information. 
B. Some useful 1niormat1on. 
c. A good deal of usetul 1ntormation. 
D. A great deal of usetul 1ntormat1on. 
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FACF$111 

Da,i.t II. Olson, Joyce l'orlncr, and Yoav Lavce 

ID: ___ _ 

3 

I nrtmctirms 

(1-4) 

(5) 

l'lca~e respond to all qucstiom as accurately as possible. Your responses will be kept strictly con
fidential. 

ONLY ONE l'i\RE:'-IT SI IOULD RESPOND TO TI lESE ITEMS. Please do not get help from 
other familv rnembns. 
This questionnaire is being answered by the child's: 

1 a. mother onlv 
__;,:_b. father only. 
_j_ c. other female guardian only 

't d. other male guardian only 
~c. other (specify) ------------

F \\liLY SO!'I,\1. SUI:'\iU·:, Z'ill i\k/\,·:tl II all, 
I ooi"·"ity ul :'lliooou·,ut:., St. l'aool, :\1:'-1 SSIU:! 

(c) D.ll. Obon, 1%5 
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11 
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1) 

IL 

i ') 

. ~ () 

(' 1 

FACES Ill 

D:n·itl II. Olson, Joy~e l'urtncr, anti Yoav La vee 

I Al.i\IOST NEVFR 
2 O~CE IN A \VIIILE 
J SOi\li'.Tii\IES 
4 I'RI'.!)lJI'.NTI.Y 
5 t\LI\IOST t\LWA YS 

DESCIUIIE YOlJil FAi\IILY NOW: 

I. Family members ask each other for help. 

2. In solvin~; problems, the children's su~estions arc followed. 

3. We approve of each other's friends. 

4. Children have a say in their discipline. 

5. We like to do things with just our immediate family. 

£>. Dilkrcnt persons ad as leaders in our J<unily. 

7. l':uruh· mrmht·r< ftd doscr to other fanunilv members than to 
f'<'llf'le ,;llht<k the l:untl~. · 

S. Our f:nmly rhan~es its way ol hatt<llin~ tasks. 

•>. l':unil\' nwmhcrs like to spend hee lime with ead1 other. 

Ill. l':ul'nts ami drildren discuss punishment together. 

II. 1-.uuily nll'tnhers fed very dose to each other. 

12. 'I ill: duhhcn maJ.;e the dcci>ion< in our lamily. 

1.1. \\'h•·n our l:unily gets to~cthcr for activities, everybody is present. 

1·1. ltuks dt:u'l:<' in our l:unily . 

15. We c:n1 t•asily think of things to do together as a family. 

__ i(•. We shill '"'""'hold rcsponsihilili<'S from person to person. 

;• 11 __ JK. II is haul to idt·utify the k:ukr(s) in our family. 

2? __ I'J. Fa1nily tn~cthclncss is very itnp<Hiant. 

~~I, 20. It is hard to tell who docs whirl• household chores. 
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n:::8G:i!Y5 cont'd 

!J· .. ;·.Vi·: 
Lb 

lltoddint: the Dct·c/opmcnt nfCnrccr Jlfnturity in Adolescents 

l'arcnl Questionnaire (Form Ill) 

!D: ____ _ 

I nstmctions 

l'k·asc respond to all questions as accurately as possible. Your responses will he kept strictly con
fidential and will not he shared with school stalf. stuclents, nor anyone else. J\lthou~h your name 
is on this questionnaire, its only purpose is to link the information we get from you with the in
fonnation from your child. All names anJ other identifying information will be removed once the 
<.lata arc rccorJcd. 

When you have completed the questionnaire, please seal it in the envelope provided. If an envelope 
without a stamp is included in this packet please return this questionnaire to the school with your 
child. If the envelope is addressed and stamped, please return it by mail. 

This questionnaire is being answered hy the child's 

__ a. mother only 
b. I:Jther onlv 
c. mother atid father 

=d. o1l1er lcrn:tlc ~uardian 
__ c. other rnale guanhan 

f. other ('pcnly) ---------------
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jj 

Ut\l.JGL( 
)6 

I. \\'hat is the child's date of birth? 

;\lonth: c:·.ln::'!l Day:!'IJ,\Y Year: i"Y:·;;\r( 
.::~·-)() )1-);~ .55-54 

2. I low many livin~ 'iblin~s docs the child have' (Only include 
step ,;bJings antl h~f siblin~;s if they live at home w1th you.) 

Brothers antl sisters. 

J. Which of the following best describes the child's family position? 

a. ,\n onlv child (no brothers or si,tcrs) 
2 =b. ·1 he ol;kst child (at k;"t one sibling but none older) 
5 __ c. :\Iiddle clulc.J (at least one older and younger brother 

or sister) 
d. Youn~est chilc.J (at least one olc.Jcr brother or sister 

-- hut non'C younger.) 

h:..i T !< 'l'U .~ 4. What is the status of the child's biolo!;ical parents? 
Yl 

il!\:_;,.; 

~- () 

d ,l 'I 

J\,",j; 

.;:) 

',, J)l '1'7 * 
.j .. 

L 

'j 

·1 
J 

__ a. l.iving to~ethcr. 
__ h. Srparatc·d. 

c. D11·orccd. 
= J. One parent deceased. 
__ c. Both parents deceased. 

5. Which of the lollowin~ best dC\cnhcs your family's ethnic status: 

:t. ,.\ .. i:tn 
h. lll.tck 

II!"J'.ItliC 
d. \\ lntc 

c Utl1cr ('f'Cl'li)') ---------

(I \h l}llhl ~·.fl.'\\" tip Ill. 

7. 

:1 :t rur:d :1rl':t "-orne di:-.t:tncc from other houo;;cs. 
h. :a rur:d :trc:-t hut nt':tr othL·r houo..t.:s. 
L" :t \ dl.t•.T or town (not a :-.ulnll h). 
d. a :-.uhurb . 
.... a cny. 

flow l:lr dHI tht.: rluld'' p:Hl'lll". or gtJ:tnltano;;, !!0 in sciH>OI? 
1\trkcn the nrclcs that rnost nearly anS\,·cr the qucst1un: 

I 'ather. Stq'· ~. \lot her, StL'p· 
mothl'r, or 

kln:tlc guard1an 

I· ,\ c; J 

.\1 f.,thn. nr m;dc 
,..:.uarJ1;1.Jl 

() ......•......... 
() ................ 
0 ................ 

0 
() ................ 

() 

() 

() 

I I 

() 

...... I.e" than hi~h school. 

.. .... Completed hd1 school. 

...... ,\ttcll\ktl collc~c or technical 
or 'f'CCial ,d;oul, no dq;rcc. 

...... l·irmh;:,.f c<>!!~~c. 
,\ttcndcd or cZ>mplcteJ 

grauu;,tc school. 
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1' !dJ;._;(.; 

•I ;.i 

!'' /1,,; i, 1 H 

tj l_) 

• . : !J] l' ,. ' 
·i . i 

Check the cate~:ory that he<! de,eribes the occupations 
of the child's mother and father while the child was J:rowing up. 

9. !'ather, Step· 
father, or male 
guardian 

Ill. \!other, Step· 
mother, or 

female guardian 

i-:J\uCC 
44 

0 ................... 0 ..... I'ROITSSIO~t\L (e.g., aceuuntant, 

2 

3 

4 

5 

phy,ician, rcg.istered 
nurse, rna.na~cr, engineer, 
conuni,sioned oflicer) 

0 ................... 0 ..... SKII.I.I'.D WORKER (e.g. police 
ofliccr, 'ales, beautician, 
clerical, mechnanic, foreman, 
licensed practical nurse) 

0 ................... 0 ..... SFi\11-SKII.LED WORKER (e.g. 
laborer, ho,pital aide, 
assembly line worker, domestic) 

0 ................... 0 ..... 110\IF.:\1,\KFR, or NOT Ei\li'LOYED 
OUTSIDE TilE 110\IE. 

0 ................... 0 ..... DECEASED OR ABSENT 

Which of cate~orie< below he<t dc,cnho< the kind of work the 
cluld'' rnothn (or guard1an) anJ lather (or !!uarJi;ut) I'.XI'I'.C I' 
the cluiJ to enter! 

II. hther, Step· 
f.L1h~·r. nr m:dc 
~:1\:lldl.lll 

() 

() 

() 

() 

12. \I<Jthcr, Step· 
Jll! '''' ~- r. or 

t. .. :lll.lk ~:ll.tldt;t!l 
.;t) 

I'IUliT\\J():-\,\1. (c g, accountaut, 
II] I\ '-ICI;tfl. rt·~!'IL'rl'd. 

flllf .... c. ttl:tll:t:..: ... :r. l'll~lllt.:cr, 
l'lllllllli~'IOI\cJ otliccr) 

U .... SKIIILD \\'Cli~KI R (q;. pollee 
ntlil·L'r, ~;d:.:.-., bt.::\Utici;m, 
ckric:d, mcchn:mJC, lon:rnan, 
liccn<cd pracllcal ntH<e) 

0 .... Sl \II-\KII.JJ.J) WOJU(FI~ (e.g. 
LdltHt.:r, ho,pit:d aid.:, 
a<\cnthly line worker, dome,tie) 

0 ................... 0 ..... 110\lF\1,\KFIC or :'\OT 1',;\II'LOYED 
OVISIDE TilE 110:\IE . 
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\ ••• .>.:.~..1 

\.: ... ud:·; 
'.;U 

Ll :..;,; :1U 
') 1-)5 

LLJ..J ;; 
')1\-)b 

'!'\"! :·:h 
,, I 

!"J I\, J ,·~1·1 

~) .·:: 

lttr.:w:: L: 

.: 11,;;.1, 

.,._,_(;1) 

'r: IJ l 'l''-' * 
i.J 1 

I .1. I low old was your child when his or her hearing impainncnt was 
di~CO\'l'fCtJ? 

~ ~. At birth. 

__ b. At the age of----- years. ('-;..'ovnded dow") 

14. What was the probable came of your child's hearing impainncnt? 

a. Prematurity 
L h. i\knin~itis 
5 __ c. il.!atcnial rubdla 
<1 __ d. I~h incompatibility 
~) c. The cau~c is unknown 
t' =f. Other (specify) -------------

15. Without a hcarin~:·aid, what is the dq:rcc of the child's hearing 
loss in the better c:J.r'? 

Jecibcls 

16. With ~ hcarin~·aid, what is the dq:rce of the child's hearing loss 
in the hcttcr car'! 

dccibds 
'JLu (Check here if the child docs not usually wear an aid.) 

17. In which of the folhl\\'illl: wavs dm·s the chil,l's i\10 II I Fit (<tcp·mothcr, 
or ft.·tn:dc gu:udi:m) t.:onuntuucatc \\ ith the chil~l rno~t of the t\tnc'! 

a. \Vtitinc 
b. Speech 
c Swn I <lllCII:<ec (Si.,m·d Fneli,h. t\SI., etc) 
d. Speech and ~~~n l:111p1:t~·.e at the ~;unc tunc 
c. {jt.:..,lllrc~ 

I . -~ <l'"lc..-d cr ~ t·lf'lr-e -r(\..-, (H1t"'; '"-:.pan..) 
I~. llv wrnmuntc:ttint! in this w:ty, Clll the du!J's i\10 I'III'.R ca,ily: 

(Circk Y lor YI'S, I" lm ;\()) 

Y 0: ;1. :t'"- the duld l"or inltJJrttatHHt nr a~k 
hi1n nr hl'f to do \Oill~·thmg"! 

Y I" h. 11t::kc "tt:tll t:tlk (the wc:ttltn, .1cti\'itics, etc.)'' 
Y N t.: h,t\"1.: a "holt, :"impk COil\Tf":tlton"! 

Y " d. h:\\'c a !on~:. t.:otnpk\ t.:un\ocr,:tllun"? 

I 'l. !low old "''" tk child "!ten It" <>r kr ;\I( J I II Ll~ ('tcp·motltcr, or 
km:dc ~u;udt:m) tiro;;;t hl·~:m to u~c ..,ien l;lll!.!IJ:,~t:"! 

h. lite duld \'.':tS ___ ,,·;:rs old. 
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L: I j:; :·~h 
t),'-f;t\ 

1.' ·~ J ••• ;t' 

i·~J~ •. ~~·~l 

Ub 

I ; ~ i 0 J' 

l)'f-i)t_j 

JJ·. ·,1' 

·-: ' 

1'.:; .• 11:\ , 
I· 

20. When together with your child for the <by, what's the TOTAL amount 
of time the MUTIII'.It usually spends communicating with the child? 

About---- minutes a day. 
: j itl~ 

21. In which of the following ways docs the child's FATIIF.R (step-father, 
or male !;Uardian) communicate with the chilc.l most of the time'! 

a. Writinl! 
-- h. Speed; 
=c. Si:.:n I ~•nguage (Signec.l English, ASL, etc.) 
__ d. Speech anc.l si!;n language at the same time 

c. Gestures 

22. lly communicating in this way, can the child's FATIIEI~ easily: 
(Circle Y l<>r YES, N for ;-\0) 

Y :-.1 a. :ISk the child for information or ask 
hirn or her tn do somcthin!!'1 

Y N h. make small talk (the wc;1ther, activities, et~.)? 
Y ~ c. have a short, simple convcr,ation'' 
Y N d. have a lon)!, complex conversation'! 

23. I low ol<l "''"the child wht·n hi' or ht·r I t\'IIIL!t ('tcp-bthcr, or 
rtt:dc ~·uardtan) ru~t hl'g;tn lo 11\l.! !'li!~ll l:m;!llagc'! 

h. 'I he rlultl was ___ )t·ars old. 

~·1. \\'h·:n tn,••·tht·r with vnur l'hild fur the d:w. what's the TOTAL amount 
<•I tun~ till' h\ 1111.1{ '"nallv '('Ctllh couunutucating with the child'' 

:\hnut 111inutl:~ a day. 

:1. ~o. ,fu: h;t'\ nonn.d lu.::uing. 
h. Yc,, she is nuldlv hl':lriJJ~·impaitctl. 
c. Yt.:'\, "he j, ruodl't:tldy hraring·irnJ':tircc.l. 
d. Yc,, ,.he " scvcrdy ur prololnllll)' deaf. 

2r •. Is the clnld's I'AIIIL!t hc:uJJIJ!·impaitcd'! 

a. :"\o, hl~ hao;;. nonn:tl hl':lliiH!. 
h. Yt·s, ht• is mildly lll':uin;!-;tnpaitnl. 
<.:. Yl''\, he h modcratdv hl':uin!!·intpaircd. 

=d. Yt:,, he i' 'CVCtcly or pr<>lOIIJJdly dc;~f. 

Thank you for complctin~ this portion of the p;~ckcl. 

X/IJ/S6 
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:\ lodcliug the Ur1 dopmeut of Career i\laturity in Adolescents 

·-t 

l /n{/fliCliottJ 
n~ 

Cultur:.l l':.rtidp:.tiun Scale 

by 
Don:dtl F. Sup~r. l'h.O. 

in wll:thorat•on with 
;\ 1.1rtha B. I kyuc, l'h.O. & Wintluop R. Adkins, l'h.O. 

((): ___ _ 
4 

1-4 
5 

) 

~.; l'il':"c re,pond to all que,tions as accurately as possible. Your responses will be kept strictly con-
~ li,knt!al. 

C:U L l'i·,i.Jh This qucstionn:u1c is being answered by the chdd's 
u 

:a. ITlPiher onh· 
h. bthcr <>nlv· 
c. nwthn :11;d hthcr 
d. other k111:dc cu:mlian 
c. tllhl·r 1nah.: c.u.1rdian 
f. other l'.f'CC!I)') ----------
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For each of the l<>llowin~,: questions, CIII'.CK ONLY O'!':E RI'SI'O:"\SE to indicate 
your child's possc"ions and activities. 

I. The number of books the child owns amounts to about: ., 
I 

a. two or nw1e hookca•cs full. 
h. one bookcase full. 
c. nwr<' than 6 hooks hut less than a bookcase full. 
d. not more than h books. 
c. none. =f. I have no way of knowin~,:. 

,;UL'l'l-~lJL'l'12 YES 

i\ly child rq;ularly reads the folhm inc kinds of m:u:a~im·s: 

ill 

i I 

1:' 

I'· 

,,, 

I" 

I'< 

' ,·;I Jl >' 1 U • 
,'() 

I. cornics .................... . 

2. hohby maJ,::l/.IIICS ...... ~.: ... 

.1. l'opnlar :\kdun>Cs .. .'.' ...... 

o.l. story nr:tg:tlirn~s ........... . 

5. ('il'lllll'·IIC\VS lll:tL!;ll.ill~S lt~c 
l.ilc ...................... . 

6. news rn;tJ!:v.incs like Tiutc 

7. hurnor or cmn·ut l'\'l'lll~ 
ni:IJ!Uiucs li~c ;-.;,w Ylnka ... 

S. !Ht\illl"·" III:P•:IIilll'~ !Jkl' 
l·uthl·:-., I OIIIIIIC ... 

11. lt:~vrl "'"l':<tim·s lik,· llolidav, 
:":ttion:d ( il'tH'r.q•lnl: ....... . 

II. uun;uu:c rn:tg:llilll'S ........ .. 

12. fashion ttl;tg:viur'i ... 

1'\U 
DON'T 
KNOW 
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') 

,, 
,'I 

:: ': ~ 

._' ' 

:!1 

··()-·)\) 

. ; ~ )- "l ~~ 

Uf til~ (,>llowin~. my child has: 

IJ. \\ ork or hohhy space ........ . 

IJ. a lliU\'il! c.unera ........... .. 

15. other photo c4uipmmt ...... 

16. ~ typcwntcr .............. . 

J7. :1 tlliCitlt'OIIl(lllh.:r .... 

IS. stereo ..................... . 

PJ. pttp, rork or ~cmi-d:assical 
l!..:<.:orJ~ or tapes .......... . 

20. J~/.Z or folk records/tapes.. 

21. clas,ical records/tapes .... 

22. a rnusical instrument ...... . 

2J. oti!~in:d p:tint1ngs or 
'UdptUII: ................. . 

~-t. :ut n·productions 

25. rd1p.ious hooks ........ . 

H>. bio!!raphical books 

2S. cl:mics (like Shakcspc:~rc). 

21). Jlll'tllhcrslllp to a hook club ... 

?:iv.:,·, 

2 

YFS NO 

3 
DON'T 
KNOW 

J 
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Letter From Pllot Tc~t Admini~aration 

~lar-ch 10, 1986 

Su:::nnne King 
Dept. of Educntionnl Resear-ch 
292 U.C.O.B. 
Vir-ginla TEch 
Blacksbur9. Vir-qinia 24061 

Dear- Miss King 

In r-esponse to your- r-equest, what follows ar-e my 
impr-essions of the CDI, DSI and FACES III. These ar-e the 
thr-ee tests that I administer-ed to four- hear-ing-impair-ed 
senior-s her-e at VSDB un Apr-il 24 using Amer-ican Sign 
Langunge along with overhead tr-nnspar-encies of the tests. 
The measur-ed reading levels of these students ranged fr-om 
3.5 to 4.0. I encour-aged the students to ask questions 
when they needed further- explanation and I feel confident 
that they did in f:tct express nll of their- difficulties 
with the lnstrumento. My impressions of these three tests 
ar-e based on the students' quest1ons dur-inq the actual 
tenting as well as their- responses to ndditionnl 
quest1on1ng after- completin<j each teot. 

The Differ-ent Situations Inventor-y - Self was administer-ed 
fir-st. In inter-pr-etinq thio test, it was necesnary to 
inter-pr-et idioms rather than finger spell them wor-d for
wor-d in order- to be sure the students would under-stand. 
The beat examole of th1s in ouestion Q. RAopon5e A reads: 
"That cler-k sold me a bill uf goods." 1\lthouqh the 
students understood the natur-e of the pr-oblem in question 
9, the idiom "bill of goods" is unfamiliar so I used an 
equivalent expr-ess1on in ASL. With the exception of 
idioms, which I interpreted in a way they would understand 
readily, the only difficulties the students had with this 
test was in choosing which response suited them best. 
Given the 1\SL interpretation, l don't believe their scores 
were influenced by their relntively low level language 
skills; these students had no more difficulty 
understanding thin test than a hear1nq student probably 
would. 

Although all four students live at VSDB full time, except 
for summers and some weekends, they had no difficulties 
responding co quest1ons about their fnmilies on the FACES 
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Pnge 2 
PilotTest 
~l.:~rch 10, 1906 

III. Again, ASL was used to interpret e.:~ch item and only 
two items, numbers 4 and 8, needed to be repeated. 
Language skills were not a barrier to the1r underst.:~nding 
of this test. 

The Career Development Inventory seemed to be the most 
difficult of the three tests, but not because they didn't 
understand the items that were interpreted in ASL. These 
~~v~~nt3 have very lit~!~ ~ork e::parienc~ ~nd oo had 
difficulty knowing how to answer questions about work 
environment, for example. Again, because the items were 
interpreted to them in a way I knew they would understand, 
language deficits did not enter into any problems they may 
have had. 

In summary, since these students, most of whom have 
measured rending levels below 4.0, had very little problem 
understanding the items 1n these three'tests, I don't 
think you will have any problem giving these tests to 
other hearing impaired studt:!nts. This will be especi.:~lly 
true if you limit your sample to students with reading 
levels of 4.0 or better. VSDB freshmen may have more 
difficulties than uppercl.:~sumcn. I do think it's 
important, how,.,ver, for the tests to be interpreted to 
them in a w.1y th,-,y .u·r, filrntlt.:~r with. Having the Le,;t::; 
on overheads was also helpful. 

Sincerely yours, 

Bobbie Wolfe 
Virginia School for the Deaf and Blind 
Staunton, Virginia 24401 
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Instructions to Students: Pilot Study 

Thank you for participatin~; 

Hy name is Suzanne King 

Interested in ho" adolescents think about work 

TI•e real study "ill be in the fall 

You will be helping me get ready by trying out ) tests 

I need to know how difficult these tests are for deaf students to take 

Your ans1.·ers will not be used in the study although I will look at them 

-please don't put names on paper 

There are ) tests, one test has 2 parts 

After completin~; each test, we will talk about it 

o I./as it hard? 
o What was hard about it? 
o h01o could it be m.~de more understandable by deaf students? 

You will have the test in front of you, (on the overhead), and each question 
will be interpreted by 

If ~·,)u can n-~ul the tc.•st quickly, ~·ou do nnt rH.>t'd to w:1it for the interpreter 
tL' n•.1d each i tern: ,,•nrk .1t vour own pace hut I'LI·:ASE RAISE YOUR IIANil \./liEN 
YOU ARE FlN!SIIEll IHTII EACH TEST. 

This might take as long as 2 hours, but I think it will not take that long. 

\./hen ,,·e .1re half "ay through, we will take a break with refreshments. 

I :1m vidt~oLlping this St'!lSi.on sn th:1t I don't have to take notes IHl\.J ••• 

tJlll!S l illi\S '! 
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Instructions for Pilot Test Administration 

GENERAL DiRECTIONS fOR TEST AD!'HNISTRATION 

o You m~y <lllSIVer questions about items, but DO NOT give examples. 

If an item is not understood, try to say it another way Hithout 

giving a specific meaning to the item. 

For example: (FACES, IIJ) WE APPROVE OF EACH OTHER'S FRIENDS. 

Tllis could be restated: You like your siblings' friends and 
your parents' friends, and they like yours, and so on. 

o Usc American Sign or Signed English in whatever combination you think 

the students lvill understand best. 

o ~love steaJily through e~ch test, but m.:J.ke sure all students .-Jre ready 

before you move to the next item. 
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A I.ANIJ.t;I\ANT l!NI\"I'R~ITY 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
& EVALUATION 

Mr. Sheldon 0. Melton 
Super·intendent 
Virginia School for the Deaf 
East Beverly Street 
Staunton, Virginia 24401 

Dear Mr. Melton, 

(703) 961-5578 

1\lar·ch 11, 198G 

As you know, the t1·ansition of students from school to work has 
become a topic of widespr·ead concern in public education. The as
similation of handicapped youth into the world of wor·k is a difficult 
goal to attain not only because of envir·onmental bar·rier·s and preju
dices, but because the young people themselves ar·e oftPn unprepared 
for· the challf'nge. Their· pr·epilr·atron must not only be technrcill or 
ac.1demic but attitudinal as well. 

To be asstwed that c.:~~·eer· education pr·ogrilms ar·e .1cldressing the 
nf'f'ds of specific gr·oups of students it rs necess.1r·y to know whether 
the process of becoming car·eer matur·e var·ies among groups such as 
hear·rng-impaired, learning disabled, gifted, and aver·ilge <1dolescents. 
The attached summar·y describes a piece of resear·ch wluch is intended 
to hr.lp .1nswer questrons ,1bout how various background, educational, 
f;unily, and pcrson.1lity f.1ctors interact to influence the career matu
r·ity of two groups of secondar·y students: the heill·ing-rmpair·ed nnd 
the nonh.111drcapped. 

Your· coopf'r·.1tion in this endeavor· would be valu.1ble and gr·eatly ap
rr·ecrated. I would like pf'r·missron to collect data fr·om approximately 
:,o hPar·ing-rrllparrPd students at V.S.D.B. in grades 9 thr·ough 1:! and 
their· par·ents dunng the month of May, 198G. Data collection from 
'tudents would involve approximately one class penod of test <H.Jrnin
istr·ation. ~lon•over·, .1ccess to dilta in cumulative files and names and 
,,dclr·esses of the rar·ents of pa.-trcipating students will be needed. 
All information collected will be kept strictly confidential. 
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P~ge 2 
Hcse<1rch proposal 
March 11, 1986 

As per our telephone convers<1tion of March 5, I am enclosing a pr·o
posill summar·y for your· consider·ation. I will keep in touch with you 
to discuss the rest of the per·mission-acquisition pr·ocess . 

Encl: (1) 

. S [ncer·el y yours, 

Suzanne King, Ed.S. 
Dept. of Educational Research 
Virginia Tech 
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061 
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G A L L A u D E T 

~r~lMll r .HITN 
1 ! ··~I I li It IH I 1'10<11 I 'I I '~I Ill \'1 II )1'1,\1 N 1 I H !\IN INC • ·""' I 11 1 /Ill \I II 

, ,::11.1 ) (, 'll · ~ ;q• I 

~~~~~II< !lOlL\ .\\TI\,'111 ....,., 

\\"A~III~<.III~. PC ~l•nn.! 

Octo b c r 13 , 1 9 8 6 

Suzanne King 
Virginia Tech 
University City Office fildg. 292 
Ulackburg, VA 24061 

Dcnr Ms. King: 

om pleased to inform you that your proposal, "Modeling the 
Career Development of llcaring und !lcaring-lmpaired Adolescents" 
hns been approved by the Pre-College administration. The database 
on MSSD students is currently being reviewed to select those 
students thnt meet your project specifications. When that sample 
has been identified, we will mnil information about your project, 
a consent form and u cover letter from Peter llobbs, the principal 
nt MSSD, endorsing your project und the parent questionaires to 
ench of the parents. When we receive the consent forms from the 
pnrents, we will request permission from the students, then 
schedule the testing. In the interim, we can use this time to 
ncqunint the pnrticipnting fnculty and staff at ~1SSD with your 
project. 

The person you will be working with is Judy LeNard, the Evaluation 
Utilization Specialist for PreCollege. llcr number is (202) 651-
5504. 

We nrc glod to purticipntc in your rescnrch. 
in your work. 

Sincerely, 

Lindo Thiel, Ph.D. 
Coordinntor of Hcsenrch nnd Evaluation 
Pre-College Programs 

cc: Mike Dcningcr 
i\lnrgnret llnllnu 
Peter llobbs 

· Li I 'lorr.Dk I loS 

Judy 13crglund 

I wish you success 
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f\oonol~e------------------------------... 
City Public Schools 

Office of Governmental Relations and Planning P. 0. Oox 13145 

f"!s. !-..Ju;.:,Jr1r'H? !<1 nq 

Doc lnr· ,11 Canc1 i d..:a l:e 

Virqinlcl Pnlytr:>cllnic Jn·.titult~ 

~nrl SL.Jtr.> lJnlV£::?r·;i ty 

Roanoke, Yfrginia 24031 703-981-2124 

August I H, I 0 J3t, 

!~c!L!Cc1t10tl.=!l r?f.?C::·f:Oo"lrch cJncJ !=:·.talu,ltlon 
Dl<ocl·.•.>l.Jurq, 'lA 2!•061 

Plr_•-1·-,o llDLP 11r f',·lr-'>~lll'·, t'l•,•.;t•-.tdrrt r1 '::·/ ·llt··r·nr""'·'l· ,-,ot_cJlior·,'3 
tJ!"l your- jl!Opo•_-,-_,,1 r_:.:trPPr 1'1r1tur- i t.y SttrrJy ConrcPilt Fc1r·m. 

clrJn. t: fCJI"f""'f:":l rlll'f' I• '.\'-.011 ~-J/ly t<Jr• r:<JrlnO t: ~·r-OC!.~--~ ~·J 1 lh t./1 i '":"• 
pr·,-IJf"'f~t. l•I()IJ}rj .~t'fliPC1,1lP 1t tf '!Oll 1.-JO•.rlrJ r tll 111)/ 

c.r::-crr?l--lr-y, f:, .111 ntr:.J-f--.rc-.nn. 

1''-)''•':"'".JI•!f• to c;:r_•t LJfl .rrr .·;Jfl~Jtn!.mr;.•nt fflr" ttlP I lf"',t t·/"f'J. 111 

~~t·pt.cmbr:or-, p~~:-r 1.:!1-al•ly 1.::)·_-:-rJtPrnbp,-- ~ ur- '~, .Jr-ntlncJ ll: ... ,., ..J.m. 

1 fl •."I 1'1 j.. •• IJU • 

~~ 1 , r c t · ,- e I ~ .. 1 

l_,on,\ ~1. Pdn l 1 I l 0 

l>ll"f'C tnr of !)r-c1ntr:-l/r'pc;pdJ-Ctl 

I 1d 

(1 t I., rr /11111 ·r I I 

'----------------Excellence 1n Educm1on ------------------
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~:•: I f Hq"'l fJ_ ~.tr ; -~ i)7~ 

· "'P\'1 iot•·n•h·•~l 

1·1:'. ;.u:~:>nne Kin~; 

1; I' t ': '. \ I ~~- : '"J 

p,,,: l.•tt:r-· ~~n, .'l);.•) 

\:1.\~ti·!l:•'·'. \~:~,.~rn,\. ~..!-'!H 

~1n rc h 21,, 1 ')86 

ncr:>r·tmf'nt of l·:duc:'ltionnl llt•::;pnrch 
Virr:inin Polytechnic In::;t ilutc and :;t::Jtc University 
lllnck,.,btJr!';, VirF;ini:J ?1,061 

1711.\l w::-;.•)'- l 1 f\ 11in· S. • 1'\, 
; . .f , .• ,: •. \.\ ~;t :t•\ 

Tlli" ,,, tn :1<IVi'-<' ynu or· ()!It' :JC((•J11:11lCt' or .lnd a willin{~ness to p:H"t!ClJ1:ltf' ill 
yr111r r~~':":0.'1rrtJ rr·n_j!'I.L. 

{\~ pf'r~ ntlr di~riJ~"';0ion. ~lnllr rnnt:lct llt"'T'0 rr·om 1}()\-/ on wi 11 be ~ls. Nancy (;:)f'd('!l. 

'lnr:Jt ion.ll :'.ur<'rvic.OI'. 1'1"'1'-P <"nnt:Jn twr ::;ii!>uld you have :Jny CJUest i•>n::O. l!•'t' 
lf•l~>ptlnrlt' fl!Hllher· i~.., ('/O~)Hdc)_qt")(){). 

lk·:~t nf' ltn:l< tn ynu With '/C~tlr pr·n_it~Ct. 

n"t tir:;it.>te to cont:1ct me. 

: i rt(' f'f'(~ tv. 

'.-:11 it ~1C'TlPt't'P 

~-:ducnt it'!t.tl Dirt:ctor 
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OFFICE OF OIVISION SUPE'RINTENOENT 

ROANOKE COUNTY SCHOOLS 
~26 SOUTH COLLEGE AVENUE 

SALEM. VIRGINIA 241 ~3 

November 18, 1986 

:-!~;. S11;.·nnnP King 
lh~parrmcnt of Educational Research 
2'J2 llntversity City Office Building 
Virginia Tech 
IJLJcksburg, Virg1nia 24061 

Dc·;lr rb. King: 

.\ut.honz;lt lOll i,; r.lVCfl ro you t.o contluct ,, study of Career t·bturiLV 
:1t tour st•condary schools in Ro:Jnoke Counly. 

It is my 
is my hope that 

underst:Hlding thC!t 
it conL1nues to do 

hl'rt~'fici;il to you. 

l:i.K :111c 

the 
so, 

project is progress111g WP!l, and it 
and information deriv<'d from it pro,·cs 

Sincprcly, 

Fddi<' L. Kolh, l·:d.D. 
lli r<'ctor - l'upi I l'r•rsonncl Services 

<Hld c)pecial i·:duc;JLion 
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I '!:(I 
~ 
I \IIi!\\ n HJ'<IY 
i'llf',f_JL ::-:UtlHll:-

:1 i ..;~.; ~11'-l:tn Kin~~ 

Onpartrnf'nt of St~lf Development. Plannrng, and Evaluatron 

Office of Planning and Orgar11zatronal 0Pvelopmf'nt 
Walnut Hrll Center 

7423 Camp Alqcr Avenue 
Fails Church. Virgmia 22042 

llcccmbc>r lfl, 19HI, 

!l<•p:trtrH~nt of Edttc:tti.onal Ht~scarch 

\'~r;~i.:1i.~1 :>otytec!Jnic [.J'-ltiltlle 

;uHI St.1tr:o Univ,•rsity 

ll Lteksb"r~, Va 2'•0hl 

llt•:r r :I:;. K [ nr:: 

Yntt r prqpns:t I for :1 rc• ~:1.•:t rc It .'> t. 11d v N~~~I_f_~~ _I ~l_.l~--~~l_P __ r~-~~_:_l_c)_l_~l_'ll'll_~~-- C.1 rep r 
>L1t.11ritv in IIC':trinl~ .-tnd 11~·.-trilH~- !111\L·tirc:d Adol"'-'<"<•ntst rcmnin•:; in our 
~~~-l-i-;;c-{i-L ~~------ ----------------------------

Ple:tsl' ;tdvi ~;<~ ''"' if ynu h:1v0 cnmplPLC:!d till~ :;tndy. ~J(• requt'~~t two 
cnpiPs of tilC' n•sr•:trch t'or till~ office .tnd for thl' l'rofpssion:d l..ihr.1ry 
I •)c::tl•·d .1 t 1:.1 i r I :1 v. IIi 1',11 ~i,·IHHl I. 

/til 

\~ .. lnuk !'nnJ,Jrd lo t.IH' ·;11hPJi·~~;ipn nf yo11r result•;. 

(: 1.1 llrl i, 1 1:1 t • i I J,', ( :11.1 j t'111."11l 

1\··~;,•;Jr('li Scr·l'l'ltiPI~ Cnllll'li llC'I' 
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REQUEST TO CONDUCT 

RESEARCII AND/OR TESTING 

LYNCIIRURG PUBLIC SCIIOOLS 

ColleRe or 
!lame: __ -'..Y.'-"'_....~"-~-\---------- Organixa.tion:. ! 1 ')I v ./ /( 

(7o)),~·"~ ;· •. ;-;.;''3..' 

;.',i•.:( ~-·.;; · s· S 7..\ 1 Da t • '-"-"'+-(~-·'-; ·__;i~',;_·,_,:,:.,:1 <:-::,_ __ _ 

t. Objective or Purpo9e of Research or Testing: 

II. P.ut.tc.tpant!l - Number and Amount of T!Cte: 

Students: No. -.)..-:.. '//l Time: )l ':~. ,._,_ ;-:. 

Teachers: No. _____ TiMe: ____ _ 

Other9: No. Tlmo: ____ _ 
·;; ... /: ··- ----

lii. School(s) requested to p.ut1c1patt'!: 

IV. Date of Research and/or Testin~: 

Ber,inninP, :_,._1.,._1:...' __ _;_·/-'~· ___ Completion:_-';~·"-·'...:':...' _:.:/-'-•, _!__;_·_··-·c..''.:..·>_ 

.... "'I .•'. ....,{·;, ,., .... t.": 
I 

! ~. : t.r.' •· t ,,l . •,.'(4' ..• '·...:...... 

Office Use Only 

Approved :_-"•/ ___ _ Not Approved:. _____ _ 

Pr inc i 1-J.:ll 

IJ!rcctor of tl..:scarch :wd l'lanning 

Z/ZB/71, lm 
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Prince George's County Public Schools 

Ms. Suzanne King 
Virgini<t Tech 

lJI'I'I H 1\ti\J<I 1\C H~t l 1\t "H'1'1 ANI, ..'1177 ..'''''"I 

September 17, 1986 

Univer5ity City Office Oldg. 292 
Rlacksburg, Virginia 24061 

Dear M5. King: 

Your request to conduct a study in the Prince George's 
County Public Schools has been reviewed. You asked for 
permission to collect data from 150 or more students in grades 
ten through twelve in the fall of 1986. Also you indicated a 
need to have parents of students included in the study complete a 
questionnuire. 

After reviewing your proposal and consinering the 
<1ctivities that ,,n~ tukinq place during the fall of the school 
y"ar, the introduction of your study into our school system's 
cnlendar of activities would create an undue burden on the staff 
and students in the schools where you might best conduct your 
study. Therefore your request is denied. 

I ~hould like to take this opportunity to say "thank you" 
for cnnsiderin~ Prince Georqe's County as a site for the study. 
The topic is certainly important. 

cc: ~1r. Rnl->ert Coo!'l'>s 

Sincerely, 

E. L. Loh 
Department of P.valuiltion 
anrl RP.sc<l rch 

l~tl,llfJ Ill I,,,,, .It IIIII ,,, I'JJ!l( (' (,~·t)(gf•' ... ( fltffllY 
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G A L L A u D E T 

Kt·:-;ll.UI.(;RHN ~IOIJH ;t \ONIJ.\RY KIIOOL I ON TilE L>E,\f 

I ;n2) (,~ 1-HIIII 

.-.on II ORID:\ ,\ \T~l'F. NF. 
\\' ASHIN(i fO~. l>L ~noo~ 

November 14, 1986 

Dear Parent: 

Model Secondary School for the Deaf has agreed to cooperate 
with a request from Suzanne King of Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University to study career development in 
hearing and hearing-impaired adolescents. As a model school, 
MSSD has targeted career education and enhanced career 
decision-making by students as program priorities this school 
year. Ms. King's well-designed study has the potential for 
helping us better understand what influences student career 
decisions. The enclosed letter from suzanne King explains 
more about her research including the parent questionnaire 
und student testing involved in the project. All testing of 
the students would be done by faculty at MSSD and completed 
during classes related to career development. Judy LeNard, 
the Evaluation Specialist for Pre-College will be monitoring 
the progress of this project for MSSD. 

If you agree to let your child participate in this study, 
please complete the enclosed parent consent form and return 
it in the stamped envelope. If you have any questions, feel 
free to contact Ms. King (70J) 961-1230 or Ms. LeNard (202) 
651-5504 or indicate a request for a phone contact on the 
consent form. 

We hope you give permission for your child to participate in 
this project. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Hobbs 
Principal, MSSD 

Enclosures 
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Dc<1 r 1':1 rr·n ts, 

OFf=" ICE OF DIVISION SUPERINTENDENT 

ROANOKE COUNTY SCHOOLS 
~26 SOUTH COLLEGE AVENUE 

SALEM. VIRGINIA 241 53 

October 9, l<J86 

This letter is to request your permission to include your child in a study 
of career maturity. If, or she will spend one study hall p0riod answering 
questions about himself or herself and perceptions about forming a c::lreer. 
1be study will also involve collecting i11formation from your child's permanent 
school record about achievement test scores and the type of school program 
he or she hns chosen. Your participation in the study will involve filling 
out some questior111<1ires that wi 11 take about 35 minutes of your time at home 
nt your convenience. These will he mailed to your home and will include 
questions about how your child sp0nds free time, what kinds of books he or 
"'"' l"f'<Jds, ;llld <JIH'stions ;JIJOut thf' r .• mi 1 v. All of the test scores nnd 
informntion from you and from your child will he kept strictly confidc·nti<Jl. 

Att<JchNI to this l<>tt:cr is " consent form for you to si~n to indicate lhe 
IP\'f~l of invoiVf'IIH.'nt for vou ;HHI your child. Plr'ase return it in t.lu• cnctosrd 
cnv,.lope by flonday, Octoht•r 20. [f vo11 h<Jvc any quc•stions ahoul u,., st11dy, 
please f<><>l fr0L' to c;dl the principal of your child's :;chool for more 
information, or indic::Jte on t:he enclosed form that you would like me to call 
you to discuss the !;tudy in morro detai I. 

This study will lw hdpful in 
school ~;Ludcnts. I Pncour;l~P 

l'f fort. 

JA\.:SK:mc 

Enclos11re 

Improving t::Jref'r guid:l!lce activities 
you"'"' your child to pnrticipate 

Sincerely yours, 

for high 
in this 

.l:tiiii'S C:allion. Ed.ll., l'rincipal 
Ntirt.hsitle High School 

:~uY..:Hlllf' 1\in~~. 
lloclur:tl C:~noltd:tte 

VI'! .~ SU 
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VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE :\ND ST.\TE L'\IVERSITY 

0tvU10N OF .·\DMINISUATIVf .\NO EDUCATIONAL SUVICU 

November 10, 1986 

Dear Parents, 

Roanoke County Schools and Virginia Tech are coooerating in a studv 
of how teenagers become able to make qood decisions about their futures. 
We need your permission for your child to soend about 20 minutes during 
one study hall oeriod answering ouestions about himself or herself and 
about career planning. We would also like you to participate by filling 
out some forms that would be mailed to you at home. These would take about 
30 minutes to comnlete and would include questions about your child's 
activities at home and about the familv. Some achievement test scores and 
background information from your child's permanent school record would also 
be collected. All of the information from you and from your child will be 
kept strictly confidential. 

Enclosed is a form for you to sign to indicate the level of involvement 
for you and your child. Please fill it out and send it to Miss King in the 
return envelope by Friday, November 21. If you would like Miss King to call 
you to answer questions about the studv befor' you decide whether or not to 
give your permission, you may indicate that on the enclosed form. Or you 
may call her collect any evening or weekend day at (703) 961-1230. 

This study will be heloful in improving career guidance activities for 
hiqh school students. Because only a limited number of students have 
been chosen to oarticipate, your coooeratton is important to_the success of 
the study. We encourage you and your child to participate in this effort. 

RAP:SK:sk 

Enclosure 

Sincerely yours, 

Mr. Robert A. Patterson, Princioal 
William Byrd High School 

Suzanne ~inq 
Vlrginta Tech 
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CIIREER MIITUHITY STUDY CONSENT FORM 

I, (print your nome) 

(Check one) DO J DO NOT give my permission for ~!iss Suzanne King 

of Virginia Polytechnic Institute to review my child's school records, 

to collect information from such records, and to administer the Career 

Development Inventory Attitude Scales, the Different Situations 

Inventory, and the Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scales III 

to my son/daughter (name) 

of 1986. 

(Check one) ] WOULD 

in the Fall 

J WOULD NOT be willing to fill out 

questionuaircs on my child's activities, background, nnd fnmily life. 

( Ch<'ck one) [ ] ;;oULIJ 

at (phone number) 

J WOULD NOT 1 ike to hove someoue co 11 ""' 

to answer questions about the 

study I><, fore I dr.c ide ~;hether to pnrt lcipato. 

Date 

Parent or Gunrdion 

llddrr.ss: 

zip ___ _ 
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A l.ANU<;llANT UNIVI'IlSII"Y 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
& EVALUATION 

Dear Parents, 

(703)961-5578 

October 31, 1986 

Thank you for participating in this study of career maturity in ado
lescents. Enclosed, are three forms for you to fill out. The 
questions refer to you, your family, and to 
About one-half hour will be needed to fill out all thr·ee for·ms. Please 
note that thP. FACES Ill is to be filled out by one par·ent wor·king 
alone. 

Your answers will be kP.pt str·rctly confidential; no one will ever· know 
how you r·esponded. There is an rdentification number· on the forms 
wl11ch will be used by me to link your answers to those from your 
child, and to let me know whose packets have been returned. Once 
ever·yone·s for·ms .11·e r·etur·ned, the list that links your name and 
adJr·ess to the 1.0. number will be destroyed. 

For your convenience, a starnr>ed, addressed r·eturn envelope is in-
cluded. Please mail the completed forms to me by Friday, November 
14. Return <~II of the materrals even if there are parts that you do 
not complete. 

A~]<llll, th.1nk you ver·y much for· taking time to contr·ibute to this 
study. If you h<~ve any questrons, please call rne collect at (703) 
961-1230 any evening or weekend day. 

Sincerely yours, 

Suzanne Kin<J 
[)ept. of Educatronal Research 
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:\ I.A:SIH.JtANT l!:'\JI\'1 HSITY 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

Thorn tiS 

!,()()() Stre<•t 

Uerlford, Virginia 24523 

Denr Parents, 

It has bePn sev~ ra l tVf"t~ks s i nee [ first sent you th ret~ 
qu<'slionnaires to fill out for th•• care<>r dcveloprn<>nt study being 
conduct<'rl by Virginia T<•ch ~<ith thC! IH•Ip of 1\o;Jnok<' County Schools 
ilnd Lh•• rL'l):nPt School in l.ynchhurg. Sine" l hilV<' not Y<'t rcceivr>d 
your complt-tf'd forms, [ am <lssumin~ that they hilVf': hocn lost ei th~r 
in the. mai 1 or .1111011r, the holiday preparation:; ,1t yonr homt~. I have 
t•uc.losf'd nnolhPr- s~~t of the three quPstiounain~s for you to fill out. 
lh•' qu<'slions rrter to you, your family, and to Jo. About une-hnl( 
hour ~;iII br> n••••d<'d to fi II out all three forms. Please note thnt 
Lli1• FACES Ill is to bP fillf"d out by one pdrPnt tvorkinr. nlorH~-

Yonr .-ulstvPrs \Vill be kPpt stri.ctly confidPnti<ll; no one will t~ver 

knotv how you f('spotld,~d. ThPrf' is iln idcntific.1tion numbt!f on tlte 
fonns lVhich tvi ll IH~ us(•d by mr~ to link your dllStYPrS to those from 
yon!- di!HI',hlPr, .111d to lPt lllP ~-.not..• ~,·hose p;tckets hnv~ tH~(~Il f£~turnt~d. 

OncP PVt-ryorH~ s !orms <lr<~ rf'turnPd, the 1 ist that links your name and 
.HidrPss to LIH~ [.D. rnunhPr wi 11 b~ dPstroyPd. 

For )'tHlr cotiVPIIil'IICt!, il sl:HnpPd, ;HldressPd rPturn c>nvelolH~ is 
1nc.ludf'd. Plt>a~.;e mail tlu~ completPd forms to mP by ~lond;ty, DP.cemb"!r 
:22, if pos~;iblt>. \~Pt.11rn all of thP tl'st nlCitl~rials t~v~n if there ar('l; 
p.trts t:ILlt you du not complr-tP. If you hilv~ nny qtwstions, pf,•;~s~ 

(:.til 111" c.ol!Pct o1t (/OJ) 'l<>l-12:30 c~ny '·'\'f'ning or t ... 'Pt~kencl d.1y. 

Suz.l!HH~ 1\ itl~ 
D<•pt. of l:ducilt ion.d llPsP:lrch 
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VIRGINIA TECH 

Dear Parents~ January 19~ 1987 

I hope your holidays were enjoyable. The new year 
is not too old for your completed questionnaires to 
make a valuable contribution to my study. If your 
0u.rveys were accidentally thrown out with the gift wrap 
and party hats~ I 1Ji ll be happy to ~;end you a new set. 
Just call me collect a.t ?OJ-9G1-12JO. If uou have 
alr•eady ma·i led yow's back,· please accept my most sincere 
thanks jar your help. 

Sincer•ely yow·s~ 

Suzanne King 
ID: ___ _ Dept. of Educational Research 
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APPENDIX E. INSTRUCTIONS AND FORMS 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS 

ID: 

NMfE: 

!lear Student, 

THANK YOU FOR DEING A PART OF THIS STUDY! 

The half hour that you spend today will help people in career guidance 
unde rs tnnd teenagers better, and he I p them help young peep 1 e make good 
decisions about their futures. Here are your instructions: 

1. You may erase your name from the surveys if you wish. 

2. Use a p<'ncil so thnt you cnn chnnr,e answers easily if you need to. 
Raise your hand if you need a pnncil. 

J. Answer honestly. Your answers will not bo shared with anyone. 

4. If you don't understand a qunstion, rnise your hnnd and someone will 
come to help you. 

5. When you nrc finished with all three forms, nttach them with tho paper 
clip and turn them in. 

DEFORE BEGINNING, PLEASE ANSWF:l~ THESE TWO QUF:STIONS: 

Whnt kind of school pro1;rnm nro you in? (Check one) 

a. Vocntional or business 
h. Acndemic or collegP. hound 
c. General (neitlwr vocational nor co!le1:o bound) 

Whnt gr.1de ore you in? (Check one) 

11. 1Oth 
h. lith 
c. 12th 

YOUR PA!HICIPATION IS GREATLY AP!'IlECIATE!JI 
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DATA SHEET -- HEARING-IMPAIRED ADOLESCENTS 

NMIE: ID: [ 1-4) 

SCHOOL:--------- GllAllE: 

BIRTH DATE: __ I __ I 

SEX: 1. Halo 2. F!!malo 

RACE: 1. White 2. Black 3. Other 

CURRICULUM: 1. Academic (College bound) 
2. Vocational or Business 
3. General (neither collego bound nor vocational) 

J.tainstrcllllling statu!' rlurine. \<lR,;-1'UI7. school year: 

1. Hninstreamed (no special services) 
2. Resource (fewer than 3 periods per day of service. 
3. S!!lf-contnined (J or more periods of service) 
4. Residential 

SRA Achievement Test scores: (Instead, you may attach photocopy) 

8th GRADE 
Total Rending GSV: 
Totn I tlnth GSV: ..•••.• 
Totn I [,nnguage GSV: .. . 
Composite GSV: ....... . 

E. A. S. GQUO: 

Hearing Loss in decibels: 

LP.ft Enr: 
Right "nr: 

dn 
dll 

11th GRADE 

Chilcl's ngo nt thP. onsnt of lltP. lu,nr!ng loss (If known): ___ years. 
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T~st Arlministration Instructions For TeacJillu 

Dear Teacher, 

Tho following instructions should be seen as general guidelines. Tho most 
importnnt thing is that tho students understand the questions they are 
h~ing nsknd and are not penalized for low rending abilities. If you bn-
1 invn the students are capable of completing all three instruments without 
assistance, then let them complete them without help. If the only way 
to insure understnnding is to translate every item into ASL, then this 
would be the method of choice. Since you know your own students better 
t.h!ln anyone .else, _this decision will_ be_ left to you. 

I have attached one extra copy of each of the instruments so that you can 
fnmiliarize yourself with the tests more easily. If you have any 
<JUestions before doing the administration, call ( 703) 961-lLJO, leave 
your nome, number, and a good time to call and I will get back to you as 
soon as possible. 

1. It is important that students fill out the tests with their name on 
them so that I can match their answers with their parents'. 

2. Sny nothing to the students about the order of the tests. Tho tests 
nrc ordered differently from one packet to the next. reason to mako 
thn order uniform across students. Once they have received the tests, 
the students mny nnswcr them in any order they wish. If you arc in
terpreting the tests, any order of administration will do. 

3. Encourage the students to use pencils so that they can change answers 
onsily. 

4. Encournge the students to rend tho test direct ions. 

5. You mny 11ns1;or quest ions about the mean inr,s of i toms or words but 
ple11se be careful to explain WITHOUT GIVING t·:XMil'!.ES. r!ost of the 
it<'ms nre g<•neral, nnd to give 11 specific cxnmple mny bins the re
sponses. 

6. Tltr>rP. is no timP. limit, hut h(~,1rinr, studPnts do all thr0.P. tests .in 
20-JO minut0s. It takes approximately SO minut~s when interpr~ting 

tl"' i trms .i 11 ASL. 

i\g.~ i 11, TIIM<K YOU VERY ~IUCH FOI< YOUR T I t·IE AND EFFORT! I 

Sincerely yours, 

Suznnne King 
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APPENDIX F. HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE FORMS 
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t:MST:CAi':C:( t!:\'Ct:tt:IC iit.~'f SU3.:~.:7S 

?T:.:-.c::.;:aJ. ::.v~st~p::)r(jJ :.nz:mnr> Y.inr. O~.aro~nt: F.dur:1t ional He~carC"h 
i'!'oJe<::; 7 ~t!e HodC"l tnr. tile C:trPt'r IJc-vciopltlent 0£ Hcarln)t :mJ llc;J;rttw-T!np:'lired 

Sour::~ oi Sucpo~: 0~?&.r"":':!~Ct.1l q_eHa.r::.."1 l_j Ss=on3ot'ed. ~en.arc.'1. u ?!":lposal ~a. ____ _ 

l. 'r.le cr!.o:er!.& !or ··~~ed.l:N. :-en~·· ~y :~e t.uC!.':':Jt:!cnd ::tevt4N 3ou~ !:2r a ?T01'!<: 
1:rtolv1~1 t!'\~ use oC !'!t.~ ... l .. :l ruo)eoc:s &nd. "'1.:~ :u.:u.~l :'!sk• LJ ,Jf\8 or :.ore oC t~• 

!:)lioW"tnc. ?teu• !:U.th.L !.!.!. 1ppUc..1bLa o::ond..t.::.an' .ut4 ;Jrov1c!e & J1Jbsu:n:h:t:~c 
stat e:arnt. oi ;rrot:xo l. 

0 .. 

0 b. 

0 .. 

0 d. 

0 .. 
0 f. 

0 l· 

0 ~-

Qt. 

Colhct!~ oi: 
.&) '!\.u: tJt' n..ul ~L!r!Jl:"IZ La .&. :1an .. 4!.si!;ur-:~c !latUler; 
'!J) dec:.duou.s teotc!'\: 
c:) 'et=U\ent. :eet~ !.£ ;:athnc c.a:e tnc!i~tu :le~ of u'!':'1C:Uon. 

C.Jll..::":.Lan ot '!.Xc-:'et~ &rui u:cern~l se-c:-~c!.ons: sweat. CJ\c3.nuUc.:d u.l!va. ?L.acenca 
r~.o ac <1al1very, ~actc :!ui4 oau.l..,eo:i .at: c~e of rupt".l!'• oi :."1e 11nbr~e. 

ltec~r.ii:~c of <!.at:.& ::"!l'~ 1Ubf e<~J t' y~~-s at' ~lder. ·~.11:1( nant::"la.!Si'l~ ~roc.ed.ut'U 
r?\lt:.;,ety ~Lav~ i.:~ c:lt.:Uc1J. 7='2C.'!!~:t. ~t~c:en .ioes nat l:1CL~• •T.)osu:e 
to dec.~i:'\n!.c: :-W!.nton ~t.nde t!\e vts~bLe nnqe. . 

C~llcc":.t.on of '!Jlooct u::11rl,-s ~, Uft.l:::uru:':'".re (noc 11!':-.:C:udi.:ic .&SJ U/! ..,•e-ll ?•r:.c4. 
&.n4 :10 110re t."'..an ':"~l.C::t a .., ... , !:-:~ suo)ec:3 U r••n <Jt' ah!•r. in 60Q4 rteal:!l 
.&n4 not pr~;runee 

C.:ll..::t!on oi tuen• U\4 rubq1:ti1'111 danul oLl.CUe .a.."'Ld. c:a1c:·41~. ;rrovt.c!«'d :!le 
;n-ocNu::rlt u no =or• l.aYUlv• c!'\.an. rout:..:e s~al!.n1 oi t!'\e ttet:t. 

'lotte readt:t;2. 

"4odent& e .. urc:!je bv ~e&lt~ volunteC":"S. 

St":.:.dy of 'd.lst!:!l d.ac:a.. c!ac-.=~nts. =-~oM.:~. ;::ac.!'toloclc:..al r~:u-c::..=ens or .!L.aqnoJt:.: 
sp..c~onu. 

A.e,e-ar:!\ on d:-"Jit OT drnc:u !or •tu.c..'\ us !.:lv•st!;u:.onal ~lr-nJt:.:Jn ~s :tot: :oequt:ed.. 

Z. I! e~e "1""31 t"C': ~:"Nob.,, 'UI:an rubt f'C':S ·•ho .&:-• •~os.-.:1 :~ ·~ore :~u.n ~!:'\:..:2&1 rl,k" 1.nd 
He .at· O::)verf"'d ~., -=~• c:"'!!n·:.& .a.eave (.a !:) :.1. '!!'\e t~! :1v!eow :rust lftYOl'te • .,e :ull 
::u ~oa:-'1. 1~eue e!'\eoc~ t! :~• :ueu::..'\ :..~otves :ors :~.an :::11:!1:.&~ ::j.c•• 0 .&.114 i':"'2V\C:e 
& ruo"St:.ant:!.at:..."":Z H.a:omc at ;-rococoL. 

J. 1-!u:s.s.n rubJf'<::s "'oold "• tTtolvtl'd t:~ • .,'! f'T""'!'Cs.:l .IC:!!'t:.:y u nt!'\~r~ 
~:'Iars .uui/')r Cti:.!:-~· Q r.c-.uas G 1 1':'l~41.e1. G i'':'~i!\~t IIIOcun o. ?nsoner' o. 
~etltaJ.ly hu.r:ld Q ~nu..Uy JtsusJ.nl. Q. 
'f'lt• :~at t! -:"ts.!<.!r.,n ue lnv.,lv("d ~:'\ ~!'\• :-tu&r:.."l &s ~ n:.OJ~':S 0 :..":.ey uy ."t.ave ~Q 

;"f!1Vl.d.e .:.:ms~t u 11111! u t:"letr ;a.:entJ. 

~ether .,r not ~"t• '1r"OJ'!'C! ~y u.r.der-;'l ••.u..,e•cHt~ :'~Vl4N'" or :u.sc ~It' :~1.e.~ ~Y ':~e 

!·.J1l Cn"S':!~~t!::ul ::l.n·1~ ~&M., it ~s ne-c:nsary :!Uc ~~• :'t'<N.l:'t'd :..1-:'~~N :;nse:'IC 
:.,~ U.so "• :~v:.e-w~. 7:'le1.4 snoulJ. 'J• ru:=.1:':e-cs 'Wtt!'\ ~."'eo ::-:<:O'!.AL. ~owev'!r, t! 
t."ter~ a t:o.:nui~c.:.e-nt :":.;IS to :e.,t '!:'le 'eoruor's Ju.dL!...o:.e, su.:~':":J.1 c:J.n J• <:el1Y~ '.J~ 
:o :~U:"":'f r!.an u:er ~u.C"::It:~.a1 at~~· ?roooul •H."'ou.c Je"Ot!~-!:.::.::l :."te ti\3 :r.-<:!.:~.;u::.:~ 
'!0 '::te ?M100K'::·te J~''OTUOr. 

·.-t~:.:-:al ::,It =•~n 1 '!."' • .at '!.":e :-:.1k1 ot ~r:~: .lllt~.::.:.atN o:t t~e T."'"'t"O'!f'd :~H·1.r:!'\ .&.::'! noc 
r.~:scrr • ..::.nstll~r::tq c~e pr"")Oaot1:tY .and .::l.&(tn:·..:a•, :::.ut ~:':as• '!'I':CCunttre<l ~:1 !J.:.~y li.:• 
or -!~.:til ;:er-:=r---Ulce or :?Utl:1• ;:nnic.&L or ~1.yc::tol.:.(1~1 u~~u:u.t:.c:ns or c:st.J • 

.. !U'!t-::':' 1( :0"."1: i.' 1l\ \::dt·n:!u.aJ. 'Wt'tO ~.ay .,. •ttO'!~ ~) ~:'\e :"0'1t~H!:.:·t -,( I:":)U:-( .IS & 

O.:J,'\St'":UC'"'\0.:! .J: ;t.r~~c::;:at~:n .IS.&. 1U0}tiCC :,.;\ .L.,V :'e'!••r'::'l, !•vel.JC~ent Jr :'~l.at~ 1C!:OV1.~( 

""~~, .!n&t""':' ::-=:s ~!'\• o~ool:..:J.C:on ~t ::-:~s• '!'!::CJI~~nC'd u:a. .&c::.eett"'1 :•c,cd'! ~..c~11.ar., =~ 
:1u•t '\:1 ., ... ,u. Jf' •nl.::."'' ~::c:•ale'! ~:t• :~r:..o:;.~a~t ::s11s ot !.&i~Y t:.:a. ~.,~;~.;c:~::t :."'e :e..;oi"n~:M 

~us ~:vlr:-~r. :n a .:.,Q••n '1C:C"'.Jc•c:.on ar :~el.t li •ct~-:~:. 

~ \~IJ~7 ~~r;;;·; ~~~~~ ~~,~~1 ~~=~~~~~~e "~:~: ~~! ~~; ~~~~::! ~~~ ~:~~~~~: ~~;:~:e 
&r!'e~v"' 'e'loJw •t:.".cut '!.r.::tr't'1.S _...,.~- U".d .aconv:aL 'Jy ":~• lo.1.r~. 

1,/ ~ /.4f. 

~. oo~u.,&.n )~!'l1K":1 '•vt- '.o•r'1 '"&.t ':''tY\~'"'<1 ~"':• ~·:"!l!:c~l :.!tnt:~:!<.& .1:ovf', .u :: !::volv~'! 
"'' . .:.:~an ll..~••c':.L U'!.S '"O!'r-., ... lt':l:~•' ·.".It :=n.:yc~ J; ~ .... ;':".,IPC': :Jr -:an::'ls . .at •Itt;;:: ::..'1e 
:::• ~::::c:.Jl ::.uc ':• =-~'~.:,:)l!~e-ol ;:~: "::::-:Jv.aJ. :J;~:-.c:..":'"..;e, 
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CE:\TIFICATICN OF EXE~!PT!CN OF ?!\OJECTS 
I:.O'VOL'II~lG HL~·!A.'l SUBJECTS 

? :-o j ec: 7 i : l-! 
~~ndt>llnt- c.1 reer nevelopmrnt of Jlc-,,rin~-Imp:lired otnd Henrin~ Adolescents 

1. The cr: :•:-:~ for "e:te=;Jtion" from revie·.- b:- the !R3 for a ;Jroj ec~ involving the .:·-~ of 
h=an su!l)eC'::S and wit!! no risk to the subjcc':: is lis'::ed below, Please in1tia~ :al 
ap?licable conditions and provide the substantiatin~ state~ent of ?rotocol, 

0 a. The :-escar::h •.;ill be conducted in established or cor.:rnonly est:tblished eeuc:t:ion:tl 
se:::::;;s, involving nor.:~al educ:ttion practices. For e:t=;Jle: 

0 b. 

0 J. 

a) Research on re;ular and soecial education instrJctional strategies; 
b) Research on effecti'teness. of inst:-uc:ional techniques, c~r-ric~la or classroor:1 

=ana;•~ent techniques. 

The research involves use of educ:nion tests ( 0 cognitive, 0 diagnostic, 
0 aptit~ce, 0 achieve~ent), and the subject cannot be identified dir~c:l:- or 
thrcush identifiers with the info~ation. 

research involves su:"'tey or interview procedures, in ·.;hich: 

Subjects cannot be identified directly or through identifiers with :he 
inic~:t:ion; 
Subject's responses, if known, will not pl:tce the subject at risk of cri~inal 
or ci•til liaoility or be d=asin; to the subject's fi::ancial s:andins or 
e=loyabili:v; 
The :-esearch dces not deal ... i:h sensi:i·te as::>ec:> o: subiec:'s o""" beh:lVicr 
(ille-;J.l conci'..!c~, d~..JS use, se:ru:~l ~e~:l'ltor Or .ll::=hol '.J;e); 
The :-es e.J:-:!1 ~n·to 1 ves St.::"':ev or ir:: c~: i :!'4 ~r~c ecit::''!S ·,.i :~ el ec: d o:- .:1~-;oi;,:: e~ 
Fublic c::ici~ls, or c~ndidaces for ~uolic. oi£ic~. 

T.1e r~se:tr::h invol·tes che obse:-t~ticn oi ;::colic behavior, i:~ ··nich: 

c:; .1] 
[j a] 

Del 

T:-.e 5'-lbj ~c:s can:-:ot be idcnti:'i~d Ji=~~:~:: or chr-:u;h i:!e:1::i£ie:-s; 
T:1c obse:-:au~ns r~co:-:!cd .lbou' .ln i::c~·tic~al c::uld not rut the sub~~::: at 
ris~ of cri~i:1al or civil liability or be d~~:~ging to :he sub)ec:'s :i,,r.c~a! 
s:andi:1g or e=?loy.lbility; 
~e r~se:1r-::a does not dc.Jl '""i~!\ sen::i~:·te 3S~ec:s o: :~e subjec-:'3 ':e!"l~·::.a:
(il~~-;;~1 ·::::-:~~.:::, ...:.~~ -..~co. ~~.,u~i bt!!'\~vior or use of alcohol}. 

l] e. T'lt! rese:1:-:.1 invol'les col!ec:ion or st~c!:r oi e:ti.s:::t~ C.lt.J., Coc:.:.=tents, :~.J:--'·· 
p~:~olo;:.c.1l S?eci::1ens or Ji~;71os-:.:..c ~peci:1ens, or · .. mi:;,; 

G 3) 1:1~ soc:-c~s .1r"! FUblic!y .1v~il.10le; or 
~b) T.'le ~:::cnaticn is r'!'corded sue!"\ t!l.lt :~e subj ec-: c:1nnc: be iJcn~::..:.; ~= · r~...::c. 

o= ~ndi!'ec:ly thr~u<il iden:ifiors. 

[ f~~~~c:- ce:-:~f~ :~.J: :~c ?r~;~c: ~il! ~ct ~e ~~.ln~~~ :~ i~~~z.1~~ :~e ri~~ a~ ~~=e~~ t~ 
~~e~~t ~=~d~::cn(s} wt:~cut =~~:~~an 3JJ~:icn~l ~e~::~i~~:::n 0~ 3??lic~ticn r.: ··~pro· 
by :~e Huca~ Sub;ec:s ~evte~ 3oa•~. 

~ate: I: ~~~~..!:-en 3:'~ in .lOV way .lC :"i:3:-; ""'hil'! :~!.S ::o:·":J'~·:: '..:3 ·..::--.~:-:--... ·:1..-, :~:! C~.J.:;-:-:~"1 c: :!'J., 
J::\~ sncul..! Je :1oc:::.~~ !.=,:,ed:..l:;?l:.r in o:-:!~:- :o :~~e .::::-::-e-:::::e ~c::on. 

:.0.! :"-: 1,,• ... •• -:--- ... .., \ •• - ... ,..-. - ~-
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'llll.l.l;l: 1)1' rlll:C.HION 

VIRt;INIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE U('.;IVERSITY 

lll\'l~ION t'F t\ll;\tl~btll.\11\'l: .\~0 l:OlKt\liONA.l. SUl\'UTS 

H E H 0 R A N D U H 

TO: Dr. L;n<rrncc ~lcCluskey 

FROM: Suz.mne Kinr. 

SUBJECT: !Inman Subjects Committee Approval 

Titis 1nen1o ls t.:J cl.trify a point about the research I am propo~in~. 

Durinr. the actual dat.~ collection activities, there will be .~ 

tna,;ter list linkin~ subjects .~nd their parents to their identification 

number,;. l1ncc• all ol the ,Jat;t has been collected and entered ;nto a 

L'Ontpnt<""t• file. thi!~ ma:-;tl~r li;.t, :1nd nnythi.nr., t•b;e linl<.itu~ :ouhj\~l·t·~ 

to their rt!sponst!s, llill be destroyed. The confidentiality L'l 

all sub ic•et,; will [,c ''"f"~;uarded. 
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APPENDIX G. STANDARD ERRORS OF PATH COEFFICIENTS 
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N 
w 
N 

Table 25 

Standard Errors 2f Path Coefficients for l'vtodcl !_ 

HEARING (n = 307) 

Predetermined 
Variables PASPIR CCOIIES CULT DSI 

SEX .044 .869 .540 .301 

AGE .024 .480 .299 .164 

SES .009 .186 .IJ 5 .066 

PASPIR .395 

CCOJIES .020 

CULT .032 

DSI 

ACIIT 

DEPf:I\DE~T \'ARIAfii.ES 

DEAF (n=69) 

ACIJT CDr\ PASPIR CCOIIES CULT OSI ACIIT CDA 

1.109 2.016 .101 1.439 1.174 .608 3.326 3.550 

.605 1.111 .037 .528 .430 .226 1.234 1.325 

.242 .453 .017 .237 .193 .106 .580 .628 

1.455 2.739 .770 4.212 4.551 

.073 .135 .051 .279 .302 

.II8 .220 .065 .357 .390 

.387 .740 

.105 .135 



N 
w 
w 

Table 26 

Standard Errors of Structural Coefficients for Model ~ for the Deaf 

Dependent Variables (n=67) 

Predetermined 
Variables PASPIR CCOHES CULT ~ICCOmt FCCOllit DSI ACHT 

SEX .104 1.482 1.200 78.478 50.940 .650 3.400 
AGE .040 .566 .458 29.945 19.437 .235 1. 227 
SES .017 .248 .200 13.106 8.507 .106 .553 
LOSS .002 .034 .028 1. 819 1. 181 .014 .073 
ONSET .039 .549 .444 29.079 18.875 .231 1.205 
PASPIR .776 4.059 
CCOHES .051 .265 
CULT .070 .366 
Mccmn-t .001 .007 
FCCOllil .002 . 011 
DSI 
ACHT 
MSTREAH 

HSTREAM CDA 

.105 4.063 

.038 1.474 

. 017 .660 

.002 .091 

.037 1.447 

.126 4.800 

.008 .317 

. 011 .444 

.001 .009 

.001 .013 
.821 
.157 

5.044 
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